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Cardinal Ottaviani Impressed
With Growth of Church in U.S.
ftOMK Cardinal Ottaviani.
on hi* return here from a trip
In the f. S . said the greatest
• ingle impression he had gotten
while in America was one of tre
mendous and continuing growth
During his trip, the Cardinal,
who is Pro Secretary of the Su
premr Sacred Congregation of the
Holy Office, twice suited Arch
bishop Boland and the Newark
Archdiocese He was also guen
nr. honorary degree by Seton Hall
L nivemUy.
TMK CARDINAL, in a stair
Tnent to NfCWC News- Service,
commented on the fact that the
“great growth'' of the American]
Church In 70 years "has brought]
the Church in the U. S. to the,
forefront of the most flourishing
Catholir groups" in the world,
lie pointed out that in that
• pan the Church in the C. S.
has passed from a missionary
■ sstem aided from abroad to
one that Is. . . able to give pow
erful help In terms of persons
and means" to missions else
where.
It is evident, hr said, that
"aueh development is not being
halted . . one sees, instead,
av mptoms of an ever growing
and rapid organization of the
Church. The episcopal chanceries
which I visited made a great im
presston on me because of their
perfect organization."
lIK SPOKK teghtv nf the pas
toral. financial and educational
organization of the Church and
said of the universities that he
noted with wonder" not only the
development of physical facil
ties "but also the large and
learned body of professors and
the imposing number of stu
dents." He called this "an exam
pie of the trust the people place"
In the universities.
In Uit field of education,
starting with the primary
schools and moving on to the
university level, he said that
"the Cathnllrs of the l". S. have
no rivals."
Speaking of his contacts with
individual Catholics, he said
their attachment to the parish
is truly worthy of special praise
"
The first effect of contact be
tween the parish, the school and
the faithful, he said is the
magnificent development of
vocations
"
ON HIS RKTVRN here the
( ardinal said, he spoke to the
Holy Father "of the great attach
ment and loyalty which the hier-
archy, clergy and Catholic peo-
ple have for the Pope and the
Holy See
"
In a word specifically for
Ameriran Catholics he said
'Continue to be strong in the
Faith, so generous toward Holy-
Mother Church, faithful to your
illustrious Bishops, and you will
thus feel the full and incompar
able joy and glory of being true
Christians."
Pope Gives Blessing
To NCCM Members
WASHINGTON (NC) _ Tope
John XXIII has given his apos-
tolic blessing to all officers,
members and spiritual directors
of the National Council of Catho-
lic Men, and their families.
Announcement of the special
blessing was contained in a letter
from l ardinal Tardini, Vatican
Secretary of State, to Msgr Paul
f Tanner, general secretary of
the National Catholic Welfare
( onferenre The Cardinal said he
was writing at the direction of
Tope John
Calls It Fiction, Not Biography
'Nun's Story' Simply Not So, Nun-Editor SaysBy Anne Mae Buckley
NEWARK What i wrong
with The Nuns Stor>" any
wav'*
A well written book is trans-
lated into a beautiful motion
picture. The National legion of
Peceny tags the film o k for
• dulls and adolescents
The I-egion of Decency calls
It noble, sensitive, reverent,
Inspiring and theologically
•ound ' The Legion explains
that it is a story of a person
"who objectively lacked a fund
• mental qualification for an
authentic religious calling."
and observes ' If the film fails
to capture the full meaning of
religious life in terms of its
spiritual joy and all pervading
charity . this must be attributed
to the inherent limitations of a
visual art
Yet there are complaints heard
In our land notably from
nuns How come'
' Because, savs a crusading
niaganne editor who is also a
nun, "the difference between
the rral nun and the reel' nun
Is as wide as the gap between
giving and giving up.”
THK MN EDITOR is Sister
Mary Augustine. S M S M , of
■'Mans! Missions” Her cru
aade, which has included aril
cles in her own and other tnag
an ncs and exhaustive corre
apondcnce, is motivated by con-
cern that "The Nun's Story
”
by Kathrvn Holme, and the re
cenlly rrleased film based on
It, will further confuse an al
ready confuted notion of reli-
gious life
"The negative idea of re
llgious life is a common one,”
Sister Mary Augustine allows
‘ The three vows of poverty,
chastity and obedience are
thought of as 'doing without-
giving up”
Well, aren't they Just that’
Not on your life, retorts Sister
Mary Augustine. "Religious life
la better described as giving
and doing —for love of God.
And lo\ r is missing from
The Nun i Story ' Love—and its
consequence Joy!"
THU BASIC DII'KICIT.TY,
arrording In Sister Mary Au
gustine, is that the hook mas
querades as biography, while it
is really fietion. To back up
her claim, she produces a 42
page document drawn up by
the Sisterhood to which the cen
tral character of 'The Nun *
Story" belonged
The document refutes "point
by salient point, in chronologi
cal order, every pivotal situa
lion on which the novel is de
\ eloped," according to Sister
Mary Augustine.
SISTER LIKE was not a
motherless girl whose father
was killed by the Nans, she
was never subjected to long
term exhaustive operating
room duty, she was never or-
dered to flunk an exam to ap
pease a Jealous companion Sis
ter, she never trained a corps
of Congolese hospital boys, she
never did or saw many of the
things pictured in the Ixiok and
film. Sister Mary Augustine re
ports.
Kvon more significantly, she
adds, the document shows the
picture of convent life in "The
Nuns Story" to be at best
distorted, at worst, downright
absurd Kxample the public
self accusation in matters ap
propriate to the confessional,
the begging of soup from an
other s plate, the need for spe-
cial permission to get up dur-
ing the night to tend a dying
patient, the brutally impersonal
circumstances of a nun s de-
parture from her lonvent
IN AN ARTKI. K in "Ameri
ca” magarlne, -tune 27, Miss
Hulme claims "I related in my
book, as faithfully as possible,
what I had ahsorbed about life
In a huropean convent a quar-
ter-century ago from a trusted
friend who experienced it then "
She adds that it ,s the writer's
privilege to edit such informa
turn
Counters Sister Mary Augus-
tine There s a lot of differ-
ence between a novelist's pre-
rogative to spin a story and this
case, in which Miss Hulme al
lows her hook to be known as a
true story of a real nun.”
BOOK AND MOV IF. make
Sister Luke a self sacrificing
heroine Sister Mary Angus
tine s arguments make her a
flop
Where did Sister Luke fall?
"Sister Lukr was alwayj think-
ing about herself The true re-
ligious forgets about herself—-
and concentrates on God,” says
Sistrr Mary Augustine.
Miss Hulme admits to this
concept of religious life
a sort of self perfecting
through religious discipline
”
If she weren't so worked up.
Sister Mary Augustine would
laugh at this "At that rale,
what would be the difference
between Mahatma Ghandi and
thr Little Mower.’” she rrtorts
AGAINST MISS 111 I.MfS no-
tion of religious life, Sister
Mary Augustine stacks hers a
viewing of the vows in their
positive aspect as faith, hope
and charity.
She explains Faith is
‘obedience’ which looks only for
God s Will; hope is 'poverty'
seeing God in all things, want
Ing only what lie wills, chastity
IS the absorption in God which
fructifies in charity and love ."
Seen this way, the negat.ve
aspects of religious life are
only "outlets for a soul,” she
concludes "Mortification is a
by-product, prayer becomes a
necessity; good works, a means
to express its love."
Sislrr Mary Augustine im-
plies that Sister Luke was a
soul in love with a precon-
ceived vision of her own per-
fection,' rather than a soul in
love with God. She wanted to
do good, but she wanted to do
it as she saw it, and not as her
superior did.
"The religious does the will of
God as it is made known to her
through her superior," Sister
Mary Augustine points out.
"There is a lot of good to he
done in the world. But perhaps
it is not to be done by me—or
right now ."
SISTKR MARV Augustine ad
mils to the technical excellence
of the l>ook when viewed as a
novel, and to the beauty of the
film, which, she feels, has de-
leted many ol the book's mis-
representations
Still Sister Mary Augus-
tine is concerned She indicates
a file cabinet in her office at
Kramingham, Mass. It's full
of letters from parents wor-
rying about the future of their
now happy nun daughters, from
rrllgious superiors deluged with
similar queries from parents,
even from Bishops requesting
quantities of reprints of her
critique of the film.
Sister Mary Augustine had
distributed thousands of re-
prints of her editorial com-
ments on the book. She has ex-
plained her objections to the
film and been quoted by critics
"The film falls to capture the
full meaning of religious life,"
she says, "because its starting
point is wrong. It starts from
the premise that religious life
Is a negative thing
"AMONK Protestant or
Catholic, man, woman or child
who gets an idea of religious
life from 'The Nun's Story'gets
a false idea," Sister Mary Au-
gustine emphasizes. "People
have no way of knowing that
the thing la not true, that It la
fiction This is particularly the
case since Life magazine re-
cently reintroduced the real Sis-
ter Luke into the scene in its
recent cover story of the film.
"What I, and many other re-
ligious, are worried about is the
effect the film may have on
parents, few of whom under-
stand religious life anyway.
They see this intelligent, pro-
gressive, beautiful young Sister
who is always running into
trouble on account of rules that
seem silly —and they picture
their own daughter in a similar
situation. They watch the pa-
thetic scene of Sister Luke's de-
parture from the convent, and
their dreams of security for
their daughters are shatf^cd.
"SI Rh IT'S a beautiful pic-
ture." Sister Mary Augustine
admits But that is precisely
its danger. The very fact that
it is so beautifully and sympa-
thetically done is what makes
It so dangerous. Beautiful and
sympathetic It is; true, it ia
not
"
Many people feel the film
does a great deal of good Moira
Walsh, writing in "America,"
says it was "fashioned at a
wholehearted tribute to women
in religious life."
In the same magazine, the
film's director, Kred Zinne-
mann, confides: "The book
opened my eyes ... to the
enormous vitality and strength
and permanence of religious
community life,” and adds the
hope that the picture will suc-
ceed “in transmitting to some
degree the tremendous emo-
tional and spiritual experience
the book gavp me."
NISTKR MARY Augustine's
last word: "Kveryone is missing
the point. The point is that no
combination of fallacy or false-
hood, no matter how sincerely
conceived, sentimentally con-
cocted or sympathetically en-
acted can produce lasting good
result*.”
Nee a/jo IT ilium H. Mooring'i
ret tru nf "~J he Sun'i Story" on
/uge ■».
Protest Role
For Masons
WASHINGTON The National
Council of Catholic Men, through
i xecutive secretary Martin H.
Work, has protested the inclusion
of a Masonic ritual in the pro-
gram for laying the cornerstone
of the new extension to the Capi-
tol building.
The Commission for the Exten-
sion of the U. S. Capitol is mak
ing arrangements for the July 4
ceremonies. It said that Presi-
dent Eisenhower will lay the cor-
nerstone "with Masonic ceremon-
ies." Elsewhere it was noted that
the President is not a Mason and
that his participation would be
apart from the Masonic ritual.
Work pointed out that many re-
ligious bodies "reject . . . what
Masonry stands for." and raised
the question whether a specific
religious group should he singled
out on such an occasion. If re
hgious ceremonies are conducted,
he said, then all the major faith
groups have the right to be rep
resented "
He said even if the Masons
were invited as a fraternal
group, "which it is not." it would
have been wiser to invite other
fraternal groups to participate
also.
Aid Refugee Year,
Holy Father Pleads
VATICAN CITY In a mes
sage opening the World Refugee
Year, Pope John XXIII has railed
or all Catholics to do whatever
they can to ease the sad plight
of refugees.
Speaking in fluent French over
Vatican Radio on June 28, the
Pontiff voiced his wholehearted
support for the Refugee Year pro-
gram being conducted under the
auspices of the UN General As
sembly.
THE POPE'S broadcast opened
the year in many of the 45 par-
ticipating countries. Some, how-
ever, got off to an early start.
One was England where the
year opened on June 1.
American participation will
begin on July 1 by proclama-
tion of President Eisenhower.
Thus it will coincide with the
fiscal year In the U.S. The U.S.
has already announced special
contributions of $1,630,000 to
help the UN carry out Its re-
settlemen program.
In his radio message. Pope
John pointed out that "the lot of
those who live in exile far away
from their homelands has always
evoked . . the motherly solici-
tude of the Catholic Church " The
Church, he said, is mindful of
the words of its Divine pounder:
"I was a stranger and you took
me in; naked and you covered
me . . in prison and you came to
me
"
He declared that there are
''hundreds of thousands of refu-
gees . . . who ire still held in
camps or lodged in huts, humil-
iated in their dignity as human
heings, and sometimes exposed
to the worst temptations of dis
couragement and despair."
What man, he asked, can re-
main indifferent to that sight?
“SO MANY MEN, women and
even children are deprived with-
out any fault of their own, of
some of the most fundamental
rights of the human person,'' he
said. "Families are divided in
spite of their own wishes. Hus
bands are separated from their
wives and children are kept a
way from their parents."
He called this "a sorrowful
anomaly In modern society,"
and said that “everybody has
the duty to take this matter
to heart and to do whatever
is in his power in order to
bring this sad situation to an
end.”
The Holy Father recalled the
efforts made on behalf of refu-
gees after World War I by Fope
Benedict XV and those by Fius
XII after World War 11. He
pointed also to the relief
supplies which went nut from
Vatican City and the other under
takings sponsored by the Holy
See and said
"Called upon to take up this
precious heritage of charity and
of defense of the poor . . . We in
turn raise our voice on behalf
of refugees” and exhort all Cath-
olics to work to make a success
of the Refugee Year.
HF, ASKED Catholics to re-
member that in many cases the
plight of the refugee is connected
with hfs attachment to the
Church ‘And if anybody be
tempted—which Cod forbid—to
close his heart to this appeal,
let him recall to memory the
grave admonition of Our prede-
cessor :
“ ‘■'nd if you remain unmov-
ed by the sufferings of the ref-
ugee wandering hither and
thither without shelter, where
is that solidarity which you
ought to feel with him, know-
ing as you do that his lot
today may be yours tomor-
row?' ”
The Pontiff declared that pri
vale initiative alone is not e
nough to solve this prohlem and
expressed confidence ' that pub-
lic authorities will wholehearted
Iv endeavor during the course of
this year to follow up and in
tensifv still morr the praiscwor-
thy efforts already being made/'
He recalled the consentmn
signed by many nations in 1951
on the Status of Refugees and
said 'Would that these states
(which signed the convention),
and others likewise, might throw
open their frontier* «ver more
generously, and speedily brin|
about the human and social re-
settlement of »o many unfortu-
nate people
IN GENEVA, meanwhile,
where headquarters for the
campaign have been established,
it was revealed by Jean J.
Chenard that 55 voluntary agen-
cies have joined the Interna-
tional Committee for the World
Refugee Year and that 15 would
join in the near future. Chenard
is deputy director of th* Euro-
pean Office of Catholic Relief
Services and secretary of th#
international committee.
The work of the committee
is to deal with th* general
public and private agencle*
while governmental efforta are
coordinated by the I’N High
Commissioner for Refugees.
The commissioner. Dr. Augus-
te I.lndt, revealed that several
countries are considering liber-
alisation of immigration poli-
cies.
Lindt aUo revealed that 5,300
refugee, had been enabled to
leave refugee camps between
Jan 1 and Apr. 30 of thli year.
However, 25.000 refugees atill
Pope Receives de Gaulle,
Advises Pilgrims, Priests
VATICAN CITY - Popp John
XXIII praised President Charles
de (latille of Prance here for
his work for the peace and pros-
perity of the Prench community
end lor "the benefit of all human-
ity
"
De Gaulle, his wife and offi-
cial party were received with all
the pomp Riven by the Vatican
to visiting heads of state.
At the audience, de Gaulle was
wearing the French army dress
uniform and the insignia of the
Supreme Order of Christ, highest
decoration given by the Holy See.
It had been given to the French
leader shortly before the audience
at which the Pope recalled his
own service In France.
THE HOLY FATHER cited l
de Gaulle’s words of praise for
Pope Piux XII in 1044, when the
Prench general met the Pontiff
Pope John said Pius XII was "the
herald of true peace, whose
teachings still continue to show
the way to all men of good* will."
The Pope praised de Gaulle
for his Interest in less econom-
ically developed nations and at
the end of tha 20-minute au-
dience gave tha French chief
aeverai gifts, including a fold
fillgrea rosary for Mrs. de
Gaulle. In return, he received
an ancient Illuminated two-vol-
ume Bible of great historical
and artistic Interest.
After the audience de (iaullr
and his party visited Cardinal
Tardint, Vatican Secretary nf
Stale, and then went to St
I‘eter'a Basilica to pray. The
French president gave ornate ail
ver monstrances to the basilica
and also to the Basilica of St.
John Lateran, the Pope's rathe
deal as Bishop of Rome, in com
memoration of hla visit.
OTHERS RECEIVED by the
Holy Father this week were Span !
ish pilgrims led by Cardinal!
Arriba y Caatro of Tarragona,
Cardinal Canali, and a group of
missioned from his native Dio
rise of Brrgamo.
The Spanish pilgrims had eome
to petition the Holy See for the
beatification of two Bishops and
several hundred priests, religious
and lay people who died for their
faith in the Spanish Civil War.
Speaking In Spanish, the Pope
told them:
"If the avowal of Christ
with one a blood Is an occur-
rence of almost every epoch In
the history of the Church, which
was built with her Divine l
Koundrr« blood, the Christ-
lin'n profession of Christ by
kindness, generosity, mortifica-
tion and a crucified life must
also be an everyday event."
Cardinal Canal], Prrsidrnl of
the Pontifical Commission of Vat
lean City, gave the Pontiff a mod
a 1 commemorating the first year
of his reign The medal shows
Pope John on one side and the
imaje of Our Lady of Lourdes
on the other.
POPK JOHN cautioned the
Bergamo missioners against the
temptation to overvalue new ma
tenal aids to their apostolate
Real good, he said, is never
found in fleeting flashes of audac-
ity but in methodical, constant
and humble work
The Pope also srnt a letter
to C ardmal Stepinac of Zagreb,
Jugoslavia, congratulating him
on the 25th anniversary of his
consecration as a Bishop The
( ardinal has been confined to
his native village since his re
lease from a communist prison
in 1951
The contents of the Holy
father's letter were not revealed.
Earlier Deadlines
An earlier deadline (a now in effect for all local news and
picture* Intended for publication in The Advocate.
All-such material must be In The Advocate office no
later than 4 p.m. each Monday; any stories and pictures re-
ceived after that time will either be omitted o r used the fol-
lowing week If possible.
Encyclical to Oppose
Some Modern Ideas
\ AT I( AN' ( IT\ (N( i— Pope John XXIII revealed
that several points in his first encyclical are not in accord
with modern ideas that depart from Divine Revelation.
The Pope referred to the encyclical, which was to b«
issued shortly, in a brief sermon delivered dunnß solemn
Vespers in St. Peters Basilica
for the vigil of the Keast of SS
Prtrr and Paul
Speaking to more than 2d,non
people assembled in the red
draped basilica, the Pope urged
all "to welcome this encyclical
letter , . . with simplicity and
faith."
You will find in it the same
doctrine of the first Pope, inspir-
ed by the same love of truth,
| mutual charity and of peace," he
laid, and urged all to read It
carefully and to have it read by
1 others.
THEN HE ADDED: "There
*re a few point* touched in it
which are not in accord with
modern idea* where they break
away from Divine Revelation
But you will find these points op
portune. frank admonitions to
search again for the true goods
of the present life and security
of thr future and eternal life . .
Red color dominated the usual
ly gray basilica as the Pope, IK
Cardinals and more than a score
of Archbishops and Rishops in
ted vestments filled the space
between the Altar of the Confu-
sion and the Altar of the Chair.
The Pope * throne, usually cover-
ed in white, was changed to red
to commemorate the martyrdom
ol SS Peter and Paul, and tho
main Papal altar waa hung with
a scarlet antependium.
Above the main doorway to
the basilica hung an elliptical
basket made of braided branch-
e» of greenery, an ancient rep-
lica of a fishing trap, in honor
of the fisherman who wai the
first Pope.
It was the leconrt time that the
Tope had come to the basilica last
Sunday. At 10 a. m. he had ad-
dressed more than 10,000 people
(there al another of the Sunday
morning audiences that have be-
come necessary because of the
numbers of pilgrims In Rome
during the summer.
The following day, on the Feast
of SS Peter and Paul, the Tope
offered low Mass at the Papal
altar He returned In the after-
noon for simple Vespers and to
make his homage at the Altar
of the Apostles
Fr. Rausch Dies
At Union City
UNION CITY A Passionist for 50 years, a priest
for 42 and in parish work for 37 years, Rev. Michael
Rausch, C. P, assistant at St Michael's Monastery Church
here, died June 29 after a heart attack
A Requiem Mass for the repose of his soul was offered
•Inly 2 by Wry Rev, Ernest
Welch, C P , Passionist provin
cial, assisted by Rev. Caspar
Conley, C P . pastor of SI. Mi
rharl'i Burial was In St Mi
rhael's Monastery Cemetery
Father Michael, the son of the
late August and Mary Whrman
Rausch, received his early edu
cation at St. Michael s (irammir
and High Schools, and Holy Ghost
College, all in Pittsburgh
HE WAS professed a Passion-
ist on July 25, 1909, at St Paul's
Monastery, Pittsburgh, and or
darned May 30, 1917, at St. Ml
chael's Monastery Church by the
late Tasiionist Bishop Paul Nuss-
baum, C P. H(> would hav» cele-
brated hi* golden Jubilee it a
rassiomst this month.
A* an assistant paalor, Father
Michael served at St Michael's,
Pittsburgh, 1918 24; St. Joseph'*,
Baltimore, 1924 2fi; and St. Mi-
chael*, Union City, 1930 59. From
1926 to 1930, he wa* a mlssion-
ary, preaching German mUaloni
in the United State*.
He is survived by a crrealn,
Brother Valentine Rausch, CP.,
stationed at the Passlonist mon-
astery in West Springfield, Mass.,
and a niece, Mrs. Marie Mil of
Pittsburgh.
FOUR DECADES: Msgr. William C. Heimbuch, pastor of St. Michael's, Elizabeth,
observed his 40th anniversaryin the priesthood June 27. Archbishop Boland presid-
ed at the Mass of Thanksgiving and also preached. Here the pastor is congratulated
by the Archbishop and Auxiliary Bishops Stanton and Curtis.
(,Continued on Page 2)
remain in ramps in Austria.
Germany. Greece and Italy
ON THK EVE of the World
Refugee Year It was revealed
that more than R.onn F.uropoan
migrants, including 2.000 refu
gees, were on their way to new
homes in Australia. Latin Amen
ca. the ('. Sand Canada Ar
rangements for their immigration
were made by the 28 national In
tergovernmental Committee fnr
European Migration, headed by
Marrus Daly of Llncroft, N .1
Daly reported that the agency,
since its establishment in Feb
ruary, 1952. has moved 913.000
immigrants. Including 410.000 re-
fugees. Of these, 168,000 have
gone to America. Including 100,
000 refugees Only nation to take
more has been Australia, which
has accepted 254.000 people, in
eluding 62,000 refugees.
People in the Week's News
Auxiliary Bishop Alfred Ancel
of Lyons, France, was hospital-
ized after being struck by a car
riding his bicycle in a poor
district where he was supervis
log a missionary project which
I>* had inaugurated.
Archbishop Gerald P. O’Hara
of Savannah, Ga.. Apostolic Dele
gate to Great Britain, visited a
large London Jail to confirm 14
prisoners
Very Rev. Vernon F. Gal-
lagher, C.S.Sp., Superior of the
Holy Ghost Fathers in the U. S.,
Is resigning as president of Du-
quesne University.
Msgr. John J. Heneghan, Vice
Chancellor, has been named
Chancellor of the Brooklyn Dio-
tese.
Msgr. Matthew J. Smith, ed
itor in-chief of the Register Sya-i
tem of Newspapers, who was in
jured in an auto accident in May.l
has resumed some of his editorial
duties.
Rev. James A. Onnnellon,
0.5.A.. president of Villanova
I University. has been elected
Prior Provincial of the Augus
tine Province of St. Thomas of
Villanova.
Rev. Paul C. O’Connor, S.J.,
veteran missionary, has been
appointed procurator for the
Alaska Jesuit Missions.
Or. AgosUnn Maltarello, 47,
professor of genetics at the
University of Rome, has been
named president of Italian Catho-
lic Action by the Pope
Brother Richard B. Power.
F.S.C.H., a mejnber of the fa-
culty at lona College New Ro-
chelle, for (even year*, has been
named preaident of the college
Cardinal Tien. S.V.D.. exiled
Archbishop of Pelting, has paid
a farewell visit to Chancellor
Konrad Adenauer of Germany
preparatory to his departure for
his residence in the U S. He had
hcen injured in an auto accident
in Germany while visiting there.
Rev. John A. Klekotka, 0.5.A.,
director of admissions at Villa'
rova University, has been named
president there. A native of
Philadelphia, he has been a fa
culty member for 17 years
Ciump*
. . .
Rev. Btephen Krkrrt. O.F.M.
.Tap., a Canadian who became
j known as the "champion of the
colored people" >n Milwaukee.
Born at St. Columban, Ont , Apr
28. 1869; ordained in Milwaukee
July 2, 1896; died there Feb 16.
1923. Introductory diocesan pro
cess In beatification cause com
pleted and documents forwarded
to Rome
Rev. Simone de Ruasieres, o.
F.M., of France. Born Jan n.
1842; died in 1881. Noted for de
votion to Blessed Sacrament Sa
cred Congregation of Rites in
Vatican City discussed introduc
tion of beatification cause
Archbishop Georte Matulewiri
of Lithuania Born Apr 26, 1871;
died Jan 27, 1927. Reformed the
Congregation of the Marian
Clerks Regular and founded the
Congregation of the Sisters of the
Immaculate Conception Congre
gation of Rites nvestigated his
writings In beatification cause
Ri*hop* . . .
Archbishop Renedictus Printeri
has been consecrated as Arch
bishop of Athens in a ceremony
attended by many Eastern Orthm
dox clergymen
Rishop-eirrt Platon Knmyljak.
former Chancellor of the Byran
ine Rite Archexarehy of Phila
delphia, will he consecrated in
Philadelphia on July 7 as Apos
tolic Exarch for the Ruthemans
of the Rviantlne Slavonic Rite in
Germany.
Bishop Angelo Tarantino has
been installed as Ordinary of the
new Diocese of Ama, Uganda Af
rica
Archbishop lailt Concha arrt ed
in Rogota, Colombia, to take pos
session of his .See
Bishop Joseph Nkonkulo, an Af
rican native, was consecrated in
open air ceremonies as Vicar Ap-
ostolic of Luebo, anew jtirisdir
tlon In the Belgian Congo.
Died . . .
Rev. Charles J Baker. O S V,
of Philadelphia. 80, oldest Angus
tinian in the U S
Sister Mary Just of Ossining
NY . Maryknoll author and a
member of the editorial staff of
Marvknoll, m .marine published
by Maryknoll Fathers
I,ouls Cyrus Deßlanr of New
Iberia, La . 81. father of Msgr
Irving A Deßlanc, director of
the NCWC Family Life Bureau
Rrother Thomas McCormack of
Melbourne, Australia, admims
Irator of the only Australian
founded order of religious Broth
ers (Brothers of St John the
Baptist I and a member of the
order for 65 years
IN VATICAN LIBRARY: Pope John XXIII, carrying
a filigree cane, visits the Vatican library where he lei-
surely peered into catalogs, microfilm viewing
machines, and examined ancient manuscripts and the
coin collection Cardinal Tisserant, Vatican librarian.
is shown placing on the shelf a book that the Pontiff
borrowed With Pope John XXIII and Cardinal Tisser-
ant is Abbot Anselmo Albareda, O.S.B., the library's
prefect.
Press Called Vital
By Holy Father
\ A PI( AN (II \ The work of the Catholic press "is
not only important but necessary," Pope John XXIII de-
clared here
The Holy Father spoke at an audience Riven to Frank
A Hall, director of the Nt'WC News Service, and he ex-
tended his blessing In all mem
hers of th« service and the l ath
olic Press Association in the t' S
The Pontiff listened eagerly In
a description of the manifold ac-
t'vities of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference and asked
((Uestions about it through his in
terpreter. In the enurse of the
audience the Pope said he bless
ed the NCWC i an agency estah
lished by the Rishops of Amen
ca i and its collaborators
About the Catholic press, he
said. Its activities in the l' S
are vast and vital
"
It works very hard
"
he said,
hut added I must say, work,
work. work, fnr the Churrh needs
all the devoted things you do "
Delegate Defines
Liturgical Art
WASHINGTON
_ Archbishop
Egldio Vagnnzzt. Apostolic Dele
Rale to the U. S . said here that
it Is "Important to make a dis
Unction between religious art and
liturgical art
Not all religious art is accept
able in church, he said at the
opening of the Washington Arrh
diocesan Religious Arts Festival
Churrh art, he said, must be ' in
spiring." because people go to
rhureh to get nearer to God
This purpose is not served, he
declared, if people are shocked
by extreme art for which they
are not reads
Recalling his davs as an altar
boy at St Peter a Rasilira where
he was surrounded by Renais
sanre masterpieces, the Delegate
said | am old fashioned but
appreciate the modern trend to
look for the new
Ar gentine Prelate
Warns on Linking
Church to Politics
BI'ESOS AIRES ( RNS) -
Archbishop Frrmin E I.xfitte of
Rueno* Airi>» wirnod In a ser
mon here lhal those who seek
li. link Ihp Catholic Church with
party politic* arc In fact at
tempting to destroy 11* catholici
ly
”
Up said the same warning ap
plied to those who would restrict
thp Church to the boundaries of
a nation, thus denying it* mi*
».on of universal salvation
The Archbishop's »ermnn was
the first he preached after hav-
ing been formally confirmed hv
the Holy See a* »ucce*»or to
Cardinal Copello, former head of
the Buenoa Aire* See, who u now
Chancellor of the Holy Roman
Church In Rome
‘To confuse Ihe Church and
'he work* It Inspire* with polit
leal raines, whatever they may
be." Archbishop l.afitte said. "Is
to profane that which is super
natural, divine and eternal, re
during It to the level of that
which is merely human, imper
(eel and transitory
"
The Archbishop said It was a
matter of "anxiety and grief"
that some people restless and
upset by so many violent and
excited passions are turning
against the Church that offers
I icorruptihle truth and the means
for divine salvation for all Worse
still, the Church Is insulted, if
not actually persecuted
"
Combine Camping
With Apostolate
COMBERMERE, Onl A
Summer School of the Uv Apo«
toljit** (or tingle people over IB
and • Family Apostolate Cana
Colony (or families will be ron
ducted here during July and Aug
ust by Madonna House
Weekly and aeauwial reserva
tmns are being accepted Dally
Mas*, conferences and lectures
on Christian living are combined
with camp life
Czechoslovak Priest
Jailed for 5 Years
VIENNA ( RNS) Rev Jaro
slav Tyrner was sentenced bv a
court In Czechoslovakia to five
years in prison (or anti-commu
cist activities, according to a re-
port received here
It stated that the priest was
charged with doing everything
to incite the population against
the communist regime.”
Places in the Week’s News
The Senate Judiciary Commit-
tee in Pennsylvania hai approved!
a bill which would ban the tale
of meat* and produce on Sun-
day.
The Bishop* and religious su-
periors of Colombia have es-
tablished a center to coordinate
efforts to foster religious voca
tions
The Catholic Labor Movement
in the Netherlands financed, the
studies of 1,34(1 Dutch semi-
narians last year
Two priests will arrive in Aus-
tralia in August to help care
for the large number of Poles
who have come to that country
ia recent year*.
Polish emigre circles in lain-
don report that large numbers
of Polish atheists are being sent
to the Soviet Union for training
prior to an all-out campaign
agamst religion in their home-
land.
Catholic Relief Services has
shipped food and clothing to
islands between the East China
Sea and the Philippine Sea, to
help flood victims there.
The 60 priests in the Apostolic
Vicariate of Kwangu In Korea
averaged 118 adult convert* each
l*M y«>*r in which 24 nf\> mis
non* were opened.
The Catholic Action organiza
tinn in Paraguay has protested
in person to President Alfredo
Stroessner about police repres
sion of students
Miseri cordis Hospital in New
York has been given $500,000
from the estate of the late John
A McCarthy, New York con
tractor
Nearly half of the babies horn
in Vermont during 19. SS were
baptized in the Catholic Church
although Catholics comprise only
.t 2% of the population
A shrine honoring St Olaf
patron saint of Norway, will be
dedlrated July 5 at Powers l.ake,
N. D„ where many people of
Scandinavian descent reside
Forty-one Sisters and Brothers
of the New York Archdiocese
have left for studies in Puerto
Rico to prepare them for work
among the Spanish speaking In
New York.
Harks Jump
WASHINGTON l NC I- The As
locution of Catholic Trade Inion
*'t* has endorsed proposals to
raise the federal minimum wage
from $1 to $1.25 per hour
Holy Family Cancer Hospital
Home haa been dedicated in
Cleveland and will care for 100
poor people with incurable can
cer.
Catholic* in Honduras ha\e oh
served four days of protest
against the profanation of a num
ber of churches throughout the
nation.
The Bishops of Ireland have
expressed concern over proposed
changes in the country's liquor
law which would permit the sale
of liquor on Sunday* starting at
12 30 T M
A crusade to focus attention on
the need for vocations in the
Melbourne Archdiocese has been
inaugurated there
Some 6,800 person* took part
in the 1,600 marriage prepara
tion courses given in the Mon
treal Archdiocese last year
The district attorney in New
York’s Queen* County has pre
aented a long term program to
combat juvenile delinquency to
the Grand Jurors Association and
among other recommendations is
one to expand released time re
ligious education programs
I Two American missjoners in
v, » Guinea climbed 15,400-fo.n
Mt Wilhelm to celebrate M»t
»t the peak and erect a larga
eluminum crot* there
The atate legmlature in Snutl
Carolina hat patted a lau gran-
mg clergymen court immuniti
from revealing confidence* re
reived in tpiritual counseling but
a similar law in Alabama wai
defeated by two vote*
2 the advocat July 2, 1959
Aid Refugee
Year...
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BURNS & O'CONNELL, Inc.
GARDEN STATE PLAZA
R»wtM 4 and 17 PARAMUS, N. J.
Telephone HUbbard 7-5317
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GEt SET FOR
YOUR VACATION! Join
I
Circle of
SAFITY
6 c,l 14 95Cosrt
LAeot onl
cyi
17 9JCosrtUhr|
• Motor Tuna-Up
• Adjust Brakes
• Complete
Lubrication
• Cooling System
Draining A fluthln*. check-
Inf heiea and thermastat
SPECIALIST! IN COLLISION
- BODY WORK
Inf brakii. trmnr liahti. raar
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L. AMBROIINO. Yraa.
New Higher
Divid end Rate
fa
PER ANNUM
Compounded Quarterly
Where you save does make a difference. At
Carteret, dividends start from actual day of
deposit with a special 15 day grace period in
July. Savingsreceived by July 15th, earn divi-
dends from July Ist Remember, too, at
Carteret your account is insured up to $lO,OOO.
6o today, select any one of Carteret’s 8 con-
viently located offices and open an account.
Should you wish to save by mail, Carteret will
pay the postage both ways.
Carteret savings and Loan Association
Largest In New Jersey
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
and Ohm additional men often:
NEWARK:
744 tro«4 Strut Spri.jlUU lirp* 351 Sprl«|fUH Art***
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PILGRIMAGE
of unuiuol tignificance for 1959
The HOLY LAND
NAZARETH • JERUSALEM
A I»© vi|lttr» g
ROME • ATHENS • IRELAND
EATIMA • LOURDES
under the perjonol direction of
Hl* Excellency, The Moil Reverend
WALTER W. CURTIS, S.T.D.
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In ardor to Oliura prop.. I.roitjl
»m ly r«»«rvolioni o'l Bug
QBltod Call or writ* for tompUtg
information.
JOS* M* BYRNE CO. Travel Service
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SCHRECK &
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SAVINGS!
rineit Quality
USED CARS
IA VII
360 Central Av«
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IF YOU are in
NEED of MONEY
why not got in touch with on* of our 9 convonlort
oHi coo?
Wo make PERSONAL LOANS to rooidonto of Hud-
ton County up to $2,500 (ond up to 1 yooro) at
LOW BANK RATES
You may bo turpriiod to find how littlo it costs tc
borrow monoy at a bank liko COMMERCIAL TRUSI
COMPANY. Juot look at tho following fable:
other amounto up to $2500 00 in proportion
and up to 24 montht.
All personal loans ore covered by life Insurance at no
cost to you, and you need not be o depositor of the
bank to borrow.
wrl»* «r
Nin # Convenient Office*
Commercialtrust co
of New Jersey
6 Jersey City Offices
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now
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lI4A EAST JERSEY ST. 100 FIRST ST.
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For Deaf Children
To Show Confession
Aid at Convention
( LEVELAND Priests of the Newark Archdiocese
engaged in work with the deaf will present anew book and
outline plans for another at the convention of the Inter-
rational Catholic Deaf Society here July 5-11.
Msgr. Joseph A. Dooling. archdiocesan director of the
M». Carmel Guild, will present
the Guild's newest publication.
Confession Aid for Children/'
which he had announced when
it was in preparation at last
year's convention The book is
designed as a means of commu
nication between the priest in
confession and the deaf or re
tarded child Author is Rev. Ed
ward J. Hayes.
MSGR. DOOLING. Rev John
I\ Hourihan, director of the
Guild's Apostolate for the Deaf,
and other priests will outline
plans for publication of a four-
volume syllabus to be used by
the volunteer teachers of the deaf ]
About 1.000 deaf from the U.S.
and Canada are expected at
convention. Auxiliary Bishop
John J Krol of Cleveland will
address the banquet July 0.
Discussion topics will include
religious instruction for deaf
children and finding deaf adults
to adopt deaf orphans.
Others in the Newark delega-
tion will be: Rev. George Ligos,
who will report on religious edu
ration of the deaf children in the
Archidiocese; Rev Walter J. Gor-
ski, who will report on the
program for adults; Rev. Francis
A Reinbold, and Gladys Winter
lay chairman of the Guild pro-
gram.
IndustryPilgrimage
DUBLIN (RNS) More than
100 major Irish firms were rep-
resented in a pilgrimage to the
shrine of Our Lady of Knock in
County Mayo sponsored by the
Industrial Rosary Crusade.
K. of C.
New officers elected for the
coming year were reported this
week as follows:
Msgr. Stein General Assembly
—Wilbur Van Houten. navigator;
Joseph N. Barbary, Albert Haid-
inger, Paul Pittrick Jr., Peter
J. Salerno, Edward Rifenberg, J.
Edmund Irving, Dr. Joseph J. Di
Stefano and John Sensimer.
St. Thomas More Council,
Westwood Harold Sunden,
grand knight; Joseph Cherrico,
deputy; Warren Frey, Al Morse,
Anthony Di Salvo, Allen Sprague,
Robert Sbisa, Jo Cicala. Donald
Berell and William Kalida.
Most Sacred Heart of Jesus
Council, W'allington Edward
Konikowski. grand knight, Jo-
seph E. Janice, deputy; Lester
Regula, Gregory Pelti, Andrew
Vasco, Andrew Firtek, Stephen
Firtek, Edward Ludzia and Bru
no Peltz.
Bishop Wigger Council, Maple-
wood Anthony T. Niziolek,
grand knight; Gerald X. Cotter
Sr., deputy; Richard H. Steir,
Richard L. Hoff, John J. Fair
scey. Carl J. Kling, Peter C.
IPietrucha, John E. Dunbar and
jWarren E. Reino.
Archbishop James Roosevelt
Rayley General Assembly— Har
ry McGirr, navigator; Joseph
Daly, Harold Mensinger, Fred
Frick, Anthony Niziolek. John
Kennedy, Frank Gawenus, Frank
l.a Morte and Domenic Giunta.
Orange Council Edmund W
Tiatkowski. grand knight; Jer-
ome B Witkowski, deputy; Ed-
ward 1., Hannon Sr , Alfred Cur-
io, Vincent E. Mahoney, Joseph
Murray, William F. Bolan, Dan
lel V. Cassidy and Gerard A
:Ceraso
Faculty Salaries Rise
At Private Colleges
WASHINGTON (RNS) - The
average salary of full professors
in private colleges and universi-
ties has increased more than
l.S rr in the last year, the U. S
Office of Education reported
here. More than half of the in
stitutions are church related
The average salary for a full
professor for the academic year
19.58-59 was 5f1.510, compared with
only $7,360, a year earlier, the
survey indicated
Jl'I.Y IS dfdicatrd lo Ihf Most
Precious Blood
Teachers to Spend
Summer Studying
WEST NEW YORK Two teachers from the faculties
of St. Joseph’s High Schools here left recently to spend
the summer studying Spanish in the Caribbean
Brother Raymond, F.S of St Joseph's Boys High
School left by plane June 23 for Santiago. Cuba, and Sister
Mary Clotu.s of Si Joseph * Girls
High School departed June 29
for the University of Puerto Riro
ft Ponce. They were bid fare
well by Auxiliary Rishop Stan
ton and Rev. John P Weigand.
St. Joseph's pastor, in special
ceremonies.
The program of sending faculty
members for summer studies
abroad has been developed to fur
ther improve the instructional
curriculum at the schools Both
teachers have taught Spanish for
a number of years and the sum
mer work will give them the op-
portunity to deepen their knowl-
edge and practice of rnnversa
tional Spanish Kach will make
ar. extensive study of the social,
cultural, economic and religious
background of the countries they
visit.
Brother Raymond is a native
of New York fity and is a grad
uate of Catholic University of
America, where he was awarded
the Phi Bela Kappa key He re
reived his M A degree from Man
liatlan College in 1958 after
teaching at St Mary's, Yonkers,
and He I.a Salle College in Wash
ington He heads the departmen l
of modern languages at St Jos
eph's Boys High.
While In Cuba he will attrnd
classes at the University of San
t'ago and leach Knglish at the
Christian Brothers college in
Sierra Maeslra province
Sister Mary Cletus holds a
bachelor's degree from I.adyrliff
College and an M A degree from
Seton Hall University. She was
the first faculty member assigned
to St Joseph s when the high
school opened in September, 19.11
In addition to 15 years at the
West New York school, she
taught at Cathedral College Girl*
High in New York City
Sister Mary Cletus will partic
ipate in the "Workshop for Sis
ters" sponsored by the Catholic
University of Puerto Rico. Six
weeks will be spent in advanced
language study and four addi
tional weeks in social and cultur-
al background studies and travel
Special emphasis will he placed
on the problems of Puerto Ricans
migrating to the United Stales.
HAPPY TRIP: Auxiliary Bishop Stanton and Rev. John
P. Weigand, pastor of St. Joseph's of the Palisades,
West New York, bid farewell to Brother Raymond,
F.S.C., and Sister Mary Cletus, O.S.F., faculty mem-
bers of St. Joseph's High Schools, before their depar-
ture for summer studies in Cuba and Puerto Rico.
Holy Name
Arcbdioresan Federation
Msgr. Henry J Watlerson. spirit
ual director, was honored June 30
in ohservanre of his 58th anni
\er*ary in the priesthood
Msgr Watteraon was guest ol
honor at a dinner at the Hotel
Robert Treat, Newark, sponsored
by leaders of the archdiocesan
federation They included the
present and past officers, county
federation officers and county
spiritual directors Walter 1.
Joyce, new president of the arch
diocesan federation, was toast
master Cos chairmen of the din
ner were Andrew Kelly and Hugh
Connell
Present at the dinner were the
Holy Name county spiritual di
rectors, Msgr. Cornelius J Boyle,
Kssex, Msgr. John J Clark, Her
J gen, Msgr James A Hamilton
Hudson, and Rev. Thomas F
Mulvaney, Cmon
i Our Lady of Victories, Jersey
City Joseph riff in has been
elected new president Other of
fleers are Robert Livingston, Pet
ei (irotn|)one. Richard Aleian
der, Jrrome M Kaeprowiri. Al
bert Picorelll and William Ter
lone, and Francis Mclnerney
St. Vincent's Hospital
Receives Grant-in-Aid
MONTCLAIR SI Vincent s
Hospital has just recened a
grant in aid from the Rorhe Lab
oratories, division of Hoffman
l.a Roche, Inc , drug firm of Nut
ley
The grant Is for clinical rr
search involving respiratory and
, rardiographir studies following
intravrnous injections of anesthel
ic elements, to be conducted by
the department of anesthesiology
ol St Vincent's The grant will
be used to purchase equipment
I (or St. Vincent's operating rooms,
Irecently enlarged and renovated
ACCORDING TO tradition. Si.
Joaeph dlrd at the home of the
Holy Family at Nazareth before
Chriat began hla public life at
the age of 30.
Name Officers for
Communications Unit
JERSEY CITY Mary Regan
was elected chairman of Hudson
County Chapter, Catholic Com
munications Guild, at a recent
meeting Rev. James O. Sheerin.
St Patrick's. Jersey City, is
spiritual director
Other officers are: Mary
O'Connor, general sice chair
man: Barbara DeVito, corres
ponding secretary; Edwin O'
Rnurke. recording secretary. Ag
nes Butler, alternate recording
secretary: Charlotte Mattern.
Lou Frederick* and Marcella
Flanagan, vice chairmen re
sportively of traffic, plant and
commercial departments. and
Charles Nagenga-t. treasurer
Property Owners May Attempt
To Stop Lacordaire Expansion
UPPER MONTCLAIR While the Dominican Sisters
of Caldwell who conduct Lacordaire School here have re-
ceived a complete go-ahead from Montclair official bodies
in plans for further construction, a group of citizens have
not accepted the decision as final.
On June 16, the commissioner*
of Montclair unanimously granted
the Sisters permission to proceed
with construction of a $37n,000
two-story high school building
Following the commission *
action, howes-er, it was an-
nounced that 21 property own-
ers of Upper Montclair plan
to appeal the decision, and
prevent expansion of l<aror-
daire School.
The attorney for the dissenting
group said a reversal will be
sought on the grounds that erec-
tion of the Lacordaire facility
will cause deterioriation of pro-
perty values and represents a
breakdown" in roning regula
tion*.
THK t'PPF.R Montclair School
has been trying to get final ap-
prox al of its plans for nearly a
>ear Twice the Sister*' plans
h*'e been approved by the Mont-
r!air Board of Adjustment. They
mu.«t »l*o be approved by the
Town Commission. The first time,
the Commission rejected the ap-
plication but left the door open
to reconsideration after certain
chances were made.
The second time, after makinf
substantial changes in their plans,
the Sisters received approval
from both the Board of Adjust-
ment and the Commission.
I.acordaire is in a residential
rone which prohibits privately
operated schools of more than
a 13 pupil enrollment. However,
I.acordaire was established in
1921. well before adoption of a
Montclair inning ordinance. The
ordinance does not apply to pub-
l'c schools.
In its latest recommendation to
the Commission, the Board of
Adjustment's report stated that
denial of permission to Lacor-
daire would "endanger" the edu-
cational and cultural use of tha
premises which have been In ef-
fect for 37 years.
Park Ridge Drive
Totals $472,748
PARK RIIXIE The capital building fund campaign
in Our Lady of Mercy parish here has been nearly doubly
subscribed, according to Rev Charles E Lillis, pastor.
Father Lillis announced this week that the campaign
had ended with a total subscription of $472,748 The cam-
paign was started in May with
a coal of 5250.000.
The fund has been raised to
help defray the cost of construe
tion of anew church In recent
years the Park Ridge parish has
increased tremendously in mem
bership and the present church
i* no longer adequate for needs
of the parish The present build
ing was erected .5.5 years ago and
seats only 240 persons
General chairman of the nine
week campaign was John Gar
rely, assigned hy H J Burling
ton and James Donnelly, Terence
Donoghue was chairman of the
general phase part of the drive,
and Richard Wolff was memorial
gifts rhairman
Archbishop's
Appointments
SUNDAY. JULY 12
3.10 p.m.. Guest speaker. De-
parture ceremony. Maryknoll
Sisters of St, Dominic, Miry-
knoll, N. Y.
Newark Chaplain
Given New Post
i NEW YORK Rev Andrew J
| Grygirl. serving as chaplain wdh
the US Armed Forces, has
received anew assignment
Father Grygtel's new address
is Chaplain, 2nd Marine Pivl
sion FMK, ( amp la-jeune, North
Carolina
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Borgos & Borgot
Imurancm
of all kinds
§99 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J.
OfOtOI J. 10*001
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WIUIAM J. OLACCUM
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rann...ONLY*l Opens
Your Savings Account
You can start a Savings Account with a
first deposit of just one single dollar. You
can have $ 5 0... S1 00 $ I ,000 ten
thousand dividend-earning dollars faster
than you ever dreamed, once you've dis-
covered how easy, how satisfying, how
simple it is to save at The Trust Company
of New Jersey. Come in to any one of our
twelve offices today!
THE TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW JERSEY
Jersey City • Hoboken • West New York
Weehowken • Union City • Secoucut
F*drrnl D>|ml tnemrmnr* Cranllw
I
UE AND SERVICE i ■
At
S. Marsh & Sons
VALUE
r\
is a
most
important
word
In fact, it is probably the word to which we owe the
growth of our business during the past half century. For value
is what we offer above a11... To as value means qualitycombined
unth the lowest possibleprice.
Incidentally, to answer a question that has been asked many
times, the prices in our new Millburn store are identical
with those in our Newark Store. We invite you to visit
either store for exciting values in all departments.
Diamonds and Fine Jeuelry . . . Watches and Clocks
Silverware, China and Crystal . . . Gifts and Bar Accessone *
and leather Goods . . . bland Bags
bleligious and Ecclesiastical Articles
tvT
NEWARK
189-91 Market Street
Open Mon. thru Set. 9JO to 6
Wed. until 9
MILLBURN
26557 Millburn Avenue
Open Mon. thru Set. 9:30 to 5:30
Thure. until 9 • Ample Perking
HALF A CCNTURV
BONDS
Ihsvtmci
f
80 Park Avenue, Newark, New Jeney
(formerly the Sorrento Reiteurenl)
-*iM
-Or,„ou, Dining tn , Atmoipbere m
4 Banquet Roomi
Qiurch Funriioni Horn* and Offira PiniM
Communion Rtrakfiiu bedding Rrcrptioni
Home o / our Suhurbmi end Mtlropohlon
Cotering Service
Ml' 4 '2OO Bl J-7600
"While you take a vacation
let your money work overtime!
extra
July dividend earning
at Emigrant!
\ - A?
In July your money works nverflwS
at Emigrant. Just open an
account... or make a deposit
... any day throughJuly 14th,«n£)
Emigrant figures your dividend
earnings from July Ist.
At other times your money
starts earningthe same day
you make your deposit.
Ljitaat quarterly
interest dividend
o edited to balances
<S (6 <ar mara ooda-
pnaA at — 1 -* ‘-nt pghld.
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EMIGRANT
Industrial SAVINGS BANK
□ Wi
la a* to.
In on
ADM it!
□ Tna*
an
Endoied it $
□ In my noma alone
Q In my name In truit for
Q In my name Jointly with
Forward pottbook to
NMT NAMI
_to open an account
□ Mr. □ Mrv □ Mitt
_*TATI_
Sits lankW.il U.l -A- A«_ - . t \
51 Chambsrs St., N.Y. t
Open Mon. end Fri. to 8 P M
5 East 42nd St., N.Y. 17
Open Mao. to 7 P.M.. Fri to 8 PJI
7lh Avs. A 31st St., N.Y. 1
Open Mon. and Vti. to 0:30 P M,
NA 7 S
IT ALL HELPS: Rev. George Pasdrey, pastor, As-
gumption B.V.M. Church (Byzantine Rite), Bayonne,
accepts a check for $634.95 from John M. McCarthy,
treasurer of Star of the Sea Council, Knights of Colum-
bus. This is the latest contribution by the Council
toward the new church. The original was destroyed
by fire in March, 1958. Looking on are, Lucius E.
Jenkins, left, and Grand Knight John F. Hennessey,
second from right.
Preminger Finds a Way
To Introduce the Lurid
By William H. Mooring
A responsible judge usually
closes his court to juvenile spec-
tators before hearing sordid evi
dence in a criminal attack case.
Theater owners who book Otto
Preminger s Columbia film, “An-
atomy of a Murder,” will not
likely exclude
juveniles, even
though it de-
scribes with
minute court-
room liberality
the shocking
and inUmate
details of a
criminal assault
The Holly
wood Movie Code rules that this
crime “must never be shown by
explicit method.” There is no
code rule against bringing
out as court evidence much more
hind detail than could be re-
vealed if the actual attack were
pictured on the screen.
The Movie Code also rules that
; "low. disgusUng and unpleasant
• subjects" shall be treated with
“proper regard for the sensibil-
ities of the audience."
NEITHER Judge John Voelker
of Isbpeming, Mich, who under
the pen-name of Robert Travcr
wrote the book, nor Otto Premin-
ger. who films it, shows much
I concern for public sensibilities.
| If this kind of thing is going to
| be made into theatrical entertain-
-1 ment we badly need a law, at
least to bar it to children.
The novel is partially based
on a trial held in Marquette,
Mich., about eight or nine years
ago. The film was shot Inside
the Marquette court room. At
the real trial fudge Voelker
acted as attorney for the de-
fense. a role filled in the film
by James Stewart.
Ben Gazarra portrays a U. S.
lieutenant charged with murder-
ing a man who raped the young
officer's wife. She is portrayed
by Lee Remick as a seductive
man-chascr. Attorney Joseph N.
Welch, whose clash with the late
Senator McCarlny gave him
headlines, while presumed not to
be an actor, brings sly wit to
the "Anatomy" judge.
The testimony, unreeled at
great length, involves detailed
medical and police evidence such
as jurists, court officials, police
and press well recognize as an
‘‘attraction” for the type of mo-
ron found haunting the courts
whenever lurid facts are to be
disclosed.
THREE YEARS ago, when I
debated with Otto Preminger
over TV’s "American Forum,”
he said he did not care about the
Movie Code or the Legion of De-
cency; any producer had the right
to film what he chose. People
could stay away Irom a film if
they did not like it, which ignores
the fact that most people must
first pay to see a film before
they find out whether it pleases
or offends them.
In spite of the film's viola-
tion. at least of the spirit of the
Movie Code, it gets the code
seal of approval. There are
indications that certain mem-
bers of the code's advisory
board in New York saw to
this.
Preminger also once claimed
that his seduction comedy, “The
Moon Is Blue," was a bigger hit
because the Legion of Decency
condemned it. He has lately ad-
mitted that although it made
money, it might have made much
more had it not been condemned.
The Nun's Story
Excellent (Adults, Adolescents)
Whether Kathryn Hulme's book
about a nun who left the convent
is “true in all its essentials" (as
the authoress claims) or is “al-
most entirely fictional," as doc-
umented by the order from which
Sister Luke defected, this movie
projects a powerfully entertain
ing, vibrantly human story. As
Sister Luke, Audrey Hepburn is
near perfect. Scenes of postulants
undergoing rigorous training; tbe
spectacular and emotionally stir-
ring ritual of vows; Sister Luke's
arrival at a Belgian Congo mis-
sion hospital; her arduous work
in surgery with a hard-driven,
agnostic doctor (Peter Finch);
the brutal murder of a nun by
a demented native; sickening
sights among the maimed lepers:
Sister Luke's bout with TB and
her final surrender to defeat by
the religious rule, are graphically
translated from the book.
Dame Edith Evans and Damci
Peggy Ashcroft sensitively por-
tray with softening effect, the
Mothers Superior Emmanuel and
Mathilde, while many others in
the long cast shine in subtly con-
trasted, unstereoiypcd roles.
Beautifully and reverently pro-
duced and noted by the Legion
of Decency as "a theologically
sound" and profound analysis of
a person who lacked a true voca-
tion, this is magnificently pre-
sented in color against actual lo-
cations in Belgium and the Con-
go. Rev. Leo Lunders, 0.P., of
Brussels provided sensitive tech-
nical direction, and as entertain-
ing fiction, lightly based on biog
raphy, it Is highly recommend-
ed.
Middle of the Nifiht
Fair (Objectionable in part)
Paddy (“Marty”) Chayevsky's
screenplay, from nis own Broad-
way play, although concerned
with New York characters and
backgrounds he usually describes
so well, lacks the dramatic in-
tegrity and mor.il balance of
some of his earlier stories. It
poses a question whether a 56-
year-old widower (Fredric
March) can find wedded happi-
ness with a young divorced sec-
retary (Kim Novak). It over-
reaches for realism and comes
up with blatant suggestiveness.
Some lines are repugnant. The
story, over-laden with shoddy cir-
cumstance and seamy charac-
ters. incurs Legion objection by
"condoning immoral actions
"
Films on TV
Following It • lift of film* on tolo*
vision Juno 17-Julv S. Tho Leolon of
Doconcy ratod thoto film* whon first
roioasod. Thar# may bo chanoot In soma
duo to cut* for tolovlslon uso. General-
tr. however, tho Loolon of Doconcy
ratlnoi may bo accootod a* corroct
moral evaluation*.
FOR THE FAMILY
Abe Lincoln In
Illlnola
Aces and Eights
Allegheny Uprising
Arizona Orion*
Bamacla Bill
Buckskin Frontier
Coin and Mabel
t'harlle Chan In
Panama
Confession
Disaster
F. Hobby
90 Roads to Town
Go Getter
G. !. Jane
Great Garrick
Green Promise
Guadalcanal Diary
Hsrrigsn’a Kid
Houe* of 7 Gables
1 fthot Billy the
Kid
Ivory Hunter
Lost Ranch
Luck of Irish
Man Who Cried
Wolf
Mr Motto Takes a
Vacation
Music for Madame
Parachute Battalion
Phantom Raiders
Promoter
Radar Secret
Service
Rangeland Empire
Reported Missing
Return of Badmen
Search
Sherlock Holmes In
Washington
Son of Lassie
13th Hour
Varieties on Parade
Varsity Show
Walk a Crooked
MU*
Woman in Distress
Yankee Doodle
Dandy
FOR ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Adam A Evalrn
Amazon Quest
B. K.’a Daughter
Belle Starr'a
Daughter
Black ('at
Blue Lagoon
Bribe
Bride by Mistake
Call It a Day
Clouded Yellow
Corpae Came COD
Dakota Incident
Decoy
Dtlllnger
Edge of Darkness
F.yewitnesa
Fatal Hour
Fingerprints Don’t
Lie
Flight Lieutenant
Fort Defiance
Girl in 313
Government Girl
House Across the
Street
I Married a Doctor
Importance of Being
Earnest
Jam Session
Journey to Freedom
Last Bandit
Madonna of the 7
Murder Man
Night in Casablanca |
Nocturne
Only Angela Have
W ins •
Personal Property
Bed House i
Sisters
blight (as* of
Murder
Tight Utile Island
Vigil In the Night
Walts Tim*
Where Danser Lives
VS her* I>o W* Go
From Here
You Belong to Me
OBJECTIONABLE
Admiral W a. a Lady
Aatoniahed Heart
(‘Man i
Captain Kidd and
Klava Girl
f'rou of Lorraine :
Flight fo Freedom ‘
Man In Grey
Man Who ( a me to 1
Dinner
Nightmare Alley
Odd Man Out
On* Big Affair
Star
Story of G I. Jo*
Tie In Bed.
Wicked City
Woman In Question
MOVIESmi jwjs
For further information call; MA 3 3700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Alias Jett* James
Bandit of /.hobo
Battle Flame
Black Orchid
Buccanoar
Cosmic Man
Darby O'QUI and
Littlo Paopla
Diary of Anno
Frank
Embeuled lloaTtn
Escort Woat
Faco of Flro
For tha Flral Tima
From Earth to
Moon
Good Day for a
Hanging
Green Manalone
Horae Koldiers
Houdlnt
I Wea Monty a
Double
In Between Aia
Inn of tha 6th
Happiness
Invlatblo Invader*
tala of
Woman
It Happened ta
Jana
John Paul Jonaa
Johnny Bocro
Lourdes and lie
Miracles
Marrallino
Miracle of Si.
Thera se
My Uncle
Mystertana
Outlaw Stallion
Pathar Panchall
Pork Chop Hill
Robe
Sad Horse
Shaggy Dot
Silent Enemy
Sleeping Beauty
Ten Command-
ments
Tan Days to Tulon
Three Brava Men
Tom Thumb
Tonka
Torpedo Run
Trap
Unvanquished
Up Periscope
Westbound
For Adults, Adolescents
Arson for lliro
Aa Long Aa You’re
Near Me
Bom to Ba Lovad
Brain Eaiar
Crr From the
Street*
Domotriua and
Gladla to ra
Dovll Strlkaa
at Night
Enchantad latand
Faca of a FunUva
Feermaker*
Ft rat Mao Into
Spaca
Lest Blilxkrelg
Frontier Gun
Gal aha Boy
Giant Behemoth
Glgantus. tha Fire
Monstar
Gun Favar
Gunflght at
Dodce City
Gunman From
Frleonera of
t'aabah
Hanging Tra#
Kanimin
Hare Corn*
the Jets
Hole In tha Head
Hound of Baaker-
vtllaa
House on Haunted
Hill
Laat Hurrah
Last Train From
Laat Blltxkrala
Gun Hill
Legend of Tom
Dooley
Man in the Nat
Nun’* Story
Prisoners of Caaba
Raatlaas Years
Revolt in Big
House
Rodan
Say One for Me
Scraamln* skull
Shake Hands With
the Devi]
Sheriff of
Shane
Fractured Jaw
Spider
Stelae IT
Step Down to
Terror
Stranger In My
Arms
Terror In a Teaas
Town
Teenager From
Outer Spare
Thunder In Sun
Trap
Two Headed Spy
Ulysses
Verboten
Villa
Virtuous Bigamist
Warlock
Wild and the
Innocent
Woman Obsessed
World. Flesh and
the Devil
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
A1 Capon*
Aniry Hills
Aik Any Girl
Auntie Mam*
Badlanders
Bride la Much Too
Beautiful
Cat
on a Hot
Tin Roof
China Doll
Compulsion
Count Your
Blessings
Crim* and
Punlahment
Cry Terror
Damn Yankee*
Defiant On*a
Doctor*! Dilemma
Don't Give Up
Ship
4 Skulls of Jona-
than Drake
Gtdg*t
Glgi
ll* Who Must Dl*
Horee'a Mouth
I Want to Live
Imitation of Life
Inspector Malgret
In and War
Life Begins at IT
I-ong Hot Summer
Jonas
Journey
Key
1-onely Hearts
Machete
Man Inside
Man Who Could
Cheat Death
Mating Game
Me L the Colonel
Mirror Has 2
Monster on Campus
Mugger
Naked Maja
Never Steal Any-
thing Small
No Name on the
Bullet
Notorious Mr.
Monks
Of Life and Love
Operation Dames
Outcasts of the
City
Psrstroop Com-
mand
Peyton Place
Remarkable Mr.
Pennrpacker
Rio Bravo
Roots of Heaven
Senechal. the
Magnificent
Separate Tabiee
T Guns to Mesa
Seventh Seal
Sound and Fury
Speed Only
Tank Commander
These Thousand
Hills
This Earth ti
Mlno
Unwed Mother
Wolf Larsen
Young Phils-
delphlans
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
.W. ....... r. _ . . _
Alaska Passage
All lh* King's Men
Attack of 90 Toot
Woman
Boat Generation
Blood of Vampir*
Born lUckl***
Don't Go Near
the Water
Eighth Day of Lh*
Week
Forbidden Fruit
Frankenstein**
Daughter
From Her* la
Eternity
Guns. Girls and
Gangster*
Headless Ghost
Home Before Dark
Horrors of Black
Museum
1. Mobster
I Was a Teenage
Frankenstein
Intent to Kill
Joker Is Wild
la Parlslenne
I.and of Pharoaha
Last Mil*
Last Paradise
Live Feat* Die
Young
Love In the
Afternoon
Middle of lh*
Night
Missile to tho
Moon
Naked Africa
Naked Paradise
Night of the
Quarter Moon
No Sun In Venice
Of Love A Lust
Perfect Furlough
Pride and the
Passion
Rally 'Round tha
Flag. Boys
Riot in Juvenile
Prison
Road Racere
Room et the Top
lome Came Run
nlng
Some Like It Hot
What Price
Murdar
Whits Cargo
Yeung Captive*
Condemned
Liar*. Jung la
Qa44aa>
Lav* la Ur
ProfMloo
Roeanna
Third Asa
New Books
Evaluated
This classification Ls prepared by Beat
Sellers. University of lc ran ton. Clatai-
flcstions: I. General reading; 11. Adults
only beesuse of <eJ sdvsnced content
and styles <b> Immoral language or in-
cidents; 111. Permissible for discrimin-
ating adults; VI. Not recommended to
any class of reader.
Cafheiig Art fducsHem The New
Trends, by Slater Esther Newport
Proceedings of IMS Art Workshop
Catholic University of America Press
13 91 paper)
Tb* Catholic Spirit, by Andre Betlf
20th Century Encyclopedia of Cath
ohetsm. ‘Hawthorn 5J.99)
Heresies and Heretics, by Leon Crts
tlanl 30th Century Encyclopedia of
Catholicism. (Hawthorn. 12 93)
The Straw Man (Ila). by Jean Glono
Kenneth Oraham* <l!a>. by Peter Green
The Run for the Mountain (lU>. by Wil
Ham Gronlnger
Above All e Shepherd (D by Groppl and
Lombardi
farly Havas GJb». by June Havoc
A Matter of Conviction dlb>. by Evan
Hunter
Love Is a Wild Assault disc hr Elithe
The Harmless People dla>. by Elizabeth
M Thomas
The Years With Reas (Ila). by James
Thurber
fliiabeth d!b>. by Henri Troyat
A Travelling Woman nib), by John
Wain
Only Whan I Laugh (Ua>. by Gladys
Workman
Trouble In the Flesh (IV). by Mas Wyll*
Current Plays in Brief
By Joan Theltusson Nourse, Ph.D.
ISetc Play*
The Billy Bern* Rerue Quite
a few off-color items do nothing
for otherwise just passable song
and-sketch show from the West
Coast.
The Drunkard Good hero-
cheering villain-hissing fun in]
this mock-serious revival of
famed 1844 temperance melo-
drama.
Bev Friend Rollicking revival of
delightful familr-style ihow amiably
satirising tha musical comedies of the
TOa.
D at fry Rides Atim Soma dandy
■lniin' and steppln' at wicked Old Waet
town of Bottleneck gcti Itaalf morally
scrubbed by a Jaunty no-fun lawman
F*un for adulta.
An Inamv af tha People Violent,
cynical Ibaan drama denouncing aoctaty
for persecuting every Idaallatlc reformer
who'd curb tta greed.
Plawor Drum tana —Gay. eaotlcaUy |
flavored new Rodgers and Hammarateln '
musical. aat In San rrancisco's China
town. Valuaa generally good, derptte
one brief suggestive comic scene.
Tha Oaraba —Amusing. If mildly grue-
some. murder farce about a TV mys
tery writer who take* strong measures
with a blackmailer.
Getting Marriad Soma caustic Shav-
lan comments on what's wrong with
modern matrimony. Shaw himself seems
to went ChrteUan ideal without Chris
tianlty.
Orpar—The eorry spectacle of first
rate stag# talent wasted on the nag
llgible memoirs of a burlesque queen.
Some highly suggestive numbers.
J. B Powerful yet unorthodox
modernization of 'he Rook of Job. F.x
alts man's nobility In submitting to dic-
tates of a cold, unresponalve. arbitrary
Powir
La Plume de Me Tante Fast-moving
French revue with a high proportion of
risque, suggestive numbers
Leave It Te Jane Peppy revival
of a lighthearted 1017 college musical,
withs mellow Jerome Kern score
A Malorlty at One— Heart-warm
Ing family comedv. full of Fast West
good will, with Gertrude Rerg ■■ a
Brooklyn widow wooed by a Tokyo
tycoon.
Make a Million Wsak. shabby com-
edy In which a smart TV' producer, to
save his show, tries pressuring a quts
winning unwad mother Into a foolhardy
narrUit.
TH« Marrlege-Oe-Reuntf Crudely
*»n« P»*y havoc with what
«u*ht have been a civilised domestic
comedy.
Thm Muti« Man—Fresh. exhilarating
«»aw musical romance of IBIS lowa aet
»• a snappy Souia march boat fin#
for the family
My Pair Lady Brilliant melodic
adaptation of Shaw‘a comcrlT about the
Cockney flower *irl transformed by (he
proud professor of speech Some low
broad humor in scenes featurtn a her
raffish father.
Once Upon a Mattress Merry muil
cal frolic built around the fairy tale of
the prtnceaa and the pea. More alap
•tick than aophiitication
Our Town Fine, sensitive revival
of Thornton Wilder's nostalgic tribute
to the aimple. good life of rural Nan
Hampshire
The Pleasure of Mis Company
Zestful, civilised comedy in which s
world traveled celebrity returning home
to vtalt hla remarried wife diarupta
their daughter'a wedding Without ax
pllcltly condemning divorce, potnta up
its ill effects
A Raisin In the tun—Caustic, vital
problem drama of an aspiring Negro
family in present day Chicaio
Redhead Snappy musical blend of
romance and mayhem In a quaint wav
museum of old London Some profanity
but otherwise enjoyable.
tweet Bird of Youth Tennessee
Williams latest expose of Deep South
virlousnesa. ablare with slckeningly can
did studies In degeneracy.
| Twe fer the Seesaw Clever, two
character comedy condoning illicit lovy
i *nd relying heavily for humor upon
euggestivo lines and situations
World of Susie Wen* Painfully
j sentimental hokum alamoming a Hong
Kong harlot. Incidental humor mostly
I teertah.
Radio
SUNOAY. JULY 5
and19 am. WNEVV Sacred Heart
7 19 am WRCA—Hour of St. Francis
7.30 am. WHOM—-Sacred Heart Hour
830 am WMCA Arc Marts Hour
Story of Pope Ptua XII
•49 a m WMTR—Hour of Rt Franc*.
•30 s m WCBS Church of the Air
10 JO • m WABC—Chn.uin in Action
Rav Anselm Burke. 0 Carm Thrift,
the Wonder Worker
“
1130 am WOR - Marian Theaier
Noon WN JR—Aar red Heart Hour
1-30 pm WRCA Catholic Hour
MONDAY, JULY A
t p.m. WROL <FM> Sacred Hear
Program
TUtIDAY, JULY 7
Ipm WSOL (FM) Sacred Heart
Program.
WIDNRSDAY. JULY I
1 p m. WSOU d.M> Sacred Heart
330 p m. WRNX St Stephan a
Church. Novena
THUtSOAY. JULY »
2 pm WROU <FN> - R.cred Heart
Program.
•30 pm. WSOU (FM) - Are Marls
Hour.
RRIOAY. JULY 1*
1 Pm. W SOU IFM> Sacred Heart
Program
2 19 pm. W SOU (FM) - Hour of St
Francis
330 pm. WBNX Perpetual Help
N’evena
•30 p m WSOU (FM) _ Hour of the
Crucified Ber element Pavlirk.
’Matt Talhot. Dublin Drunk
SATURDAY. JULY It
7 30 p m WOH - Family Tha.l.r
Television
lUNOAV. JULY I
•30 . m '«>— "Let ■ Talk About
God.** Mary knoll Slater*.
10 30 am <Tv—Christopher Program
"Your Voice Should Be Heard
Joan I*oal|e Carmen t.vallero
11 30 pm <l|i ( hn.topher. "De
»alop Your Peruverinr*
TUISDAY, JULY 7
9 pm 'll' Hl.bop Sheen
Intentions for July
The Holy Father* general
intention for July is.
Safety on the highways
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is
For the prosperity of the
apostolic labor of Church in
Siam
Daily MassesJ
Following aro llatad rhurthaa wtth
lata morning waakdav llm.
Tha Adxocata would walcoma aucli
Hating. from othar paatora.
WEEKDAYS
At Patrick'. Prt*-Cathadral. *'aahtnr>
ton St. and Cantra! A*a . N»*»rk. IS IS
P m
M Alovaiua. M naming A*#- Vbw.
ark. 11 45 b m
St Bndgat'. 404 Plana St. Navirk.
12 10 pm*
St John . 34 Mulbarrr *t . Saw
ar« 12 15 pm
St Mbit's Abba* Church. High
+
na.r Springfield. V»«Brk. 12 15 pm*
Sacrad Haart. 70 Broad St„ Bloom-
flald. 11 50 am
St Patar'a. Grand A Nan Vorat Sta.,
Jar«.» (it* 12 05 pm
St Vtirbaal • 70 t row St at Markat
Si Pataraon 13 noon
•axrapt Saturday.
4 THE ADVOCATE July2.1159
Benedictine Academy
Elizabeth, N. J.
Wi// Receive
Late Registrations
for new Freshmen
July 6 thru July 17
Tuition $380.00 per year
Two tuition scholarships available
for new registrants
Inquire of Principal
Phone: EL. 2-0330 or EL. 3-3248
9000
ill! 5L
VALUABLE GIFTS
wh«o you open a NEW lovlngi occounl of $250 or
Of odd $250 or more to 0 present account
ONI OUT MI ACCOUNT
i >’
SiSS/T,'
-
-oe, t**'*’'*
12 (>•«• .C °r n pto*e*
Hock-9
Co ‘ I—’•*' “^.ited.)
(lorry.
»
Self •Starting Electric
Aiara by Ingraham. Glearrv-
»g hrory white cote, contrast,
white dial. Quiet motor,
handy center setting.
ts
2/s
"Capri" Sewing Set by
Beldmg CorticeMi, in beau-
hfwl. sotm need cose.
Gold • plated tensers,
p*« cushion, thimble,
needles end 37 spools
of thread.
OPEN ACCOUNT IN PftSON 01 IT MAII
Gift sent promptly. Specify choree. (Oveeweor
wWI be reserved for you to p«k up personotfv J
MTMft Insur
to $lO,OOO
by U. S. Oovf.
Agency 3— % Drvidends po«dQUARTIRLT
IEWfIRK FEDERAL
SAVINGS and Loan Association
"Sesoark’t First FtderaT’
SOI Control Avo. cor. Bth St., Newark 7, N. J.
MArk.t 4 9540
DaTy (oMcopt Sat J 9to 4j FRI. EVES. until 6 p.m.
PARK FREE on out toi, 47-49 So. Bth St-, /vst north of ofKco
Start from tho bottom
up . . . with now car-
pot* from BREHM'S.
Broadlooms with last-
Ing beaut;
Honest value prices
Visit our NEW RUG
SELECTOR ROOM
Show room open Tues
and Thun, till 8.
Plenty of parking
333 North Broad Stroot
Elizabeth, N. J.
Flanders 1-1100
Expert Cleaning and
Repairing too.
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
'Ot.AiaaOlM.' PIAPACK. N. J.
twit Hmm tor W«M« sit*
SttrMt Hwih
Artless* Ittwh Ckilui *1 knits
Uklaa b**nUr to U* Sobutmi Hill*.
Ultrm mHii CidllUi*. Iliilthful
ittmila. Exnllial anils. Op*a 1*ir
to«o4 to CtonlMCnU. iscsttoitoto
ia4 Hrmisnl ftniU
Burnt* (r*a lotimbu i* Zuo*.
unit to* nukwtviu. CWtitou
104 Ntl Yur'i ttHlnds Din
•04 ImOii *| SmllKtln
Wro«M Or SO* aiston *t at. im>
to* s«M. raiNck lasts - eeea.
LAKE MOHAWK
JOSEPH F. MURPHY
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
s h» mm s im ii ntNs
I AfiP AY ♦ WIO
• \ PAST A H JBOM 1041
THE FRANK A. McBRIDE COMPANY
E
G
N
/
N
E
E
R
S
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
• PLUMBING • HEATING
Industrial Layouts, Power Piping, Air Conditioning,
Insulation,Fabricators of Piping and Sheet Metal,
Sprinklers and Sewage Disposal Systems
ARmory 8-1234 75 spring street
ESTABLISHED 1898 PATERSON, N. J.
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacist "Says"
m
NEWARK
ft«m A Oaaroa Martarana. Prop*
till* PHARMACY
Eatabltahad ovar 30 years
Four Registered Phirmiriiii
Froo Delivery Oprn Every Day
From • a m to n p m
Y? 4 Ml ProiMd Avmui cor.
Montclair Avmui
HU Howard H J.
JERSEY CITY
“
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I Palmora. Ph O.
Praacr Iptinn Pharmaciata
Biological Rick Room Ruppliaa
Cosmetics
Prescriptions Called for
and I Valla ered
Ytl Baroan Avenue
Jorooy city. N j hi S-441i
JERSEY CITY
VALIMTI t PHARMACY
Joseph Valontl. Rep Phar
Prescription# - Baby Nradi
..Pi?* 0 Dept " rr ** Delivery
711 Wait Slda Art., opp Falrview
iaraoy City. N J
Phono DI 3 30)4
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Mlchaal J. Cermele. Rao Phar.
Prescriptions Carefully
Compounded
Dm*a Perfumaa Cnamatica
Rick Room Ruppliaa
414 Control Art. WlatflaM 3 1411
NUTLEY
bay oruo CO
iamas Ricclo. Rap. Phar.
Aaby Naada
Praacrtptlona Promptly rilled
f)ru «* ond ( oamatln
114 Franklin A*a. NUtloy I Stßt
ORANGE
FORD* Dfluo (TORI
Fenl Dental, Ph 9.
FreerrlpUone Celled lor
end Delivered
OR Hill Free Delivery
'« Mem tlreet Oren,e. N t
MOVED TO
87 HALSEY ST
Jui» A Sfcort
frow Our Old Locotion
Ju»t lock of Kl«.n •
•
Mil PARKINO
At Moid*n Lor.« lot
•
SHOULD YOU NEED
GLASSES COME TO US
@S5@)
The Optician
NEWARK, N. J.
Phone MArkel 2-5171
This Fall
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Our Lady of Fat
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The Mediterranean ports at
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-.-
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the catacombs and monumenta
of ancient Rome.
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St. Boniface Church
Damaged by Fire
PATERSON The rear of St. Boniface Church here,
the choir loft and the steeple received severe damage
June 28, when a fire of undetermined origin broke out
sometime between 5:30 and 6 p. m.
It is believed that the fire started in a storage room
tiscd to store a number of sanc-
tuary chairs when not, otherwise
In use. One confessional in the
nave was completely ruined and
the organ was badly damaged
W ater and smoke caused a great
deal of additional damage and
the large rose window facing on
the street is completely gone.
Rev. Francis A. English, pas
tor, had completely redecorated
the church two years ago. At
present, he is building anew
auditorium and renovating the
cchool. A parish centennial cele-
bration is planned when this pro-
gram is competed.
Franciscans Set
August Meeting
DAYTON, Ohio (N'C)—Francis-
cans from across the country will
gather here Aug. 10-12 to dis-
cuss how they can make better
use of mass communications
media
"Communications and the Fran-
ciscan message" will be the
theme for the 40th annual meet
ing of the Franciscan Education
Conference to be held at newly
dedicated St. Leonard Friary.
Franciscans active in news-
paper, magazine, radio and TV
work will deliver papers such as
"The Fnars and the Apostolatc
el the Press,” "Franciscan
Achievements in Radio and TV."
‘Training the Seminarians in
Journalism." and “Television
Techniques for Priests," accord
Ing to the conference's program
In addition to the sessions of
the educational conference itself,
special meetings will be held of
Franciscan librarians, the Com
mission for Theological Synthe-
sis. the prefects of studies of the
various provinces of the Francis
cans and the newly formed psy-
chology section
Cardinal Prays
At Crash Site
MILAN, Italy (NC)—The crash
of the American plane which took
the lives of all 68 aboard brought
Cardinal Montini of Milan hurry-
ing to pray for victims at the
scene. 15 miles north of here.
Cardinal Montini knelt in pray-
ct at the site of the wreck for
several minutes. He stood to raise
his hand and give conditional ab-
solution to the victims.
The ill-fated plane was a TWA
airliner which crashed 12 minutes
after taking off from Milan on
the way to Chicago.
In Vatican City, Pope John
XXIII said he had been "very
saddened" by the plane crash.
Speaking to a group of newsmen
whom he received in audience
after his meeting with President
Charles dc Gaulle of France, he
recalled that he had flown on a
number of occasions before be-
coming Pope "Thank God, all
went well," he said
Inaugurate Search
For Stolen Treasure
BRUSSELS (RNS) A treas
ure hunt is on to find $60,000
worth of religious relics and oth-
er religious articles stolen from
the former parish church of
Adinkerke near the seacoast city
of La Panne.
The search was authorized by
the Bruges Diocese and town au-
thorities after discovery of an an-
cient bottle containing a message
that the stolen articles had been
buried in 1832 some 100 feet
southeast of the church entrance
a: a depth of two feet.
Al (.IST IS dedicated to the
Immaculate Heart of Mary.
Kerala Reds Retreat a Little
In School Law Controversy
TRIVANDRUM, Kerala On the advice of Indian
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, the Chief Minister of
the communist-ruled State of Kerala has announced that
the government will suspend part of the controversial edu-
cation act.
E. M. S. Namboodiripad said
that one of the provisions to be
suspended stipulates that new
teachers aT private schools must
be appointed from a list ap-
proved by the government. He
made this concession after Neh-
ru had completed a three-day
visit to Kerala to study both
school and political situations in
the state.
THE CHIEF MINISTER also
announced that other provisions
of the education law "which are
found as a result of discussions
to require amendment or sus-
pension” could be revised or sus-
pended. He said he was inviting
representatives of all groups in-
volved to talk over their differ-
ences with state officials.
One Catholic spokesman said
he thought such talks would be
futile because of Namboodiri-
pad's insistence that “essential
principles” of the education
act remain.
Catholic schools and those run
by Hindu Nairs have been closed
since the reopening of the school
term June 15 in this, the most
Christian and literate state in
India. School officials have been
battling communist proposals
since the communists gained con-
trol of the government several
years ago.
Their opposition came to a
climax with a decision to close
the schools rather than allow
them to be vehicles for teaching
communist doctrine. On the
eventful day, police opened fire
upon demonstrators in several
aieas, killing at least 13.
They also tried unsuccessfully
to link Catholics and Hindu Nairt
to political moves sparked by
opposition parties which sought
an end to the communist regime.
It was the political turmoil as
well as the school controversy
which led Nehru to intervene.
DURING HIS visit. Nehru met
with political and church leaders
separately. Among those whom
he met were three Catholic Bish-
ops and four leaders of other
Christian communities.
On his return to New Delhi, he
told newsmen his visit had con-
vinced him that a large part of
the population had genuine griev-
ances against the state govern-
ment. He said that he had sug-
gested to the Chief Minister that
elections be held to solve the
impasse but he added that he
cannot compel the Kerala gov-
ernment to hold the elections.
Convert Drive
In South Africa
CAPETOWN.South Africa ( RNS)
—The Church in South Africa
has launched its most concen-
trated campaign to bring Afri
kaans speaking South Africans
Into the Catholic fold.
| The campaign started with
establishment by the hierarchy
of a Department of Afrikaans
I Affairs of which Rev. D Van
Ettcn, a bi lingual priest, is sec-
retary. He is now touring the
country explaining details of the
plan to win Afrikaaner converts
The campaign is said to have
considerably alaimed the Dutch
1Reformed Church. For some 30
years. Reformed Church authori-
ties have been warning the Afri-
kaaners against the "Roman
danger
"
Five per cent of Europeans in
South Africa are Catholics. Be-
tween SO and 60 r,i belong to the
Reformed Church Meanwhile, ac-
cording to Father Van Etten, the
Afrikaaners are reported drifting
away from tl .-ir own churches,
but because they consider the
Catholic Church an English-speak-
ing church they are turning to
other sects.
Golden Wedding
Mr. & Mrs. Hudson
LONG BRANCH—Their golden
wedding anniversary was cele-
brated recently by Mr. and Mrs
William J. Hudson with a Mass
of Thanksgiving in Star of the
Sea Church here. They were
married in 1909 in Our Lady of
Victories Church, Paterson.
The couple have three chil
dren, one of whom is Sister
Elizabeth Rita of the Sisters of
Charity of St. Elizabeth, a mem-
ber of the faculty of the Acad-
emy of St. Aloysius, Jersey City
Former residents of Paterson,
they now live in Long Branch
Mr. Hudson retired in 1954 after
many years employment at Fort
Monmouth.
Plan Grade School,
First in Formosa
TAIPEI, Formosa, (NO
The Immaculate Heart of Mary
Fathers will open the first Cath-
olic grade school for 300 students
in Formosa this Kail
Registration with the Depart-
ment of Education has been
completed and work has com-
menced on the required buildings
in Taipei where parishes staffed
by the Fathers are located.
Cana Calendar
pre-cAna
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Serrans Warned of Forces
That Undermine Vocations
PITTSBURGH Members of Serra International, in
convention here, were urged to “speak up” for the diocesan
priesthood and be on guard against those forces which have
reduced vocations in other countries, notably France
The advice was given in the keynote address by Bishop
John J. Wright of Pittsburgh.
More than 3,500 Serrans at-
tended the convention at which
J Ray Jordan of Houston, out-
going president, reported that 18
new clubs were granted charters
last year and that Serra now
has 1% chapters active or in the
process of formation.
Elected to succeed Jordan as
president was Dr. Frank R. Han-
rahan of Cleveland. Other offi-
ers are Ralph W. Haucnstein,
Grand Rapids. Mich., and Harry
A. Johnson Jr., Shreveport, La.,
vice presidents; Adrian J. Bren
nan, Hartford, secretary, and
Matthew H McCloskey. Phila-
delphia, treasurer.
BISHOP WRIGHT reminded
delegates that Jesus Christ Him-
self founded the diocesan priest-
hood and that the diocesan
priests exist to do the work
which Christ came to do.
Serrans, he said, “must de-
velop an Intimate love for,
familiarity with and insight
Into the work and the problems
of our priests. Then will come
a full appreciation or the ex-
traordinary dignity and beauty
of the diocesan priesthood."
Turning to factors which can
cause a decrease in vocations,
Bishop Wright, while praising
Christian traditions of France,
cited that country as an unhap-
py pilot study. He pin-pointed
four reasons for the "tragic sit-
uation" of vocations there.
ONE WAS a decrease in the size
ot Christian families because of
“selfish, materialistic and im-
moral” reasons.
“When small families are due
to lack of faith, generosity or
reliance on the Providence •(
God, then such families are
unlikely to beget either chil-
dren or vocations,” he said.
Second, the Bishop declared,
there has been permanent, peace
time compulsory military ser-
vice since the Napoleonic era
and this has caused moral, so-
cial and psychological conditions
which made religious vocations
unlikely.
Third, he pointed to the false
social identification of the
priesthood with the so-called
aristocracy or the peasantry, with
a consequent lessening of influ
ence with the middle class.
Fourth, he commented on the
educational system in which
superficial courses in civics and
like subjects have been general
ly substituted for Latin, ancient
history and liberal arts courses.
This, he declared, “creates an
intellectual climate inconsistent
with producing members for the
learned professions. And such the
clergy must be."
OTHER CONVENTION speak
era included Archbishop John F
Dearden of Detroit, who scored
parental opposition to vocations.
Archbishop Albert C.. Meyer of
Chicago, who urged Serrans to
help sanctify the temporal order
and Bishop Nicholas T Klko of
the Pittsburgh Byzantine Dio
cesc, who asked Serrans not to
minimize in their promotion the
sacrifices priests must make
Thirty five Archbishops and
Bishops from North, Central and
South America and the Philip
pines attended the convention
Dallas was chosen as the site for
the 1960 convention
Fellowships Granted to Two
Doctors at St. Michael's
NEWARK - Sister M. Bathil-
du. S.K.P., administrator of St
Michael's Hospital, announced
this week the award of fellow
ships to two staff physicians.
Carlo A. Pallini. M. D., re-
ceived a one-year fellowship from
the National Institute of Health
in Bethesda, Md , for research in
the field of congenital heart di
sease in the early stages of hu-
man life. Dr Giovanni Gallctti
comes to St. Michael's from Chil-
dren's Hospital in Buffalo, as a
fellow In cardiovascular research.
Dr. Pallini will work In the
dipartment of cardiology under
supervision of St. Michael's medi-
cal director, Dr. Nicholas A. An-
tonius. He will participate In the
clinics, perform diagnostic and
therapeutic studies of congenital
and acquired heart diseases, and
undertake a special research pro-
ject in electro-cardiography.
A graduate of the University
of Rome Medical School, Dr. Pal
lini has devoted the last two
>ears to the study of cardiology
as a resident at St. Michael's.
Dr. Galletll will be an impor
tant member of the research
team at St. Michael's now active
ly engaged in cardiovascular re
search. He will participate in the
surgical research projects on
open heart surgery with the use
end aid of the heart-lung ma-
chine. He will have the benefit
of the educational program at St.
Michael's which provides courses
in cardiac resuscitation, cardiac
catheterization and dye studies,
and lectures by nationally rec-
ognized experts in the cardio-vas
cular field. Dr. Gallelti is in the
United States under authority ol
the U. S. Government Interna
tional Educational Exchange Ser
vice and will return to Italy next
year.
FOR FATHERS AND SONS: More than 150 men and boys attended the annual
father and son Communion breakfast of the Holy Name Society of Our Lady of the
Lake, Lake Mohawk. Principals, left to right are. Russell Van Atta. former N. Y.
Yankee; Joseph Job. U.S. Marshal for New Jersey; Rev. Bernard F. Fceney, spirit-
ual director; Msgr. John F. McKenna, pastor; Donald Curtis, professional wrestler,
and Frank McChesney, society president.
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The CourtandFree Speech
Th* United SUtea Supreme Court’* lateat
deciaion knocking out part of the cenaorahip
atatute of New York SUte in the handling of
Him* throw* the weight of the Court itill more
againat cenaorahip on moral ground*. Thia ia un-
fortunate.
Admittedly the right of free apeech accorded
under the ConaUtution it a precioua right. Yet
it ia not an unqualified right. There are higher
lntereat* and value*.
We doubt atrongly, although their reasoning
give* ua no lull certainty in the matter, that the
Justice* would outlaw a atatute that would cen-
•or a movie advocating overthrow of the govern-
ment. Treason and treasonable conduct keep a
strong hold upon our thinking In America and we
have traditionally seen their wrongness. To them
we have accorded no right under our Constitu-
tion.
It seems to us that somewhere there must be
drawn the line that separates the right of free
speech from the abuse of the right of free
speech. If the Supreme Court were of the mind
that even treason might be publicly advocated
In our means of entertainment under the ap-
pearance of free speech we confess that we
would consider our Court and Constitution power-
less to defend basic rights. If we ever sink that
low in our jurisprudence we would despair of our
laws
Public morality is an interest that is higher
than the mere right of free speech. Perhaps
rather should we say that free speech Is only
free within the limits of the moral law. I am
not morally free to blaspheme God. 1 should not
be legally free to do this cither Certainly I
should not be legally free to spread blasphemy
among others and to encourage others to blas-
phemy.
The law ran indeed distinguish free speech
in private and free speech in public. We should
not expect the law to spy upon private conduct
or conversation. A man in private talk might
aupport the opinion that adultery at aomo time*
la permiaaible. We cannot expect the court* to
censor this private conversation so long as It
remains private.
However, when immoral views are made
publie in such a manner a* to harm the public
moral well being, we do look to the law to pro-
tect us by legal measures from the public spread
of public immorality.
This is especially true when the field of pub-
lic entertainment and education is concerned. The
motion picture industry falls within the class of
entertainment-educational activities. We learn
from movies. They advocate ideas. Are they
free to advocate any ideas they wish, even im-
moral ideas?
The Supreme Court seems to be saying that
they are. We hope the Justices will get around
again to defending the traditional Judaeo-
Christian morality upon which our American his-
tory is built We hope they will take the op-
portunity in future decisions to strengthen that
morality against the neo-paganism that is rather
rampant. If it does not, what is there to prevent
an author of unsound mind advocating the mur-
der of the Justices of the Supreme Court? If
one author can advocate adultery as sometimes
permitted, will not another be permitted to ad
vocate murder as also permitted at time’
Where is the line to be drawn? Or are the
Justices telling us that their fine legal minds
are forced to admit that the line cannot be
drawn at all and that law must abandon any
attempt to support morality? We hope that these
men. moral men themselves, will not this easily
surrender to paganism.
Independence, Minus Fireworks
Yoari ago not a few American* looked upon
the fourth of July as a day when all good
citizen*, young and old, had *ome kind of an
obligation to buy and shoot off a lot of fire-
work*. Many people suffered burns, some evrn
met their death in the course of the celebration.
Eventually, In order to put an end to this modi-
fied form of homicide, many states passed laws
forbidding the sale and use of fireworks to all
private citizens
In those days there were not too many peo-
ple who called the fourth of July "Independence
Day." And if they did they might be accused
of trying to parade their superior knowledge
and education before the common people.
Today that picture is radically changed
Practically everyone knows that Independence
Day and the fourth of July are one and the
same thing. And if we study American history
we shall have a belter understanding of the ori-
gin and meaning of the celebration. We have
a counterpart of the American Revolution in
many parts of the world today. In recent years
one colony after the other has shaken off the
domination of the "mother" country, and in
practically every case there is bloodshed and
suffering. It is a human characteristic that pco
pie will gladly suffer hardship, privation, and
even death in the cause of freedom and liberty.
The American Revolution was Drought on by
the harsh rule of the English m march*, who
governed the country with an iron hand from
across the ocean Noblemen were given grants
of land that they had never seen, and they de-
manded tribute in the form of taxes and other
means of polito plundering As children we heard
of the Boston Tea Party, and the cry of "No
taxation without representation
"
When the Dec-
laration of Independence was finally written, it
was the outcry of a downtrodden people who
wanted liberty We celebrate Independence Day
to commemorate the day when we became a
free people.
In modern times, however, the words free-
dom, liberty, and independence have taken on
anew and false meaning. Children defy parents,
pupils defy teachers, criminals defy the courts,
and subversives defy the government In the name
of freedom and independence.
Independence or freedom is not an absolute
condition or state, wherein the Individual is re
leased from every type of restriction. A man
can never be free from the basic moral law,
the Ten Commandments, or the laws of any
properly organized and recognized country. And
furthermore no one can be so independent of
everybody and everything, that he can go his mer-
ry way without outside interference, help or di
rection. To hazard such a course would be close
to social, economic and financial suicide.
Here in America, when we celebrate Inde
pendence Day, we are conscious of and grateful
for the fact that no foreign power or potentate
rules over us from some distant land. We make
our own laws and we have the equipment to en-
force them Any errant or misguided American
who comes up with the idea that because he is
an American he can do as he pleases, will find
himself in deep trouble
On Independence Day we are grateful to God
for His Guiding Hand, and to the patriots who
through their courage a'-d determination gave us
the Declaration of liv'-.-pendence. But we should
also be on guard against the "progressive”
thinkers, who preach the gospel that Independ-
ence give* them the right to do what they
please, wherever they please, and whenever
they please
Reds Slander U.S. Exposition
Russia carries the cold war into every area
of living. While Premier Khrushchev was scut-
tling the Conference of Foreign Ministers at Ge-
neva by his speeches. Ihe propaganda journal
Pravda was undermining the American exposi
lion In Moscow even before its official opening
The American exhibits illustrate the high
standard of living in the United States, Pravda
Is telling the Russian people, in effect. "Don't
believe what you see or hear "
For some time now Pravda has been magni
fying American difficulties. Crime and unem
ployment have been headlined. The hospital
strikes in New York and increases in taxes,
fares and hospital costs have all been grist for
the propaganda null Pravda is (onditioning its
readers to believe that great numbers of our
people are exploited, underpaid and ill-fed, and
that thousands arc actually dying from hunger.
Stories in the Soviet press in general about
economic misery and trouble in the United
States have been increasing of late. Reports are
carried of speeches by Soviet leaders about un-
employment, juvenile vandalism, poverty and
high taxes in America. These leaders do not
wish the people of Russia to know how superior
the American standard of living is to theirs,
lienee, these discrediting stories to make Rus-
sian visitors to the exposition think that it is
just a propaganda stunt, since very few of the
poverty-stricken Americans could buy the goods
that are exhibited
In regard to the exposition itself, the Soviet
newspapers have centered their attacks on an
American model home which is on display. This
house costs about $13,000. The newspapers stale
that it is too expensive for most American buy-
ers Koinsomolskaya Pravda, the official props
ganda organ of the Young Communist League,
recently charged that the house »s not typical
of those that are bought by American working
men or even by members of the middle class
It accused our State Department of exhibiting
the house in an attempt to win a victory in the
cold war
Is it wise for our country to hold the exposi
tion in Russia’ We Ihink it Is, despite what we
have written. There is a cold war between the
East and the West. The weapons of Russia In-
clude infiltration, subversion, softening up the
enemy from within. Incitement of civil strife
from abroad, slander, character assassination,
and manipulation of the press and radio in the
most vicious manner The attacks on the Ameri-
can exposition are in line with her policy of
indirect aggression
We must wage our kind of war by defending
and spreading our culture and m iral principles.
We must let the people of the East know that
we stand for free, representative government;
the inviolability of the Individual person, the
freedom of man to think, speak and act; the
unchangeableress of truth, and belief in a per
sonal God, who operates In the world
The exposition In Moscow is one way, an
honorable way, of letting the people of Russia
see what Americans art and whit w» have ac-
complished
A Catholic 'Humane' Society
Sometimes wr Catholics seem willing to re-
linquish certain good things to our non-Catholic
friends.
Sacred Scripture, for instance, so deeply
venerated by the Church as t!ie pre-eminent
channel of God's revelation, is a closed book to
many a Catholic. Yet the Bible is read and
reread by the believing Jew, by the sincere Prot-
estant. So also, does history tell us, the agitation
which brought slavery down both here and in
Western Europe was marked by the valiant
championing of human rights by certain Prot-
estant denominations. . .
Thus until very recently, In the United
States, at least, Catholic interest in an Item of
admittedly lesser import than Scripture or the
liberty of our brothers, lagged far behind that of
many of our fellow citizens
Worse yet, the interest of enthusiasts in the
“humane" treatment of animals has provoked
the satire of Catholics who are pleased to see
in it a confusion of animals with human beings,
a muddled theory of the "rights" and perhaps
the "personality" of dogs and cats and horses.
But It is the satirists who have it backwards:
To be “humane" does not mean to treat a dog
like a person. It means to act like a human being.
To act like a human being is to act with reason
for your guide; when that reason is a Catholic's,
it is illumined by faith faith, for example,
In the fact that God found all He had created
good: including the speechless animals!
No doubt more than one reader la already be-
ginning to steam a little over the allotment of
Catholic newsprint to frogs and fish and para
keets. Let s try to cool him off with a few words
from two Popes
St Plus X "Many of the great saints were
conspicuous for their gentleness and kindness
toward animals and the spirit of the Church has
always shown Itself strongly in that sense ” And
Pope Pius XU "All unnecessary harshness and
callous cruelly toward them Is to be con-
demned. Such conduct moreover is baneful to a
healthy human sentiment and only tenda to
brutalize it."
With Just such words in mind, American
Catholics in January of this year formed the
National Catholic Society for Animal Welfare in
Washington, I) C, and Msgr. Leßoy E Mc-
Williams of St Michael's, Jersey City, is their
first president.
We think that in particular the parents
of young children will find in the work of this
new oociely some guidance in helping their boys
and girls to respect and to enjoy humanely the
animal creation destined for our use.
We cannot help wondering if some contem-
porary Instances of brutality in warfare and In
the disposition of condemned prisoners in coun-
tries where the abuse of animals is proverbial
may not be a harvest on the human level of an
evil sown on the animal plane. It is the more
distressing to reflect that these cultures are
Catholic —and we hardly know where to put
the quotation marks.
Memo to Mankind
Reds Open a New Drive
For Recognition of China
By Louis Francis Budenz
Wp can fielcct two lengthening
shadows over the coming Fall
sessions of the United Nations I
One of them has to do with grow
ing pro-Soviet strength in Katin
America, which is aided consid-
erably by the
built-up pres-
tige and propa
ganda of Red
China The
other is the
new pressure
for seating Red
China in the
UN. with sub-
sequent recog-
nition of that
regime by the U. S.
Seizing Ihe initiative, the com
rades in this country have open
eo a big push for UN admission
and US recognition This an-
nouncement is featured in the
June issue of Political Affairs,
official theoretical organ of the
Community Party of the l\ S
WRITTEN BY editor lleibert
Aptheker, this order to ihe com
radcs in entitled Asia, China,
and the United States," and leads
up to the conclusion that "the
present poltcy of the L'nited
States government, vis a vis Chi-
na, is wrong and catastrophic
That policy must be changed
to “the recognition by the U.S.
of (Red) China, its seating in
the United Nations, and the
termination of the economical
ly absurd blockade of the
MO million people of China."
The comrades are urged to
“redouble” their efforts “to
alarm Ihe country” and per-
suade it to embrace Red China.
It is instructive to examine
how this argument now develops,
no longer wheedling the Amerl
can people as in the recent past
but threatening us with "catas-
trophe" if we do not do as Mos-
cow wants. Formerly, the coin
munists permitted their friends
in this country to suggest that l*
we sidled up to Red China, Ihe
Mae Tse-tung regime mighi
break with Moscow. Today, they
take quite a different position,
seeking to Impress us with the
strength of Soviet power.
IN DEVELOPING this line of
thought, Aptheker begins.
“There are In the world
about 2.8 billion people; of
these approximately half live
In Asia. And half the people of
Asia live In governments where
communist parties form the
decisive leadership, and where
the commitment to build so-
cialism is being consciously
and actively followed."
Then he points to the existence
"elsewhere in Asia" of commu
nist electoral victories in Irido
nesia and in India, particularly
Kerala
To add to this intimidating list
1 tng of Soviet Influence Aptheker
I makes claims of "phenomenal"
progress In Red China This is
j intended to buttress the beautiful
portraits now being presented to
unthinking educators and editors
by China Pictorial, China Recon
structs, and the Peking Review
IN ORDER TO clinch his argu
ment, and to give the comrades
means by which to poison Amer-
ican minds, Aptheker draws upon
the ‘Testimony" of a number of.
American "progressives." These
are none other than those non-
communists who so glibly put
forth claims which support the
communist line
And then in order that Amer-
ica may be struck with a palsy
n( terror. Aptheker asserts that
"within to or IS years, all of
us will be living in a world In
which the leading Industrial
and agricultural countries will
both be socialist; they will be
the Soviet Union and the Chi-
nese People's Republic."
If we do not cravenly submit
to that fate, we will put our-
selves ' in jeopardy of fighting
anew war in the worst possible
place." and against powers I
which c»n withstand in
The simc “climate" of fear
and anxiety for the American
people ia brought forward in the
Peking Review for June 2 by
Madame Sun Yat-sen, vice pre-
mier of Red China. Bodly she
entitles the leading article “China
and the Soviet Union Forever
Stand Together." In the words
she enlists to emphasize “union
forever" she makes much of the
“common Marxlst-Leninist world
outlook," the basis for the Mos-
cow Peking unity
We can do our part for our
country by letting one and all
know that recognition of Red Chi-
na will p*ve the way for Amerl
ea'a destruction.
The Faith in Focus
Spiritual Communion
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
It goes without saying that we
should try in every way to show
our gratitude to Our Lord for re-
maining always on our altars in
the Holy Eucharist
Certainly the best way to do
this Is attendance al Mass as
often as possible, and frequent
even daily • Communion But in
addition one should try to he
present at the various parish de
votions, especially those which
end with Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament
Benediction of the Blessed Sac-
rament Is the ceremony In which
Ihe sacred host is exposed for a
time on the altar, usually in the
monstrance (the large and beau-
tiful vessel in which the host la
exposed to view through a glass-
revered opening in the center)
During the ceremony the priest
blesses the people with the sa-
cred host.
Speaking of Benediction. Pope
Pius Xll declared "Excellent
and of great benefit is that cus-
tom which makes the priest raise
aloft the Bread of Angela before
congregations with heads bowed
down in adoration, and forming
with It the sign of the cross Im-
plores the Heavenly Father to
deign to look upon Hu Son Who
for love of us was nailed to the
Cross and for His take and
through Him Who willed to be our
Redeemer and our Brother, be
pleased to shower down heaven
ly favors upon those whom the
Immaculate Blood of the l.amb
has redeemed" I Encyclical on
the Sacred Liturgy).
The same encyclical also rec
ommends frequent visits of devo
t.on to the Tabernacle. Whenever
you pass a Catholic Church, why
not drop in for a few minutes
and, kneeling before the Taber-
nacle, adore, praise and thank
Christ present therein, not forget
ting lo ask Him for spiritual and
temporal favors of which we ever
stand In need?
Because of Christ $ presence
in the Tabernacle, our conduct
while in church should always be
reverent • a fact sometimes for-
gotten not only by children but
also by adults (for example, at
weddings). Incidentally, surely it
1 1* Irreverent (and * strange dis-
tortion of values) to visit a
church only to pray before the
statue or altar of some saint, ne-
glecting the Blessed Sacrament
altar altogether
Our grateful devotion toward
the Eucharistic Chriat should In
elude the practice of spiritual
communion, communion of de-
sire The Church, we read In the
encyclical mentioned above,
wishes "that Christians - espc
dally when they cannot easily
receive Holy Communion ■ should
do so at least by desire, so that
with renewed faith, reverence,
humility and complete trust in
the goodness of the Divine Re-
deemer, they may be united to
Him in the spirit of the most ar-
dent charity." The Catechism of
the Council of Trent assures us
that those who thus partake of
the Eucharist in wish and desire
can receive, if not the entire, at
least very great fruits.
Requisite for spiritual com
munlon are an act of faith in
the Real Prasencfc of Christ in
the Eucharist; an act of charity
with contrition for one’s sins;
and the desire of receiving Christ
sacramentally.
( ertalaly the most appropriate
lime and place for making a
spiritual communion is during
Siass, or when attending other
cervices in the church, or while
| visiting Christ in the Tabernacle
However, one can make a spirit
ual communion at any time and
lo any place - at home, in school,
rl work, or whrrrver one may
happen to be, and as often at
one wishes.
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THE QUESTION BOX
Mmit Ktv. Wslttr W. Cmriit, 76 Brosd St., BloomhtU. NJ,
n editor of TA# Question Bex. Questions msy be submitted to him
If emsuet m this column.
Q. U a Catholic wai married
to a Boa-Catholic by a minister
doe* the Charch recognise thi*
marriage?
A. Thi* 1* no! a true marriage
because Catholics must marry
before the 'priest. Unless this
marriage was later rectified by
the priest it remains no marriage
at all.
If later this marriage breaks
up, both parties are able to enter
another marriage since this first
was not a marriage at all.
However the Catholic must sub-
mit his case to the Bishop
(through the parish priest) In
order that there be no question 1
about the matter.
Please take your case to a
priest to discuss it with him
Q. Do eye drops and mouth
wash break the Eucharistic
fast? What about cleaning
one's teeth? Are throat lozen-
ges, cough drops, aspirin to be
forbidden for three hours be-
fore Communion?
A. Eye drops and mouth wash-
es do not break the fast.
It is permitted to clean one's
teeth anytime before Commun-
ion.
Medicine is permitted up to
Communion time. Hence aspirin
taken for a headache or the like
will be permitted.
Throat lozenges taken to rem-
edy some sickness or throat ail-
ment are permitted. If taken
rather as candy or for a reason
other than the correcting of some
sickness, these would be forbid-
den for three hours before Com
munion.
Q. Somf friend* of mine nev-
er heard of the ruitom of blesi-
ing foods at Easter time.
A. Some nationalities have thu
custom and continue it among us
Behind the custom is the Easter
spirit of renewal. As with Christ
we are reborn from death and sin
through his Resurection so is
there a spiritual newness about
us and the things we use This
custom of blessing manifests that
new spirit as foods are blessed
ar if to bless the ever new fruits
of creation
Do not be surprised that many
have not heard of this custom
Not all nationalities have it. In
the Church there are many
charming customs among the
various nations Our faith is the
same the world over, but little
ceremonies whereby something
of that faith is manifested do
differ.
Q. Ilow did men obtain for-
giveness of sins before the
coming of Christ?
A. There are two ways by I
which mortal sins are forgiven i
One Is the sacrament of Penance I
and of course this did not exist
in the Old Testament since all
the Sacraments were Instituted
by Christ.
The other is the way of perfect
contrition or charity and this way
was open to those who lived be-
fore Christ. Thus through perfect
sorrow for their sins Adam and
others who seriously offended
God before the coming of Christ
could obtain forgiveness and a re-
turn of the friendship of God
Q. For what things can a
person be excommunicated? Is
it possible In all eases of ex-
communication to be received
back into the Church?
A. There Is a great variety of
crimes listed in the law of tho
Church for which the penalty of
excommunication is Incurred.
The list includes crimes like
marriage by a Catholic before
a Protestant minister; abortion;
physical mistreatment of the
clergy , apostacy; joining the Ma-
sons; and very many others We
cannot attempt to name them all
in this column. If the writer has
anything more definite in mind
we would welcome a more pre-
cise question
Excommunication is the kind
ot a peanlty in the law of the
Church from which absolution
can always be obtained This
takes it for granted, of course,
that the sinner is willing to do
what is necessary for absolution.
Once the delinquent is repentant
and is willing to do what is re-
quired of him, absolution from
the excommunication can be ob-
tained.
The Church does absolve so
teadily because an excommuni-
cation is so terrible a penalty
and inflicts such great spiritual
loss upon the delinquent that tho
Church does not wish him to rit-
fer it any longer than is really
necessary to correct him
NOTE: We remind our read-
en that we do not answer ques-
tions unless the name and ad-
dress of the sender are includ-
ed. At times we answer ques-
tions by private letter but wa
cannot guarantee to do so.
Attain we ask that you do not
send any money; neither is a
stamped enveloped necessary.
We receive many questions
so that our answers at times
run behind by many weeks. If
you have not had your ques-
tion answered in several
months please submit It attain;
likely it has been lost.
In Your Prayers
remember these your deceaied
prietli
Archdiocese of Mcuark
Rev John V Woods, Julv 6,
1935
Rev. Camillus Loponte, July 7,
1929
Rev Francis J Reilly, S J,
July 7, 19541
Rev Henry A Beale. July 9,
1921
Rev William J Baird, July 9,
1926
Rt. Rev. M»gr John F Ryan,
July 9. 1941
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Some Employers Still
Oppose Unionization
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director, Social Action Department. SCVC
A year ago the International
Labor Organization authorized a
apeeial inveatigation on freedom
of association for workers in
various countries affiliated with
lhe ILO. The U. S., represented
at the confer
ence by Secre
tary of Labor,
James P. Mit-
chell, coupled'
its support of
the resolution 1
with an invita
tion to the ILO
to start the in-
vestigation here. [
The invitation
*as accepted, and the ILO sent a
four-man investigating team to
this country. I was privileged
to confer on two different ocra
• ions with the members of this
tram On both occasions the ques
tion was raised as to whether
American employers, by and
large, are in favor of unions or
whether they would prefer to go
back to the open shop and are
hopefully looking forward to the
day when they ran do so with
Impunity
I EXPRESSED the opinion that
the majority of hig business em
plovers have long since decided
—some more reluctantly than
others—that, for better or worse,
unions are here to stay
Lnfortunately many medium
•lacd companies, particularly
in the South, are still adamant
ly opposed to unions and hope
that they can permanently
■void dealing with them. Some
I of the more backward employ-
[ era are not arene at times to
using illegal means to stare off
the organization of their work
era.
By way of anticipating object-
tions to the latter allegation I
should like to rail attention to
significant address delivered by
Boyd Leedom. chairman of the
National I-abor Relations Board,
before the Florida Bar yi Miami
Beach.
"I AM TRII. V distressed with
the picture I see." Leedom said.
"While it is the official position]
of management to support the
concept of collective bargaining
by employes, great segments of
employers, as evidenced by case
after case coming before us in
volvmg union elections in the
business and industrial plants of
the country, take every legal step
possible —and many employers
overreach legality to thwart
their employees' effort to organ
ize even when the union in-
volved is a respectable, decent
one
"And some employers harbor
the thought, I am sore, that
there is no such thing as a de-
cent union unless it might be
one dominated by their own
company."
I have no ulterior motive in
criticizing anti union employers,
nor do I wish to leave the im
pression that everything is hunky
dory in the labor movement. I
merely wish to emphasize, as
I-eedom does so effectively, that
the right of workers to bargain
collectively is an essential in
gredient of American democracy
and that "no American should
recklessly or surreptitiously at
tack any known ingredient of our
system, for the part attacked may
be the key to such success as we
have attained
God Love You
We Rejoice
At Sacrifice
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Bring man as well as God, Our
Blessed Lord showed all human
emotions when face to face with
a sinful world. Relying solely on
Scripture, we learn that Our Lord
wept three
times: once in
the Garden,
once over the
tomb of Lata
rus, once over
Jerusalem.
Four times
He is said to
have loved in a
particular way
the rich young
man, Martha and Mary. His dis-
ciple, John.
Twice He marveled: once for
the faith of the Roman Centurion,
once at the unbelief of His coun-
trymen
On one occasion, His Soul is
said to have been troubled; in
the Garden of Gethsemane
Once He was moved by com-
passion as He saw the hungry
multitude; once He was angry in
the synagogue at Capharnaum
Only once did He sing, and that
was the night He went out to His
Death
BIT WITH AM. the sadness as
a kind of a setting for a rich jew
el. He rejoiced only once —and
that was in the shadow of the
Cross as the disciples came back
and reported on their ministry.
All these emotions touch the
directors of the Holy Father's
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith, as news comes in
from missionaries throughout
the world.
"> are saddened at the sight of
priest*. Brothers and Sisters tn
lahor ramps in China We love
the young men and women of the
legion of Mary in China who en
dured persecution rather Lhan
deny their faith W> marvel at
the real of priests in making
converts in Kenya and Vietnam
We are troubled at our inability
to stir up great affection for the
poor of the world
But we rejoice too. and most
of all when you resolve to do
penance for your sins hy sending
a sacrifice to the Holy Father for
the 135.000 missionaries through
out the world
GOD LOVE YOi; to Mrs W G
C for $74 'On June 18 I shall be
74 year* old I-ast year to cele-
brate I sent you $73 for the mis-
sions Thia year I am making it
$74 ' to ML B for $lO
Thu ia the first money that I
have taxed from not smoking for
the past few month*
"
to
N M for $1 "I promised this dol
lar in the hope that 1 would pass]
my exams —and I did'"
Cut out this column, pin yourj
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J Sheen, National
Director, Society for the Propa
gation of the Faith. 366 Fifth
Axe . New York 1. or lo your
diocesan director: Bishop Martin
VA Stanton. 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark 2, Rt Rex Msgr Wil-
liam F Louis. 24 DeGrasse St..
Paterson
Reds Deny Permit
To Berlin Cardinal
BF.RI.IN (RNR) Cardinal
Doepfner of Berlin wan denied a
travel permit by communist au
thontiea in Fast Germany to visit
Gowrillz where he had planned
to officiate at the consecration
of anew Bishop
In the ahsenre of Cardinal
Doepfner. the consecration of
Bishop Ferdinand Piontex as
Auxiliary of the Breslau See was
performed by Bishop Otto Spud
heck of Meissen
STRANGE BUT TRUE
Little-Known Facts for Catholics
By M. J. MURRAY uhijoj
Quiz on Faith
By Brian Cronin
J Who, In the words of the Bible, . . harmed himself with
1
a halter"? (a) Pilate? (b) Herold? (c) Judas’ (and) Cain’
2 The faithful are granted the following indulgence for kiss-“
>ng the ring of a Cardinal: (a) 3 days’ (hi 40 day*? (c) 50
days? (and) 100 days’
What was the first of Christ's Seven Last Words? (a)
"Father, into Thy hands I commend My spirit"? (b) "My
God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me "’ lc> "I thirst?
(and) "Father, forgive them for they know not what they do"’
4 The anti Catholic May Laws were applied almost a century
ago by what country’ la) Prussia’ ib) France’ (c)
Mexico? (and) Russia’
5 Who ln <' ,lr r<‘d Gods wrath by disobeying His command in
looking back on the destruction of Sodom’ (a) Solomon’
(b) Lot s wife? (c) Hrnoch (and) Abel’
() Of the Twelve Apostles, two were also evangelists One was
John,’ who was the other’ (a) Matthew’ <b) Luke’ (c)
7 "h° w *' >1 *aid "I am the voire of one crying In the wild-
erness .
"’
(a) Jonah’ (b) Peter the Hermit’ in Jesus’
(and) John thf Baptist’
8 On what day Is Our Lord's eventful entry into Jerusalem
commemorated’ (a) Palm Sunday? ih) Holy Thursday’
(r) Easter Sunday? (and) Ash Wednesday’
G„, y our,,ll 10 marks lor ~( h correc, sn,u,r below.
R *" n * M F-xcfllent; 704'rry Good: 60 -Good; W-F*,r
Letters to the Editor
kjhoihj
Seeks Literature,
Greeting Cards
Rev D. Pinto, S. J.
Ganzaga House
Mangalore 3, India.
Editor:
I am writing from a prepara-
tory arminary for hoys with a vo-
cation to the priesthood It waa
started two years ago to educate
hoys from the villagrs who are
desirous of becoming priests, but
who have not the means of ob-
taining a higher education
We had .15 boys last year, of
whom six will be Joining the
priesthood this month. During the
school year which has just com
menced we will have 53 hoys
Next year we hope to have 75
when the new block under con
struction is ready. The boys are
mostly from destitute families
and have to be helped by us in
every way
One of our great needs is liter
ature I ahoulrl like to have used
books, magazines, etc. We could
also use old Christmas cards
Possibly some of your readers
can help My boys will pray for
the kind people who help us this
way
Mission Pica
From Kerala
Mother Alphonsus,
St. Teresa's Convent
(Carmelite),
Kerala Stale, South India.
Editor
1 would he no grateful if you
ran enlist the sympathy of your
readers in a cause »o worthy of
cooperation
From Ernakulam. the heart of
communistic Kerala, we have
now moved our novitiate to Whita-
field, Mysore State, to ensure the
future of our congregation Here
young women, who have derided
to give up the allurements of the
world and dedicate their lives in
tlw service of God, receive their
rellßiou* traininß. Wr have, with
Iho help of alma, donations, sale
of work and from other sources
been able to put up a beautiful
chapel
But the novices are all huddled
In a little apartment, about 30
In number, with hardly any es
aentlal facilities. They are put to
Rreat Inconvenience for want of
room and many admissions to
the novitiale have been refused
for this reason You certainly see
the need of relißious teachers in
this area, where there is so much
infiltration of communistic doc-
trines in our schools
Won't you contribute your mite
to help us put up a modest, little
habitation for these prospective
brides of Christ? Address dona
tions to
Urpes Attractive
Liturgy Setting
GENOA. Italy (NT) The
force of the liturgy will be lost
unless it is made more attractive
for the faithful. Cardinal Sirl of
Genoa told priests attending a
diocesan liturgical congress here
( ardinal Slri underlined order,
fine staging, variety of setting
and sound and the imparting of
the community sense as elements
which would make the liturgy
more attractive Thorough prep-
aration will assure the success of
these elements, he added
"The faithful should not he
compelled to see the meaning of
the liturgy only with the eyes of
the Intellect They must he
helped by those efforts (of the
priest) which bring out the beau
ty that is already there," he said
Saints of the Week
Sunday, July 5 St. Anthony
Mary Zaccarta, Confessor. Born
Cremona. Italy, died 1539, cano-
nized 1897 Founded Congrega 1
tion of Clerka Regular of St
Paul (Barnabitea) and the An
gelir Virgin! for women
Monday, July I— St. Thomat
More, Martyr.’ Born in Ixmdon
1478, beheaded by King Henry i
VIII on July 6. 1533, canonized
1335 First layman to become I
Chancellor of England, refined to
support King Henry'i divorce
lmpriaoned for 15 months before
death
Tuesday. July 7 SS. Cyril
and Methodius, Rishops-Confes-
sors. Brothers horn In Greece
and venerated as Apostles of the
Slavs St. Cyril died in Rome in
869, St. Methodius In Moravia In
885
Wednesday, July I— St. Elisa
beth of Portugal, Queen-Widow.
Born 1271, daughter of a king,
married at 12 to King Denis of,
Portugal Distinguished self as
peacemaker after husbands
death, took habit of Third Order
of St. Francis, died in 1336,
canonized in 1825
Thursday, July f— St. Marla
Goretti. Virgin. Born Oct 16,
1890, at Corinaldo. Italy Slabbed
and killed at age of 12 by youth
whose repeated advances she re
sisted. Canonized 1950
Friday, July 10 The Seven
Brothers and SS. Rufina and
Secunda, Martyrs. The Seven
Brothers (sons of St. Feltcitas.
Martyr) were Januarius, Feliz
and Philip, (scourged to death),
Sylvanus (thrown from a pre
cipice), and Alexander, Vltalis
and Martial (beheaded). They
died about 150 SS. Rufina
and Secunda were Roman worn
en put to death about 257.
Saturday, July 11 St. Plua
I, Pope-Martyr. May have been
born a slave, became Pope in
14C, endured many hardships and
died in 153.
'Momism' Is Parental Threat
To Marriages, Vocations
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Atiisltnl Proftsior of Sociology, Si. Loan In
How dors ■ married w oman
with a “mom” for a mother
assert herself without hurt-
ing “mom's” feelings? I know
one mother who complains
her “child" is not “close” be-
cause daughter dodges pry-
ing questions. Another was
“crushed” when daughter en-
rolled in a baby care course
instead of seeking her advice.
To make my position clear
from the outset, let me say that
a Rood mother makes a good
mother-in-law. Since there are
millions of good mothers, there
are millions of good mothers-in-
law But there
are exceptions,
and as you
suggest, they
can be devas
tating.
The mother-
daughter com-
bination is not
the only rela-
tionship in
which “mom
Ism" occur*, though it probably
represent* what social scientists
call the ideal type. Marriage is
not the only situation that re-
flects its harmful effects Many
vocations to the religious life are
apparently effectively discour-
aged by the refusal of parents to
allow their daughters to lead
lives of their own.
THIS PROBLEM of "momism"
stems from several obvious
sources. First, some mothers
misconceive their role as par
ents. The primary purpose of
parenthood is to assist children
in their development toward ma
turity, that is, in their gradual
assumption of responsibilty, self
control, independence, and self
determination
! This requires long years of un-
selfish affection, instruction, dis-
cipline, and guidance In a very
real sense, parents must aim to
work themselves out of a joh.
The reward for their selfless
dedication is not continued con-
trol over their children or the
satisfaction of manipulating
their lives. Parents must rec-
ognize and respect the aacred
dignity each child possesses as
a person, a unique Image of
God.
Parental authority, therefore,
is delegated and temporary, it
is given to parents not for their
own benefit hut to serve the
child. To seek to prolong it un-
duly, or to use it in a manner
that hinders the child * growth
toward independence is a serious
injustice. Parenthood is a service
through which fathers and moth-
iers are privileged to cooperate
with God in the development of
a mature Christian
THF SECOND SOI RCE of the
problem is a misconception of
marriage. When sons and daugh-
ters marry, their primary Inter
cst and loyalty must necessarily
be centered on their own mar
riage. It has its own right to pri
vary and independence The
marriage bond exists between
husband and wife, not between
parent and child
This redirection of interest, af
fection, and loyalty from the old
family circle to the new takes
time It Involves a weaning pro
cess, a redefinition of relation
ships between parents and chil-
dren
Mothers who have refused to
allow their daughters to grow
up, or who tend to regard them
as projections of themselves,
are not likely to redefine this
relationship when their daugh
ters marry. Neither do some
daughters, so that husbands
soon discover they've married
two women, though one should
he enough for any man.
Some daughters, however, do
wish to redefine the situation hut
find this difficult because they
don't wish to hurt ' mom " What
can they do’
nit mity
IE THEY V\UE their mar-
riage. their program is clear.
Mom " is going to have to b#
educated She must learn the dif-
ference between selfish posses-
sivenss and true Christian lov*.
She mav (pel hurt for a time,
as the newly weaned infant feela
hurt, but her married daughter
has no choice if she really un-
derstands the meaning of tha
marriage bond
The problem is difficult to han-
dle because long standing emo-
tional patterns are involved.
Mothers who are moms" hava
generally formed a partnership
with their children rather than
with their husbands. Since their
rhildren have become the major
source of their enjoyment and
fulfillment, they feel "crushed”
when marriage threatens the sit-
uation
Their daughters will have to
make the break, patiently but
firmly asserting their Inde-
pendence and the primary of
their loyalty to their spouses
and their own marriage.
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Don V Give, but Sacrifice
Is Mission Society Motto
Did you ever notice that the
Society for the Propagation of the
Faith never aaki you to “give"
because you may have plenty, or
give because others need some-
thing, or give to gain the feelin;
•f charity?
Instead, the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith wants
you to “sacrifice," for that wss
lhe very lesson Christ gave to
Peter, the first Pope, and that
is the lesson the present Holy
Father wants all his faithful to
practice.
Sacrifice i> a gift, plus love,
•xpressed through self-denial.
Send your sacrifieea for the mil-
lion* to the Holy Father'* own
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith, *o that other* may
live here in *uch a manner as
to gain life hereafter with God.
Medical Mis»ioners
In Great Demand
Medical miisionariet are fast
becoming an Important form of
apoitolatc in the missions. Typic-
al of the growth of this mission
spostolate is the fact that In one
mission four years *go there were
12 beds. Last year 501 in-patients
were cared for and 1,600 con-
sultations given A mobile hos-
pital is being planned for bush
areas.
The need for medical mission-
aries increases daily. In Basuto-
land, Africa, there Is only one
physician for 25,000 inhabitants.
■ and in the British Cameroon!,
one physician for every 140,000
I people. In the U. S. there ix one
physician for every 750 inhabit
ants.
Favor Granted
,
I Hail Gar Runs
A narrow gauge railroad ran
jin front of Vincentian Father
Skidmore'! rectory at Concep
cion. One day he wanted to xhip
H< bags of cement for a small
mission chapel at San Andres
Asking a work gang on a rail
car to transport the bags, Father
Skidmore met with all sorts of
excuses
But the gang had difficulty
In starting the small Diesel en-
gine. Time after time It would
not go. Finally one man said:
“That's what we get for refus-
ing Father's cement."
So, sheepishly, they loaded the
hags on the flat car. Thr driver
turned the key in the engine, and
lo, it started immediately. The
next time Father asks the rail
road gang to do him a favor, thej
answer will surely be “Si, Pa
dre
"
Deaf, Speechless
Rut Determined
Mrs Sam Pak. 76. just wasn't
Koine to bp left out of thu year's
Confirmation class in Seoul
What if she was deaf; she could
•till read, couldn't she! What if,
she was mute; she could still
write, couldn't she'
And so it happened that the old
lady presented herself to Rev
Francis Mannion, Columban pas-
tor of St. Patrick's parish She
was armed with pencils, pencil
sharpener and a supply of paper,
ready for the pre-Confirmation
examination She was told that,
in her case, the examination
[would not be necessary.
However, she insisted on her
rights and was told to go ahead
After a day and a half of almost
steady writing. Mrs Pak had
correctly written from memory
the complete Korean Catechism
more than 200 questions and
answers in numerical order!
Optimistic About
I Church in Japan
Church leaders in Japan are
optimistic about the Church’s fu
ture there, according to Bishop
Paul Taguchi of Osaka, because
since the war the Church has
been really free in Japan for the
first time in history
There are 13 principal Shinto
sects and 56 Buddhist sects in
Japan, but no longer is Shintoism
the state religion and the pagans
have a great respect for Cathol-
icism. Many send their children
to Catholic colleges and universi-
ties
Japanese priests and missionar
ies are being trained as part
time chaplains in secular univer-
sities, where they are often in-
vited to lecture on Church cul-
ture. history and scientific con-
tributions
The number of Catholics In
Japan has jumped from about
100,000 to 270.000 since the war.
Percentage wise, the number of
religious vocations is the highest
in the world
Bishop Stanton
At St. Francis
BUhop Stanton will make an
appeal on behalf of the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith on July S at St. Franeta
Xavier Church, Newark, Migr.
Joseph A. Pooling, pastor.
Bishop Stanton Is deeply
grateful to Msgr. Pooling and
to the other pastors of the
Archdiocese for their coopera-
tion In making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
* o ** £**• M,rti " w - SUaton, 8.T.D., Ph.D.. LL.D.
II Mnlberry St., Newark t, N. J. Phone: MArket 2-2SOJ
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.ra. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Her. Msfr. William F. I»uis, J.C.D
24 De Grasse St., Paterson 1. N. J. Phone:’ ARmory 4 0400.
Houri: Daily, 9 i.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
China Churches
Being Closed
HONG KONG (NC)
- All ex
ccpt one of the Catholic churches
In the big northern Chinese port
city of Tientsin have been closed.
It was reported here The sole
remaining church is said to be
Ihe Tientsin cathedral which is
badly in need of repairs
It was also reported that only-
one church is open in Swatow.
southern port on the Formosa
strait. The communist regime re-
portedly decided to turn the Swa
tow cathedral Into an exposition
hall, and the Bishop's residence
is occupied In part by a chemical
fertiliier commission and by the
so-called Patriotic Association of
Chinese Catholics.
The reports from Tientsin and
Swatow followed one from Pek
ing to the effect that the cathe
dral there has been closed.
Retreat for Catechist.*
NAGOYA, Japan (N'C) A na-
tion-wide retreat and conference
for catechiata will be held here
July 21 29.
Fr. McLaughlin New
Dean at St. Peter's
JERSEY CITY Recently appointed by Very Rev
Thomas E. Henneberry, S. J , Rev. Leo P. McLaughlin
has taken up his duties as dean of St. Peter’s College here.
He succeeds Rev. Raymond W. Schouten, S. J.. assigned to
retreat work with residence at Inisfada, Manhasset, L. I
Father McLaughlin ha* been
dean of the Fordham College of
Arts and Sciences since 1953
Prior to becoming dean, he was
director of Fordham Univer-
sity* radio station, WFUV-FM.
and in 1952 became chairman of
communications arts.
A native of New York City,
Father McLaughlin entered the
Society of Jesus in 1933 and was
ordained in 1945. He received an
AB. degree from Georgetown
University in 1938 and a licen
tiate in philosophy from Wood-
stock College. Md . In 1938. The
Catholic University of America
awarded him a master of arts
degree in 1940 and in 1948, he
received a I'centiate in theology
from Weston College, Mass.
Prior to hi* first Fordham ap-
pointment, he completed the
course of studies at the Univer
sity of Paris, receiving the doc
tor of letters degree in 1950. Father McLaughlin
Workers for Blind
Father McGuinness
To Preach at Mass
DETROIT Rev. Richard M. McGuinness, director
of the Apostolate for the Blind of the Mt. Carmel Guild
of the Newark Archdiocese, will preach at an evening
dialogue Mass at the convention of the American Feder-
ation of Catholic Workers for the Rlind here July 8
Father McGuinness, who is pres
ident of the federation, will also
Rive a report of the year's active
ties at the convention which will
he in session July 7-10 He will
lead a delegation from the Arch-
diocese lo the convention, and
also to the convention of the
American Association of Workers
for the Rlind here July 5-12
gy at St Louu University.
Rev. James McFarland, assist-
ant director of the Guild's Aposto
late for the Deaf, will speak at a
panel discussion on transcribing
and duplicating processes for the
blind at the July 10 session. Also
or. the program will be Ray Don
ovan of South Orange, and Alfred
Norton of Knglewood, who will
discuss insurance for the blind
and volunteer workers
Others in the Newark delega-
tion will he Sister Bernadette
.Maria of St Joseph's, Newark,
who teaches in the catechetical
center for the blind at St. Brid
set's, and Helen Reilly, lay chair
man of the Guild's department
for the blind
Named Dental School
Assistant Professor
JERSEY CITY - The appoint-
ment of Dr. Vincent P. Cirlllo
as an assistant professor in the
department of oral microbiology
and endodontics of the Seton Hall
College of Dentistry has been an-
nounced by Dr Merritte Max
well, dean. He comes to Seton
Hall from St. Louis where he has
been in charge of microbial phv
siology In the Central Research
Department of Anheuser-Busch
since 1956
A graduate of the University of
Buffalo, Dr. Ciritlo received hu
master's degree from New York
University and his doctorate
from the University of Califoi
nia
From 195.1 to 1958 he was
assistant professor of preventive
medicine at the University of
Oklahoma School of Medicine
While in St. Louis he was a lec-
turer in the department of biolo
Hoboken Third Order
Receives Members
HOBOKEN Profession and
leception ceremonies were con
ducted recently by the St F.liu
I beth Fraternity, Third Order of
iSt Francis of St Joseph s
Church here
The exercises were directed by
Rev. Maximilian Buckley, O F M ,
C'onv.
The fraternity is endeav-
oring to propagate the Third Or-,
der. particularly among the
youth. Inquiries may be sent to
St Joseph's rectory here.
500 French Seminarians Plan Mission Work
PARIS (NC) —More than 500
young seminarians in various
French dioceses are planning to
spend most of their summer va-
cations in “mission camps."
The camps will be located in
part of the Diocese of La
Rochelle, on the west coast of
France, which has been designat-j
ed as the point fog a major re-
gional mission to win back the
lukewarm and de-Christianiied
Seminarians will be formed in
to team* of 30, to assist priests
assigned to preach missions.
Mission camps, which were in-
stituted five years ago, hav«
Krown in importance annually.
I-a*t year. 19 seminaries partici-
pated This year the figure hat
grown to 55
8 the advocate July 2, Its*
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HOTEL GRENADA
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AMERICAN A EUROPEAN PLAN
3 MEALS A DAY
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McCANN'S HOTEL
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Women Are Urged to Defend
Home Against Corruption
Following it a translation of an address delis ered by Pope
John XXIII on Mar. 1, 1959, /„ representatives of the Italian
Women's Center on the occasion of their ninth national congress.
We are profoundly happy to
tee you gathered here about Ui.
beloved daughter! of the Italian
Women'* Center, on the occaiion
of your ninth national congress,
■nd We extend to you Our cordial
welcome.
We feel that present here al-
io arc all members of your
movement who could not attend
because of family rcsponsibil
itics and the discharge of daily
duties.
We know that they look to this
house of the common father from
noisy cities and from humble
dwellings scattered throughout
the peaceful countryside, from
suburban houses and from moun
tain and coastal towns, there
fore, We wish to greet all with
paternal affection
We arc greatly pleased that We
ran address you, and all the
women of Italy who, like your-
selves, are engaged in the multi-
form activities of your orgamza
tion
O, WHAT treasurers of virtue,
of generosity, of heroic rcnuncia
tions are contained in this silent
and industrious multitude of Ital
ir.n women, in whose hands are
piaced the serenity of the family,
the sound and upright education
of children, the future itself of
Courch and country.
Ever since God wished to call
In to the supreme government
of His Church, you have often
heard the new Pope referred
to as the son of a modest
Bergamo family.
Well, then. We say it with a
sentiment of deep feeling and
profound gratitude to God Yes,
W'c owe a great part of Our
priestly and apostolic vocation to
Our family—not really so poor as
It has pleased some to describe
ll—but rich above all In heavenly
gifts.
We owe this to the example of
Our good parents, father and
mother, which is always imprint
ed on Our heart, and to the at-
niosphere of kindness, simplicity
and honesty which We breathed
from early childhood.
AS OCR recollections go hack
spontaneously to the family
vhich God gave to Us, likewise
your own thoughts pause and
test over the hearth in whose
warmth everyone’s life blossomed,
finding orientation from early
childhood toward goodness, duty
and God.
The family U a moat pre-
riou> gift that, having been
founded by divine diapoiiUon
on the different and supple-
mentary attitudes of the spous-
es, finds in woman its viKilant
custodian.
To women, consequently, We
recommend the love of the fam-
ily, intended as the natural en
wronment for the development of
the human personality, and as a
providential refuge where the
storms of life are placated and
tempered, where the allurements
o' unruly inclinations arc extin-
guished and the influences of had
examples are fought
THIS SANCTUARY _ We say
it with sorrow in Our heart
is threatened hy so many snares
Propaganda, at times uncon-
trolled. avails itself of tbe pow
erful means of the press, of
entertainment and of amuse
ments to spread, particularly
among the youth, the fatal
seeds of corruption.
It is necessary for the family
to defend itself, for women to
take their place in this undertak
mg with courage and a sense of
responsibility. They should be un
tiring in their efforts to correct,
to teach, to discern between good
and evil and, when necessary, to
lake advantage of the protection
of civil laws
The passage from (he Bible
that in this third Sunday of
was read at Mass contains the
words of an anonymous woman
who, admiring the wisdom and
the sovereign calm of Jesus, lift
ed her voire above the crowd and
exclaimed Blessed is the womb
that bore thee, and the breasts
that nursed thee!” (Luke, 11 28j
THESE WORDS could very
w'rll have been addressed to
Mary, but the same could be said
to all mothers if in the harsh
and difficult ways of life their
children knew how to behave like
true Christians, according to the
teachings received.
May you also be blessed,
women and mothers of Italy.
And how deserving shall be
your sacrifices and labors, your
Joys and tears, If you remain
faithful to your sublime vora
linn.
We do not want to forget, how.
ever, that today you are gathered
here on the occasion of the na
tional congress of the Italian
Women'* Center.
We extend a word of praiie,
meanwhile, to your center, which
i* so dear to Us because We
came to know it directly in Ven-
ice and the Venetian region.
WE NOTED in fact the real
and will of its leaders and
supporters. We appreciate with
pleasure the usefulness, In fact
the need of the work accomp-
lished, intended to give to wom-
an the full sense of her worth, to
defend her highest interests, as
well as those seemingly minute
interests of daily life; to give to
woman the most suitable means
for the fulfillment of her duties
We were happy to learn of
the beneficent charitable activ
ities, the numerous training
courses, the intelligent pro-
grams of inquiry, of civic and
social projects, of culture.
Continue therefore with fervent
zeal in this apostolic work that
so greatly answers present
needs
We exhort you with the words
of St Paul himself, which you
have already heard in the Epistle
o! today's Mass "Walk in love,
as Christ also loved us and de
livered himself up for us an offer
ing and a sacrifice to God to
ascend in fragrant odor
Walk, then, as children of light
for the fruit of the light is in
all goodness and justice and
truth' 1 (Eph 5,2, R-9)
MAY I/OVE sustain and warm
>nu love of family, of Church
find of country; love that will
spur you to comfort others, to,
make you almost forget your
selves in the search of the glory
of (lod, and the good of soul*
May divine light be your
guide, your ideal, your aim: a
light to be enkindled In the
minds and hearts of your dear
ones, of those who are friends
and also those far away; a
light that awaits your hand so
a* to shine in the candelabrum
and diffuse Itself around you.
And in order that there may
ensue from your action the ami-
able fruits of every goodness, jus
tice and truth, in order that
there may ripen from your con-
vention the most generous and
effective aims and plans. We
i raise to (>od a fervent prayer
And in order to draw upon earn
ol you and your movement the
abundant gifts of Heaven, We im
part from Our heart to the heads
of the center, to all director* and
members. In the women of Italy
and to all those who are closest
to the heart of each one. Our
comforting apostolic blessing.
Holds University Assistantship
Blind Man Proves a Point
By Anne Mae Buckley
HACKENSACK A young
man who wishes the world
would realize that the blind can
do more than “make mopi and
cane chair*" ha* gone a long
way toward proving it.
James Byrnes, 28, left hi*
home here Monday for St. Bon-
aventure University, Olean,
N.Y., where he will teach so-’
ciology and whip up his thesis
to complete requirements for
his master's degree
Jim has spent two years at
St. Bonaventure acquiring
graduate credits in sociology,
and holding an assistantship,
under which he has taught on
the average of six hours a
week. This has convinced him
that college teaching will be
his career The thesis he'll
complete this summer has as
its topic the Mt. Carmel Guild s
Apostolate for the Blind
"THE BLIND are being edu-
cated now," Jim points out.
"They are going to college,
learning trades, conducting
their own businesses on a pro!
itable level. They're no longer
confined to mop and broom
making
Now the problem is place-
ment We've got to educate the
public to what the blind can
do, to break down the idea that
all the blind man is capable of
is caning rhaira
"
Jim's own placement in his
present position was no prob-
lem at all After his gradua
tion from Mt St Mary's Col-
lege. Emmitsburg, Md , a half
year of graduate study at Cath
olic University of America, and
a clerical stint with the State
Commission for the Blind, he
called on Rev Gerald McMinn,
O F M . vice president of St
Bonaventure University and
head of its sociology depart
ment
On the spot Jim was accept-
ed for graduate work, and the
wheel* began to turn toward
securing the assistantship
BUND SINCE BIRTH. Jim
was educated in braille classes
at Union St School here, at
Perkins Institute. Watertown,
Mass., for three Junior high'
school years, and at Holy Trin-
ity High School, here, where
he was a 1951 graduate
At Holy Trinity he distin-
guished himself as an orator,
winning a Saving* Bond in the
American legion competition
At Mt St Mary's he majored
in history, but took enough so-
ciology credit* for a second
major, and wound up In the
1955 Who’s Who in American
College* and Universities.
CAUSE OF HIS success?
Jim points to his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James Byrnes.
"From the beginning my par-
ents wanted me to be as
normal as possible, and they
did everything in their power
to see that I was.
“In my younger days when
people would see me out play-
ing with the kids in the neigh
borhood they'd say to my
mother: Why do you let him
do those things' Isn't it dan-
gerous?"
“My mother would ad-
mit that it probably was dan
gerous, but she'd point out how
necessary it was that I mingle
with sighted people
"
IT WAS BY no means a cinch
for Jim. When he first entered
a school with sighted students
(Holy Trinity) he had quite an
adjustment to make, he recalls
Again, his mother, a former
elementary school teacher, en
couraged him to participate in
many activities. Now he is a
strong advocate of the blind at
tending school with the sighted.
I agree with the thinking of
the State Commission for the
Blind." he says "As soon as
possible the blind child should
lake his place in the public or
parochial school It is harder
for him in the beginning, but it
puts him on the road he must
travel throughout his life In a
sighted world "
JIM DOES RESEARCH with
braille, tape recordings and
with the help of sighted col
leagues He has amassed a
great deal of material for his
thesis by attending Mt. Carmel
Guild activities for the blind.
and conferring with Rev. Rich-
ard M. McGuinness, its direc-
tor. He is impressed with the
guild as a volunteer program.
"A volunteer program," he
says, “can accomplish more in
many ways than an agency
with paid workers supported by
public funds. The main interest
of the volunteer agency is not
vocational rehabilitation.”
He explained: "If a woman
applies to the state commission
for sewing lessons, and then
fails to make progress in the
course, she must be dropped
because state money cannot be
wasted
"AT THE GUILD, anyone
can continue in any program
he wants for ns long as he
wants. This way the tense feel-
ing, which might interfere with
success in a certain field, is
removed, and often remarkable
progress is made "
Jim hastens to add that both
volunteer and state supported
programs are needed "They
supplement each other," he ex-
plained "They each have their
own contribution to make to the
future of the blind '
NOBODY IS MORE enthusi
astic about that future than
Jim Byrnes He ticks off prog
ress points: the blind are be
coming lawyers, they are con
ducting their own small bust
nesses, they are going into
teaching Uontinuing studies by
colleges and agencies are prov-
iding that they are able to do
these and other things
Then if anyone should seek
proof positive, let him take a
look at Jim Byrnes, himself
most definitely, a young man
with a future
Veterans Hear Pope
Discuss War, Peace
SC V'C Seu i Sen ice
Following ii a tranilation of an addren deln ered hy Pope
John XXIII on Apr H, 1959, ,o the Eighth Auemhly of th,
U" orld Federation of V'ar Veteran!. The Pope recalled the horror i
of war and emphaihed that a denre for peace mutt he mitilled in
th* hearts of men.
We are very happy in accordance with the wish
expressed to Us to welcome members of the congress
of the World Federation of Veterans, representing before
Us 20 million veterans of the two world wars, who belong
to 36 nations distributed over five continents: an immense
family nf men who in the pull
faced one another on the battle-
field! and who today represent,
a peaceful army, anxioui only:
tc ipare the new generations the!
horrors of a conflict which it
is rasy to fore
sec would
he even more
horrible than
the preceding
ones
We hold these
men very close
to Our heart
because, as you
know, We our
selves were an
infantry sergeant in thp first
World War Wp shall npvpr for
get for thpy wprp written dee?
ly In our soul thp sufferings
of thp wounded and of the dying,
at whose side We performed Our
priestly ministry. You can well
imagine how much even then W-
implored the cessation of heystili
ties and thp rpturn of peace!
It will not be a decision of an
earthly power that can make this
peace reign In the world, if it
is not first instilled In the hearts
of men "for out of the heart
rome evil thoughts . . (Matt
15 10 )
THE CHURCH works sperifiral
ly for the regeneration of the in
ner man, so as to establish in
souls the roots of real peace and
thus let it shine on families, so
cial classes and nations. Devoid
of msterial weapons, the Church
is instead thp trustee of the high
est spiritual power to which your
visit today wishes to pay horn
We wish to tell you bow hap
py We are In seeing you gath-
ered here together and hap-
py to notice among you a face
well known to Us. that of your
honorary president. Mr. Via
rent Auriol.
We cannot forget the great
courtesy which the former Presi
dent of the French Republic al
ways showed to Us and who at
the conclusion of Our mission as
Apostolic Nuncio In Paris, look
pleasure in liestowing upon Us
the Cardinal's biretta
To him, as to all of you and
to all those whom you repre
sent, We extend Our most cordial
good wishes and encouragement,
asking God to bless you and
your efforts and to shower His
choices! blessings upon the work
of your congress
All-Religions
Conference Set
For Philippines
FRIBOURG. Switzerland (RNS)
Delegates and observer* from
all parts of the world will at
tend a conference tn the Philip
pinri Jan. 28 next year to dis
cuss "the present impact of the
great religions upon the lives of
peoples in the East and the
West
"
It is expected to take
place either at Manila or Baguio
The conference is being or
gamzed by Pax Romana, inter-
national federation of Catholic
university graduates and under
graduates, in cooperation with
the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organ
Ization UNESCO is rollaborat
lng under its major East West
project for "The Mutual Appre-
ciation of Eastern and Western
Cultural Values.”
Held prior to the conference
will be a aeries of three meet-
ings attended by Catholic un
dergraduates from 12 Asian
countries, and from countries in
four other continents.
RESEARCH WITH BRAILLE: Jim Byrnes, who has
been beating blindness for 28 years, works on his
thesis for the masters degree in sociology, with the
aid of a braille volume and a typewriter.
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1959 FRANCISCAN PILGRIMAGES
in honor of Our Blessed Mother
to these Shrines in Canada
In Montreal
SHRINE OF THE SACRED HEART
*
BR. ANDRE'S SHRINE TO ST JOSEPH
NOTRE DAME CHURCH
THE SEAMEN'S CHURCH
In Cap de la Madeleine
OUR LADY OF THE CAPE
In Beaupre
SHRINE OF ST. ANNE DE BEAUPRE
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When Manufactured Gas Is replaced
by Natural Gas, "Purge Burners" are
used to clear the Gas mains. Using
Natural Gas whenever possible avoids
part of the large capital investment
needed for expansion of facilities.
•r*
C' i
By constantly practicing economies ol
this kind wherever and whenever pos-
sible, your Gas service stays low in
cost . . . high in dependability.
* "Puf|t Burner” in »ction Durntnf ott
Manufactured Gil remaining In mum ti K
li being replaced by Incoming Natural Gat
PVBLICt^SERVICE
K- t«ftO
300 Junior Advocates Salute American Heroes Headed by Washington in Contest
By June Dywer
Junior Young Advocates are helping us to celebrate
the Fourth of July this week. They have written entries for
the Past and Future Contest telling us who their favorite
American heroes are, and why they are their favorites.
We have received 35 different names on our hero list—
from Sitting Bull io Zorro; from
Clara Barton to Shirley McNeil.
One youngater found a definite
way that St Lucy Filippini
helped our country and another
apoke proudly of her father, a
World War II hero.
George Waahington headed the
llat aa the moat popular hero,
but was followed closely by Abe
Lincoln. Almoat 300 graders from
kindergarten to the fourth grade
wrote to us, hut the fourth
graders sent us the most entries.
WE HAVE printed the three
top winners on our page this
week. We hope you will all read
them and think about them. The
Fourth of July is a day for all
Americans to take special pride
in their wonderful country. The
Junior Young Advocates have
shown us some of the great he-
roes of the past who have made
cur America possible.
Say • special prayers of thanks
this July 4 for the John Paul
Jones snd the Clara Bartons
fnr all of the good citizens of
this country who have kept
America free and independent
under God
Our top winner is ANN SULLI-
VAN, a fourth grader from St.
Bartholomew's. Scotch Plains.
Ann lives at 1174 Maple Hill Rd.
Scotch Plains, and is taught by
Mrs. Norloff. She will receive
a check for »5 for her article
on her father.
Second prize of $3 will go to
ALICE GRAINGER, s third grad-
er from St. Peter the Apoetle,
River Edge. Alice lives at 25fl
Concord Rd . River Edge. Her
article on John Foster Dulles is
anso on thLs page.
Third prize of *2 will be sent to
LYNN CYRON, a fourth grader
from St. Adalbert’s, Elizabeth
Lynn lives at 415 Fulton St,
Elizabeth.
Congratulations to each of our
winners and to the nt*— oys
and girls who took time out from
exam studying a few weeks ago
to help us celebrate Independ
ence Day
HONORABLE MENTION cer
tlficates are awarded to the fol
lowing Junior Young Advocates
(the names are listed in alpha
helical order):
RICHARD AHART, Grade 4 1,
Our Lady Queen of Peace. May-
wood Mrs Pirarello.
MARY ELLEN BALL. Grade
32, St. Peter the Apostle, River
Edge
STEPHEN BUONOMO, Grade
12, Queen of Peace. Maywood
Sister Anne.
FRANCIS CERVONE. Grade 3.
St. Vincent's. Madison Sister
Margaret Cordis
CHRISTINE TREI.A. Grade 5.
St Adalbert's. Elizabeth Sister
Mary Esporana
CAROL ANN CILLI. Grade 12.
Queen of Peace, Maywood. Sister
Anne
JOAN CODY. Grade 43. Si
Bartholomew's. Scotch Plains
Mrs Norloff
PATRICIA CULLEN. Grade
42, St. Michael's, Jersey City.
Sister David Mary
JANE DOBSON. Grade SI.
Quern of Price, Maywood. Mrs
Polyi.
SUSAN DOBSON. Grade 4-1.
Queen of Price, Maywood. Mrs
Picarello.
EILEEN GRIFFIN. Grade 3-2.
St Peter's, River Edge
BARBARA HAGGERTY. Grade
1 5, St. Adalbert’s, Elizabeth, Sis
ter Mary Esperance.
KATHLEEN HART. Grade 3-2,
St. Peter’s, River Edge
PAMELA HARVEY. Grade 4.
St. Peter's, River Edge. Mrs
F Thorsen.
MARGARET HOSLING. Grade
4. St. Mary's, Rahway. Mrs. Mul
ligan.
| MICHAEL KEISELBACH.
Grade 4-1, Queen of Peace, May
wood. Mr*. Picarello.
ED KELLEHER, Grade 5. St
Vincent de Paul. Bayonne. Slater
Ansclma.
DIANA KOZIUPA, Grade 3, St
reter'*, Belleville. Mrs Luiai
STEPHEN LO VERNE. Grade
4 Sacred Heart, Bloomfield Mra
Julian.
MARCELLA LILLIS. Grade 1.
St. Mary'a, Cloater. Slater Mary
Marceline.
ELENA LUCIANA. Grade 12.
Queen of Peace, Maywood Slater
Anne.
LINDA ANN LYSIAK, Grade
•SB, Corpus Christi. Hashronek
Heights. Sister Cordis
MARY MrOARRAN, Grade 4
Sacred Heart, Bloomfield Mrs
Julian
THOMAS McDONOI'GH. Grade
1 2. Queen of Peace, Maywood
Sister Anne
THOMAS McGARRII., Grade
a C. St Stephen s, Kearny Sister
Miriam Kurhana
OAVIO McKENNA. Grade 4 1
Queen of Peace Maywood Mrs
Plr arelln
MICHAEI. MAI.INACO. Grade
1 2. St Peter s. River Edge
KEVIN M ANGER I. Grade I I
Queen of Peace. Maywood Sister
Anne
MARI.ENE MEI.CHIORRE.
(trade 12. Queen of Peace. Mas
wood Sister Anne
MARII.YN MOORE, Grade .12.
St Peter'*, River Edce.
PATRICIA O’CONNOR. Grad#
12. Queen of Peace. Maywood.
Sister Anne
GARY PATNOSK. Grade 4S,
St Bartholomew «, Scotch Plain*.
Mrs Norloff
IRENE PIETR AS/.KWSKI
(.rade 4. St Catherine's, Glen
f;ock Miss Millard
lIENRY RICHARD. Grade 12.
Queen of Peace, Maywood Sister
\nne
I.A ROIt A RDIER. tirade I, St.
Mars's, (tester Sister Mary
M arceline
JANE ROCCO. tirade 11,
Queen of Peace, Mat wood Sister
Jean
MACREEN SC ANT .ON. Grad*
4. St Peter s, Riter Edce
THOMAS SCHAI.K. tirade 12.
Queen of Peace, Maywood Sister
Anne
DEIRDRE SHEA. Grade 1-2,
Queen of Peace. Maywood Sis-
trr Anne
MARY AGNES SIRA. Gradt*
1 !. Queen of Peace, Maywood.
Sister Jean
HIM,IAM SONTAG. Grade 12.
Queen of Peace, Maywood. Sister
Anne
JAMES TAORMINA. Grade 4 1,
Queen of Peace Maywood Mrs.
Picarello
MARY ANN AVAU.F.R, Grad*
4 SI Alart's Rahway Sister
Mart Charles
JOSEPH AA ROCH AAA SKI Grade
4 2 St Marts Rahway Sister
Mart Staler David Mart
JOHN /ISA. tirade 1 2 Queen
,of Peace. Maywood Sister Anne.
Our Heroes
The following are the names entered as favorite heroes in
the Young Advocate Past and Future contest
John Q. Adams, Clara Barton, John Barry, Charles Carroll,
Bishop John Carroll, Christopher Columbus. John Foster Dulles,
Thomas Edison, Eisenhower, a Young Advocate'! father, Ben
Jamin Franklin, Nathan Hale, Patrick Henry, Joan of Arc,
Andrew Jackson. Thomas Jefferson, Andrew Johnson. John
Paul Jones, Senator Jones, Colin Kelly, Robert E. Lee, Abraham
Lincoln, St Lucy Filippini, Senator Joseph McCarthy, Father
Marquette, Samuel Morse.
Shirley O'Neil, Paul Revere. Sitting Bull. Teddy Roosevelt,
George Washington. Roger Williams. World War II hero (a
Young Advocates father). World War I hero (John Creamev),
Zorro
Can you identify all of these people’
First Prize
Ann Sullivan
My favorite American hem la my father He fought In the
infantry during World War II and landed on the beach on
D Day.
He performed many hrave deeda—here ia one of them:
One day my father and hia platoon were attacking a village.
Aa they were checking the hnuaea and bringing out
pnaonera a tank counter attacked. My father and one of the
men in hia platoon got a harooka and were going to fire it
when daddy'a partner got shot So daddy fired the bazooka
alone and succeeded in forcing the tank to turn hack He re-
ceived the Bronze Star for this
Anothrr time a company called for heavy machine gun
aupport and my daddy crawled, with a machine gun, 75 yarda
under withering fire, set it up, and fired on the enemy troopa.
The enemy immediately concentrated on hia position, and al-
though the man next to him was killed, daddy remained at
his post. He aided his company, in killing 11 of the enemy
and capturing 60, He received the Silver Star for this,
I chose my father because he fought in the war to help
keep our country free.
Second Prize
Alice Grainger .
In the last few weeks our country' lost one of its greatest
heroes. John foster Dulles was the Secretary of State
for several years He fought to carry through our nation's
policies all through these years
When anyone has to deal with foreign nations over matters
of state, he has a very difficult time. Mr Dulles managed
to stick to his own theories of honesty and integrity and win
the respect of the whole world
Many times everyone was against him and he still carried
on what he thought was right Time has truly proven that he
was right
When Mr Dulles died a few weeks ago people from all
over the world came to pay their last respects l.et us hope
that in future years our country can produce more men of
the quality of John Foster Dulles.
MODEL PATROL: Patrol boys of St Teresa's, Summit, were honored with certifi-
cates as the model patrol boys of their town Beside the school safety patrol, the
school safety program included fire prevention and bicycle safety Shown above,
left to right, are: Front: Milton R Winn, exchange club safety program director;
John Wade, Peter Schaeffler, captain; Robert Dillon and Sister Eileen Mary, patrol
coordinator; Middle Michael Wnorowski, Duane D'Agostino, Philip Vitale, William
Martin, Ronald Glaser, lieutenant; Back: Robert Gaffney, Frank Piccione, Clay Ogor-
zaly, Gregory Oberst, Thomas Durkin, and Officer Patrick Fitzgerald, St. Teresa
School Safety Patrol director
Lives of the Saints
Bernadette and Lourdes
All children know the story
nf St Bernadette Just last
year we celebrated the tooth
anniversary of Our Lady's ap-
pearance to the young saint at
Ixwrdes We read eien today
stones of how people are
cured hv the waters of
Lourdes But this week we will
talk about Bernadette after
Our Lady's visit with her
Bernadette was a shy. sickly
Kiri Her family was very poor
At the time Our Lady came to
visit the child. Bernadette a
father was not working But
later when news of the apparl
tion spread, people came forth
and helped the Soubirous fam
fly
Though Bernadette was at
peace with Our Lady, and
though she was pleased that
her parents and her five broth-
ers and sisters would be taken
rare of. her life was not happy
People wanted to question her
wherever she went they
would try to give her money,
which she refused They would
come to talk to her at any
hour of the day or night and
would beg her to bless them or
their sick friends and relatives.
Sometimes they would even try
to rut pieces from her clothes
WHEN Bernadette was 18
she was taken to live with the
nuns so she could find peace.
But even here visitors came
Whom she had to see After
answering the guests' questions
Bernadette was usually so tired
that she would have an asthma
attack. But though she hated
to meet visitors she always was
polite and patient
Even the priests and Bishops
raine and asked favors from
Bernadette. One Church leader
railed her to come to see him
though she was ill She had to
travel through the rain and the
wind When she arrived there,
the rhurchman asked questions
for three hours Then he asked
Bernadette for her rosary
which he took Though he of
fered her money. Bernadette
refused
WHEN Bernadette was 20,
she asked to enter the Sisters
of the Notre Dame de Nevers.
She was given permission but
was 50 sick for two years that
she had lo wait to rnter the
convent It was hard (or Bern
adette lo leave Lourdes and
her family, hut she tried hard
to enter into her new life with
joy
Four months after arriving
Si. RrrnjJtUt it pnrlsyrti by
Jnjn Sknrpkj nl Si. Sljitnlaut
Knttkj. Ciarllflii, übiib it
tlalfrJ by the Ftluun Stttcn.
Si. Rmudrlle't jeatt diy it
\pr 16.
at the convent. Bernadette be-
came an sick that they thought
ahe would die She got well
however, and waj in charge of
the lick nuna and later was
sacristan She suffered all of
the time from asthma and In
1R79. at the age of 33. she died
RFRNAPKTTF thought of
herself as a hroom She said
"Our Lady used me They have
put me back in my corner I
am happy there, and stop
there
One of the hardest times for
Bernadette was in lß’fi when
they ronsecrated the basilica at
I-ourdrs. She was not there hy
her own wish But from her
ronvent she said Oh' If only
I could see without being seen "
The humble, little Rernadette
was happy to be the servant of
the will of God This humil-
ity was her greatness and led
her to be named a saint
In 19,33
St. Bernadette
Third Prize
Lynn Cyron
Among the great American* whom we might studs-,
there are many Catholic* One of the created Catholic heroc*
Is Charles Carroll. He too owed much of hi* creatne** to hi*
ability to express himself
Before the American Resolution. Charles Carroll ssrote
many things that gave other men courage to ficht lor their
rights. He svas one of the first to sign the Declaration of
Independence and we remember how he added Carrollton"
after his name He signed himself Charles Carroll of Carrol!
ton" bcause there was another Charles Carroll and he wanted
the British to know exactly where to find him if thc\ wished
to shoot him for treason
Charles Carroll lived to be ft's sears of age Ml his life
he pleased and helped others hs hi* cons ersatinn. his letters
and his speeches We mas never become so great a* Charles
Carroll, but we will be better citizens if see ran express our
selves well
Summer School
Set in Clifton
CLIFTON A summer school
will he conducted at St Philip's
July fi-JI for children entering
grades one through eight The
classes will run Monday through
Friday, 0 to 11 30 am
The school, under the sponsor
ship of the parish Confraternity
of Christian Doctrine, is primar
ily for public school children
though parochial children will he
admitted
Paul I,ongua of Immaculale
Conception Seminary will direct
the school assisted hy John De
Sandre, James Fisher and John
Flynn, also seminarians
Confraternity women and high
school students will also assist in
the program.
Holy Name Cites
Essay Winners
HACKENSACK —Michele Sav-
cry of St Cecilia's. F.nglewood.
has been awarded first prize in
the AF X Anthony Essay Con
test sponsored by the Bergen
County Federation of Holy Name
Societies
Peter .1 Riceohene, Federation
contest chairman, also announced
that second and third place win
ners in the contest for seventh
and eight graders were Diane
Dawecki, St Matthew's Ridge
field and Janet V Johnstone. St
Peter Ihe Apostle, River Edge
Certificates of merit were
awarded to 20 other contestant.*
St. Paul's Gives
Graduate Awards
CLIFTON - General excellence
awards were presented to Joseph
John Chanda and Bernadette Gray
at graduation ceremonies at St
Paul's School
Scholastic achievement awards
were presented to Robert J Mul
len. Robert J Schellhammer.
Sarah A Nugent and Ernestine
Roberta De Rose by the Mothers
Auxiliary
Haskell Grads
Given Honors
HASKF.I.L General excel
Icnce awards were presented to
Michael Durkin and Mary Jean
Hefferon at the 44th commence
ment of St F'ranris of Assisi re
cently Other awards went to
Tames Stokem, Henry Schulte
Patricia Mlhalik and Jane Mras
Independence Day Special
HEADQUARTERS—Flash' In honor
of the Fourth of July Addle has requested
that the Camp Christ the King Contest be
extended over the weekend to July 6 That
means that the Young Advocates will have
a few more days to get in on the biggest
offer the Young Advocate Club has had in
its history'
Any boy from 7 to 14 may enter the
contest. All he has to do is to write a let-
ter in about 150 words telling us why he
would like io go to Camp Christ the King
The winning boys—and there will be two
—will be given a frfe month at camp
That's quite a prize!
We will announce the names of the
two lucky boys in the issue of July 12.
That will give them plenty of time to get
ready to leave for camp on Aug. 1
(•o to it, boys. You have three extra
days! Check the rules in the contest box
■nd start writing!
Announce Poetry Winners
K 1 l/AMKTM - Rosemars
Kane. education chairman of
Court Raylry. Cathnlir Dauch
ters of \menca has announced
that portrv a karris ugrr presented
to local winners recently
The winners are
Division One Kenneth P Stem
rr. trade .V St Michael s. Marie
Verpura. trade X. St Patrick s.
Winifred Bowman, trade X. St
Joseph's i Roselle »
Division Two Russell C, Moy.
„rade o St Mary’s High School;
Karen Marie Schirmer 7,
St Michaels. Sandra Ruerle,
trade « St Catherine s,
Division Three Joyce Lyons,
trade 12. St Mary's Hith School;
Patricia Novicke trade 11. Sa-
cred Heart Hich School. Patucia
Murphy, trade 11, St Mary's
Pith School
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VACATIONS UNLIMITED AT . . .
CYO SUMMER
CAMPS
• CAMP CHRIST THE KING EOR BOYS
1
Boy* 7 to 14 Located off Hwy 04 nair Blalrstown. N J IU
•ere*. Cabins off the ground. with modern plumbing Large lake.
Resident prte*t All «porta Full lenon (July 5 Aug 20) 42R0. July
• 170 Aug SIAO Rend for folder CYO Office. 101 Plane St.*
Newark 2. N J (Mitchell 3 2040•
• CYO DAY CAMPS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Supervised recreation and Inatrurtlon weekday! 0 a m. to 3 pm.
July A Aug 12 rampi. for boy* and glrla 7 to 14. located in
Bergen. Ease*. Hudson. I'nlon counties Games, arte and crafta.
children's sports, weekly outing and swim Bus service available.
Reservations limited. Call or write county CYO offices for
locations, rates, etc.
BIROIN COUNTY CYO. 144 Main If . Pert Lee (Windsor 7 7440'
lISIX COUNTY CYO. 421 Bloomfield Art. Montclair (Pilgrim 4 4147)
HUOSON COUNTY CYO. 310 Bergen Ays. Jersey City (MB 1-1311)
UNION COUNTY CYO. lit fl. Jersey ••_ iliiabeth (II 4-4747)
CAMP WEEHAWKEN
HORSIBACK RIOINO IWIMMINO RIPLI RANOI BOATING
for Information Call
Loo Moran Director HUmboldt 2-3803 or FOxcroft 2-31 52
Writ* to: Camp Waohuwkon, Box 422, Blairstown, N. J.
CAMP ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
HACKETTSTOWN,
NEW JERSEY
POR BOYS Completely Staffed by Xaverlan Brothers
The beat you are looking for In Health
Bile Sanitation Supervision Recreation
UNIQUE SWIMMING POOL
Open Air Theatre Roller Skating Rink Vast Rail Field
Pioneering Home Cooking and Bakery
INSPECTION INVITED PROM MID-APRIL ON
Weekly Rales: 431 Season Rote 4311
Bookings for 34 1 Weeks— lesson from June 17 tg August 34—Ages 4-14
For Information and Direction. Consult
NEW YORK OPPICI. Rt Rev Msgr John J. Mcßvoy
347 Bast 33rd It.. New York 14. N Y. Tgl.i Murray Hill 1-4144
Camp St. John’s
A Lakeside Mountain Camp
Roys 4*16. 2.300 ft. alt Sandy leach an Hunter lake. N. Y 100 miles from
N YC. Modern buildings lavatory In aocK cabin Hat iKowcn Excellent mtali
Diversified activities. racraatianal and tnstrvctlanal Mature. professional isodort
•nd coaches from top-ranking collages and prop schools Ons counsellor far
ovary four bays Jesuit Chaplain "A Few Vacancies" (July 11-Aug 14) $3OO,
All-inclusive
Write: Robert X Oiegengack. Camp st. John's, Perksvtße. N Y , lei liberty. N Y
IMS or phone ORegon 7-7007 (NYC), Valley Stream Mill (long Island)
ipoooo<^»ooooooooo»»ooo»oooooo»oooooo»ooo»oooor
CAMP TEGAKWITHA
s
Ou ned and Operated hy the
Archdiocese of Seu ark
SEASON: JUNE 27-AUG 22
Two-Week Period
. .
. $7O 00
Four-Week Period
. . . $135.00
Full Seaton $260.00
ATHLETICS - SWIMMINO - RIDINO
TENNII - ARTS AND CRAFTS
______________
DANCINO - ORAMATICS - SPECIAL PROGRAM (or CHILDREN
EXCELLENT CARE 0 TRAINED COUNSELORS
MODERN EQUIPMENT
Apply: MRS. EILEEN A. WELCH, Director, 51 Smull Ave.
Caldwell, N.J -Telephone CAldwell 6-4696 after 3 P.M.
FOR GIRLS
6 to 16
on
LAKE HOPATCONG
NEW JERSEY
LITTLE FLOWER CAMP
For Glrli
Pocono Mountains Tobyhanna, Pa.
90 Miles from Newark $3O a week
NEW SWIMMING POOL
Tennis, Archery, Craft*, Dramatic*,
Dancing, Basketball, Baseball, etc.
RESIDENT CHAPLAIN
SEASON June 27 to August 22
FOR CATALOO WRITE.
Rev. Edward T. Sullivan, Director
Little Flower Camp
402 Wyoming Avenue, Scranton 3, Penna.
Telephone: Diamond 4-1614
CYO Camp Contest
BOYS: Write an article in ISO word, or less on Why I Would
I.lkr to Go to Camp Christ th<> King"
PRIZES: Two boys will win a free month at ramp this >earAGE: 7 lo 14
RI I.ES: Entries should he sent to. Camp Christ the King con
test, c/o Tho Advocate. 31 Clinton St . Newark 2, N J
Entries must be in by July fi All entries must be accompanied
by the attached coupon nr bv a copy of It
It lip and attach to your letter!
Name
Addresa
School
Teacher
I am a member
City
Age
|
Grade
would like to join j
Academy of St. Elizabeth
Secondary School for girls 94tfc y* ar
Rsudsnt ond Doy Exceptional record
lor rolUg* pitpomton Vocational
court*!. Mutic. Art. Dancing. Dramatic
Sport* and Activity program.
Information) JEffsnon f 1600
LUGGAGE SHOP/
WASHINGTON NEWARK
At long
at you live
you will receive •
DEPfNDABIF and
GOOD INCOME H
you inveit your
S V D ANNUITY
PLAN.
• You olio (Kara
tKe gr«at work el
the Mitiioni and Kelp In
educating Pneitt and Broth-
er! lor the Mmiom • Cer-
tain ta* odvontoget # A
lotting Memorial and ro
membrane* in many Manei
and proven.
Write for free Information
Society Of The Divine Word
ANNUITY Dirt.
OIIAID. PINNA.
Your most important
food purchase is
BREAD
Be sure you get the BEST.. always ask for
3kiH : I =A
Buttercup is a delicious loaf
that everyone in the family f
will love. It's nutritious, too j
—each pound contains the
non fat milk solids of 7
ounces of milk. That's why
housewives everywhere say,
N
Mod* with 100 %
Pur* Vigitabl* Shortining
ti rou map a Million non a as you (ouidn i but er rtf r nsti ad
HIGHEST DIVIDENDS
oC=D
An«l Clpot*d
Rot*
SAVINGS INSURED
UP TO sioooo
ACCOUNTS OPKNKD »Y
TMS I Oth lARN T ROM
THE Im
Monarch Federal Savings
255 KEARNY AVE (Near Bergen) KEARNY N J
Daily 9 AM. to 3 P M
Friday 9 AM to 7 P M continuously
Bishop Draws Parallel Between
Mother Seton and Canadian
MONTREAL, (NC) - Blahop
John J. Wright of PitUburgh
sketched a parallel between the
life and work of Blessed Mother
Marguerite D’Youville, first na
five North American beatified,
and Mother Elizabeth Seton’
whose cause long has been popu-
lar in the U S.
The occasion was a Pontifial
Mass at which English-speaking
Catholics of Montreal paid tribute
to Mother D'Youville, Grey Nuna
foundress.
BISHOP Wright declared that
Mother D’Youville and Mother
Seton “taught the universal prin
ciples of Catholic sanctity in the
accents of the two great North
American nations and exempli-
fied the universal Christian works
of mercy in patterns character
istic of their respective new world
rations, Canada and the U S.
He expressed the joy of U S
Catholics over the honors of the
altar given Mother D’Youville
and asked Canadian Catholics to
pray for the cause of Mother
Seton.
Bishop Wright cited the “inter-j
•-•ting parallel between the life!
and personality of Mother D’You-
ville, ... and the life and char
acter of our American Mother
Seton, whom many hope will be
the first native-born saint from
the U. S.
"The years of their lives al-
most overlapped,” he continued.
Mother D'Youville was born in
1701 and died in 1771; Mother
Seton was born in 1774 and died
in 1821. Both lived in the colonial
periods and nascent stages of the
national developments of our re-
spective countries. Both had fam
ily and social backgrounds of a
certain prestige.”
BISHOP Wright noted that
both, in the strong and aimilar
providences which governed
their lives, first sought God’s will
in marriage. Both had children.
Both were widowed, each while
she was still young. Both faced
the trials and testings of sick-
ness, poverty and the world’s re-
sistance to their noblest and best
hopes.
"Both became foundresses of
religious communities, and they
and their communities have been,
in both instances, pioneers in
areas of social work and of edu-
cation.
"Both have been the focal
points of the prayers of their
respective nations as each nation
has, with wholesome and holy
ambition, aspired to see one of
its citizens the first of its land
to be canonized.
For Nurses
WASHINGTON (NC) A
booklet containing special med-
itations for nurses on the Sta-
tions of the Cross has been pub-
lished here by the National
Council of Catholic Nurses.
"A Nurse's Stations of the
Cross” was written by Msgr.
David J. Boyle, pastor of St.
Mary's church In Fargo, N. D.
For each station there is a
meditation relating the station
to a nurse’s career.
The Introduction to the book-
let points out:
"Like Our l.ady, Simon of
Cyrene, Veronica and the weep-
ing women of Jerusalem, the
nurse would ease the sufferings
of Our Savior. But Christ's suf
ferings are over. She must
turn, then, to minister with
loving care to the Christ she
finds in her patient."
The booklets are available
frm the nurses' council at
1312 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.,
Washington S, I).( .
East NCCW Leaders
Urge Women to Action
BURLINGTON, Vt. (NC) Women were urged to
work on apparently impossible comrjiunity problems at an
eight-state leadership conference of the National Council of
Catholic Women here.
The week-long meeting at Trinity College ended with
ircommendations that effort* be
made to keep older people with
their familie* and that parents
and children work together on the
mutual problem* of the family
Greater citizen participation in
school board decisions was also
urged by one of the various work
shop groups
BISHOP Bernard J Flanagan
of Norwich, Conn., delivered the
keynote address in which he re
lated the concept of the Myitical
Body of Christ to family and
community endeavors.
"As members of the Mystical
Body, we share in all its works;
we serve Christ when we serve
any one of His members," Bish
op Flanagan said.
“If you are a wife and moth-
er, with a home to keep and
children to rear, you do for
Christ what you do for your
husband and children, when
you comfort, feed, and do the
ordinary work of your house-
hold routine for them."
"More than this, your place in
the community, your responsibil-
ity toward it and within it take
on anew meaning. Works of
charity become something more
than mere concern for the needy,
they are Christ playing again the
lole of the Good Samaritan with
your hands and heart." He con-
cluded by saying
"You are the feet of Christ—-
where you go, He goes. You are]
the hands of Christ where
work, He works. You are the lips
of Christ where you speak, He I
speaks Where you are, Christ
is
"
More than 100 women from the
New England states and New
York and New Jersey attended
the conference.
Mrs Mark A. Theissen of Cov-
ington. Ky , president of NCCW.
presided at the sessions.
St. Jude Ladies
Plan Installation
SPERRY SPRINGS The
Si. Jude's Ladies Guild will in
stall officers at the Mission
July 26 at 8 p.m. Mrs. Agnes
Brundage will become president
assisted by Mrs A Torregrossa.
Mrs Mary Lewis. Mrs S. Nay
man and Mrs Lorette I.opez.
Joseph Smith of Mt Arlington,
a recent Christian Doctrine class
graduate, will be presented a
year's scholarship to a Catholic
high school at the installation
The women will also hold a
rake sale July 5 following the
Masses.
Layette Guild
Works in Summer
MAPLEWOOD
- The l.ayette
Guild of Maplewood and the Or-
anges is spending summer hours
making aprons and Christmas
gifts, and dressing dolls for their
annual Fall dessert bridge. The
affair will be held Oct. 26 at
Graulicli's. Orange. Mrs. Harold
Hutchinson, Maplewood, is chair
man assisted by Mrs. Frederic
Andres, South Orange.
Elizabeth Nun
Sailed June 26
ELIZABETH Sister M Nat
alie "oi St. Elizabeth * Hospital
sailed June 26 aboard the US.
America for Ireland Sister Nat
alie, formerly of All Souls Hos-
pital, Morristown, was accom
panled by Marie Ricardo of Me-
morial Hospital, Morristown.
SENDING SIGNALS: John Westerfield and Diane Grimes, students at St. Joseph's
School for the Blind, practice their code signals as Walter Muller, Jersey City
Department of Parks radio instructor, and Sister M. Gregory, C.S.J., look on. John
has received his technician’s license and Diane is preparing for her novice license
from the Federal Communications Commission. They are among 18 students of
the school who receive instruction in a class run in cooperation with the Depart-
ment of Parks.
Children of the World
Add Funds for Missions
PARlS—Catholic children from
2f> countries contributed more
than $4 million In 1956 to assist
children in missionary areas. The
announcement was made by
Msgr. Aririane Bressoles, presi
dent of the Pontifical Association
of the Holy Childhood, at the an
nual international meeting here
American children turned in
over $750,000 of this sum, enough
to ransom 150,000 pagan babies
Rev Augustus O. Reitan, C.S.Sp .
U. S. Holy Childhood director,
announced these figures before
liis departure for the Paris meet
ing
THE INTERNATIONAL dona
tions represent an increase of
$900,000 over last year's amount.
Children from 16 countries that
are still considered mission areas
added their coins to the total
Father Reitan said that "the
rapidly rising enrollment in our
American Catholic schools dur
ing the past few years has great-
ly increased Holy Childhood As-
sociation membership
"
He also said there is a greater
interest by the children in the
mission* and he believes this
stems from their awareness of
world tensions and communist in-
fluence on youth in many parts
of the world
Pope Helped
VATICAN CITY (NO—Pope
John Will has revealed that
the Society of the Iloly Child-
hood was raised to pontifical
status at his suggestion when
he was a Monsignor working
in the Vatican.
I’ope John told members of
the society's superior council
that Pope Pius XI, shortly af-
ter his election to the Papacy,
had entrusted him to draw up
a plan for coordinating the
Church's mission organiza-
tions. The present Pope, thrn
Msgr. Angelo Roncalli, includ-
ed In his plan a recommenda-
tion that the Iloly Childhood So-
ciety stand with the same rank
and title with its elder sister,
the Pontifical Society for the
Propagation of the Faith.
The Pontiff said that hr
claimed no personal merit for
this recommendation.
Formation Book
To Be Reprinted
MILWAUKEE (NC)—lncreased
demands for back issues of th>-
quarterly "Sister Formation Bui
lctin have resulted In publics
lion of a bound volume contain
Ing all past issues of the peri
odical.
NewarkNun
Earns R.N.
PHILADELPHIA—Sister Mary
Valerie, C.S.S.F , daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Albert Zelek.
formerly of Newark, graduated
from the School of Nursing at
St Joseph's Hospital. Philadel
phla, conducted by the Eelician
Sisters of Lodi
Deadline
YVr will be unable to use any
material that does not arrive
in our offices by Monday at 4
p. m. the week of publication.
Any stories or pictures receiv-
ed after that time will either
be omitted or used the follow-
ing week if possible.
Twelve Dominican Sisters
Took Final Vows June 27
CALDWELL Twelve Cald-
well Dominican Sisters made
their final vows at the Mother-
house here June 27. Msgr Hen-
ry G. J. Beck of Immaculate
Conception Seminary, Darlington,
said the Mass, presided and
preached at the ceremony.
The Sisters who pronounced fi
nal vows were:
Sisters M. Augustine. O P., St
Elizabeth's Convent, Linden, M
Catherine de Ricci, O P., St Ac
dans Convent, Jersey City, M.
Virginc, O P., St, Aedans Con
vent, Jersey City; Mary Ellen,
OP. St. Bngids Convent,
North Bergen. M Michael, O I* ,
St Mary's Convent, Rahway; M
Michel. OP, Mt. St Dominic.
Academy, Caldwell,
Sisters Mary Claire, O P , Sa
cred Heart Convent. Dover M
Doreen, OP, Our Lady of Mt
Carmel Convent, Boonton; M
Kenneth, OP, St. Cassian s Con-
vent, Upper Montclair; M Lenore,
OP, St. Peter's Convent. Troy
Hills; M. Adelaide, O P , St Bri-
gid's Convent, North Bergen; and
M. Vincent, O.P , Blessed Sacra-
ment Convent, Bridgeport. Conn
The ceremony concluded with
Benediction.
Women
around the
World
j "A dynamo for work.” wai the
] quote used by Bishop John Trea-
cv of La Crosse, Wis , to describe
the type of women's organiza-
tion needed in the community
•
Noire Dame Sisters lia.e es
tablished a vice province ns a
1subdivision of the Cleveland
Province due to the Increasing
size of the province which now
has more than 700 Sisters and
more than 60 schools.
•
Sister M Madcleva, president
of St. Mary's College for women,
Indiana, has celebrated a triple
anniversary: 50 years as an
alumna of the college, 25 years as
president of the college for the
first women in the U.S., and
her 72nd birthday.
•
Centennial celebrations are un-
der way for the Sisters of the
Third Order Regular of St. Fran-
cis at the motherhouse In Allc
gany, N Y. The community num
hers almost 900 nuns working in
lie foundations in the eastern
and southern U S., Jamaica and
Brazil
•
The Irish league of Decency
has appealed to Irish women "to
atoid giving scandal by improper
dressing or posture and tactfully
to see that their companions, or
those committed to their care, do
likewise."
Elizabeth Girl
Receives Habit
TECHN’Y, 111 —Elizabeth Flynn,
daughter of Mrs. Timotca B
I'lynn of Elizabeth, was among
the 18 Holy Ghost Missionary Sis-
ters taking part in the joint re-
irption and profession ccremon
ies at Holy Ghost Convent here,
June 24
A former member of St Pet
er s Parish. New Brunswick, Miss
Flynn is a graduate of St Pet-
er s High School of that city At
her reception into the noviti-
ate, Miss Flynn received the
name of Sister Paul
Hibernians Give
Essay Awards
NEWARK Thr Ladies Auxil
lary of the Ancient Oroder of Hi
bermans Division 10 presented es
say awards to Elizabeth Caynor
of St Antoninus school, and W'tl
fled Klicher, St Columba s The
prucs were presented to the stu
dents who wrote the best essays
on 'St Columba of lona "
An Error...
An error in a Llss Drug de-
partment store advertisement
stated "All color film 23% off,
8 Jumbo prints (black and
white printed and developed
only"
This should have read
All color film processing
23% off (guaranteed by East
man Kodak l, 8 jumbo prints
(black and white) printed and
developed only 49 cents "
Cardinal Cushing Opens
Spirituality Institute
NOTRE DAME (NC)—Cardi
nal Cushing of Boston will ad !
dress the formal opening of the
seventh annual Institute of Spir-
ituality at Notre Dame Univer-
sity, Aug. s—ll.
More than 1,000 superiors of
women's religious communities
will attend lectures and work
shops themed on "The Superior
and the Personal Development
of the Subject-Religious.'' The
institute is sponsored by Notre
Dame's religion department.
REV. CHARLES A. Curran of
Loyola University, Chicago, will
give a series of talks on nature
1 and development of Christian wo-
,manhood in the Sister. Another
I lecture senes on conditioning en-
jvironmental factors will be giv-
en by Sister M Annette. St
Catherine * College. SL Paul,
i The superior-subject relation-
i ship in view of the personal de-
velopment of the Sister will b«
analyzed by Rev Charles J.
Corcoran. CSC. Holy Cross Cot-
|lege. and Mother Rose Elizabeth.
I Dunbarton College, both from
Washington, DC.
THE EMOTIONAL stability
and mental health of nuns wall
be the subject of two programs.
Rev. William C. Bier, SJ„ of
! Fordham University, will discuss
testing procedures and their
value. The early indications of
personality disorders in the nun
and the role of the superior and
professional counselor in dealing
with them will be the subject of
Dr. John 1. Nurnberger of the
Indiana University Medical Cen-
ter. Indianapolis.
The speaker at the final exer-
cises will be Rev. Charles J. D.
Corcoran, OP, River Forest.
111.
Morris High
Ends Year
With Gift
DENVILLE The PTA of
Morris Catholic High School,
combined many activities at the
final meeting of the year
William J. Hogan, president, pre-
sented a $2,000 check to Rev. Lou-
is J. Gallo, school director, on
behalf of the parents.
Awards were presented to the
students at this time also and
new officers were installed. As
sisting Mr. Hogan of Dover for
the coming year will be: Roger
Schunk, Boonton; Joseph Novak,
Denville; William Weiss, Netcong
and James J. Dalton. Verona.
Passalc-St. John Kanty, voted
to give four phonographs and a
collection of records to the
school. Mrs Anthony Kubare-
wicz, special needs committee
chairman, was in charge of the
request. Mrs Arthur Mccklen
burg, fashion show chairman, an-
nounced she will be assisted by
Mrs Chester Zak and that the
affair will be held Nov. 1.
July 2, 1959 the advocate 11
4th Printing Ready Now ...
OUR EMOTIONS
AND OUR MOODS
By Fother Alfred Mortin, O.F.M.
T«n Chapters 68 Paget Illustrated
$l.OO prepaid
Write to FRIAR, Rochelle Pork, New Jer.ey
Ladies Catholic Benevolent Ass'n
Legal Reserve Life Insurance for Women and Children
otr,',: sot Wnt sixth itrMt. Im«.
MISS KATHERINE STANTON, Supreme President
MRS. REGINA BREMSETH MRS. SARAH J. FELLER
214 Franklin Street
Bloomfield, N. J.
Supremo Trustee
124 South 9th Street
Nework. N. J.
WEDDING BANQUETS...
FULL COURSE DINNER
Roast Beef, Chicken or Turkey
OKANOI lISTAUIANT
41* lANODON ITIIIT
- SAMPLE MENU -
e trail Cocktail
e C*l#rr. Ollrat
e Prim* Rom Bari. Aa Ju*
6 V*fctabli -- rout*
e lc« Crum CaMa*
e Dtnnar Holla and lunarOKANOI,
N L
OTHER MENU ARRANGEMENTS AVAILABLE
4 Private Dining Rooms Accommodations to 300
Completely Air Conditioned
*i • OKAN<Coll lonqual Maooga, OI 1-411! • Ampl. fra. Po-hin, Arm
FitiiiiTimitiiinirrrmtitrttmiiiiiiiiiirniiiirriiiiiimriniiiiiiiimii.iiiiii
SAVE FOR THE FUTURE
With Safety and Dividends
Dividened as or j u i y i, m , Jl/4,
Compounded Quarterly
Each aaver la Insured up to 110,000
Legal for trust funds
Savings up to June 15th earn
dividends from June Ist.
Mall accounts Invited
*rjjiwjxracraTTrTTn
JKonstoe ScuHnqA
AND LOAN AKOriiTinM *D AN ASSOCIATION
iPBPI
~
■■■■ i
Ml Washington St. erf Bank St., Newark
Across front Bamberger's • MA 3-7090
TUIS mat HI. V «* 4 P. M
A Wedding Reception
at the
PLAZA HOTEL
Jeurnal !«.. Jersey City, N. i.
provides
• Dignified teneuef deems
lie to soe>
• Superior Cuisine
® Made*! pricee
• Careful attention to detail*
Phone Bridal Consultant
Oldfield 3-0100
Ample Parking Space
Air Conditioned
Estimates cheerfully given
CATERERS
IS4 WEST 54th STREET
(off Blvd.) BAYONNE, N. J
FACILITIES FOR
* Wedding* * Shower*
* Banquet*
* Communion Breakfait*
* Office and Plant
Luncheon*
AT OUR OWN
FREE HALLS
or
ANY HALL YOU CHOOSE
★
The Fined feed*
DINNERS . . . from $1.73
■t Ihe
HI-HAT
Hi 4-2157 - FE 9-1471
FRII PARKING
Pope Pins XIVs Cousin
Celebrates 90th Birthday
UNION Mr*. Marie Ciano, the former Marie Pacelli,
celebrated her 90th birthday here recently surrounded by her
family of three daughters, one son, eight grandchildren and
twelve great grandchildren.
The nonagenarian la the cousin of the late Pope Pius
XII While celebrating her own birthday she commented sad-
ly that the late Pontiff was "too young to die." Her words are
not so startling when we consider that her own mother waa
95 at the time of her death, her father 97 and her aunt 103.
(Pope Piu* XII was 83 )
MRS. CIANO haa memories of the late Pontiff as a boy
but she never saw him as Pope, though the family was invited
to Rome when Cardinal Pacelli became the Holy Father.
Mrs. Ciano came to this country as a bride 69 years agoHer day is spent talking with her grandchildren, praying at
her home-altar, and occasionally sewing. She lives with her
daughter, Mrs. Ann McCarl, who added, ’ but Mama is still
the boss of this family."
LA NOR
BRIDAL SHOPPE
Proudly Presents
iti
SUMMER
and
FALL
Selection of Bridal
and Brides Maids
Dresses
LA NOR
BRIDAL SHOPPE
84 Springfield Ave.
Newark, N. J.
MA 2-9191
Al* CONDITIONED
Him Mon. Mod.
rn. » a m. to s ,io
P M Tun.. Thuro..
Sol. 9 to 0 P M
GEORGIAN COURT
COlllGl
Conducted by the Sitter* ef Mercy
EOUR-YIAR COURSI HADING TO
R-A. and ».S. DICKIES
Walt- integrated pregram In liberal
Arti, fine Arti. Science. Mutic. Heme
Icenemict, ftuiinese Adminiitrefien
Teacher Training Tor Elementary end
Secondary Schooli. Eully Accredited
Addrne, SISTIi SECRETARY
Oeergiee Caere Callage
leboweed. New Jartey
SUMMER RETREAT
•t
CENACLE
July 3-5 General Retreat
Pauioniit Father
July 10-15 5 Day General
Rev. Vincent O'Brien. SJ.
July 34-26 General
Pauioniit Father
Aug. 28-30 General
Pauioniit Father
Ititrvofioni may ba by phana
CHarter 9-8100
ar Mail
CENACLE CONVENT
River Road, New Brunswick
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.l. and R.S. Degree*
College of Saint Elizabeth
Founded in 1899 by the Siitert of Charity
Convent Station, New Jersey
NOW at LISS
JUT
mm
STOCK UP! SAVE NOW
On All Vacation Essentials
All-Paterson Baseball Team
PLAYER SCHOOL CLASS
P. Frank Dooling Bayley Ellard Senior
P. Bob Cusack St Bonavcnture Senior
P. Joe Mikuhk Don Bosco Tech Senior
C. Richie Takars Pope Pius Senior
IB Vince Cimmino St Bonavcnture Senior
2B Bob Dunn Dclbarton Senior
SS Dave Alexander Don Bosco Tech Junior
3B Jim Ahern Bayley-EUard Senior
OF Bill Croal St. Bonavcnture Junior
OF John Kopai Bayley Ellard Junior
OF Bill Sipos Pope Pius Senior
U Joe Riccardo . , St Mary's Junior
HONORABLE MENTION
PITCHERS: Martin. Dclbarton, Markin. Pope Pius, Hardy,
Morris Catholic. CATCHERS: Wasick, Don Bosco Tech, Kar-
*en. DePaul; DiPasquale. St John's INFIELDERS; Tichy.
Morris Catholic, Ryan, DePaul; Hopplcr, St Mary's; Fredericks!
Don Bosco Tech. Marosits. Pope Pius; Snuska, St. Joseph's;
Corsetto and Reid. St Bonavcnture; Allocco and A Giordano,
Bayley Ellard, Mulhall. Our Lady of the Lake OUTFIELDERS:
Chiarolanza. Bayley Ellard, Perrota and Brandi. Don Bosco
Tech, Tappen. Dclbarton, Townsend. Morris Catholic Cade-
nazzi. DePaul.
SWIM STARS: Mary Swift, loft, and Barbara Freiss
of St. Joseph's, West Orange, hold the trophies they
were awarded as the best girl swimmers by the New-
ark Athletic Club for their efforts during the 1958-
59 season
Croal, Sipos Picked For Third Time
On All-Paterson Baseball Squad
PATERSON A lot of old, familiar names appear on
The Advocate’s 1959 Paterson All-Diocesan baseball team,
which is dominated by four schools which have grabbed 10
of the 12 positions.
NJSIAA Catholic “B” champion Bayley-Ellard and
Passaic-Bergen Catholic Confer-
ence runner up St. Bonaventure
claim three apots apiece, while
TriCounty Catholic "A” Confer-
ence co-champs Pope Pius and
the other P.B.C.C. runner-up,
Don Bosco Tech, have two. The
odd places go to Dclbarton, co
champ of the Ivy League, and St
Mary's
Five boys are repeaters from
the 1958 team and a sixth re-
claims a position held in 1957
Moreover, two of the 1958 repeat
era were also on that 1957 team
and one of them, Bill Croal of
St Bonaventure. will be around
to try again next year
THE OTHER three-time win-
ner ia Bill Sipoa of Pope Pius,
who was a pitching selection in
1957, a utility man last year and
is named to the outfield this
time around. Vince Cimmino of
St Bonaventure is the one who
has staged a comeback after be
ing eclipsed last year
Other repeaters from the 1958
team are pitcher Bob Cusack of.
St Bonaventure. catcher Richie
Takacs of Pope Piua and pitcher
Joe Mikulik of Don Bosco Tech,
a third baseman on the 1958
team. Moreover, two kid broth
ers of former all-star selections
from Bayley-Ellard have made I
the grade: pitcher Frank Dooling
and outfielder Johnny Kopas. The
third Bayley pick is third base-
man Jim Ahern
Dooling, in fact, is the choice
for the Paterson "Player of the
Year" for his 9-0 pitching record.
His brother Tom was an all-star
selection from 1951 through 1956
and Frank himself made the hon-
orable mention list as an infield-
er in 1957 and 1958. Kopas'
brother .Mike was on the 1957-58
first teams
Here is a rundown on the team,
position by position
PITCHERS. Mikulik matched
Dooling in the win column with
nine, but also picked up five loss
cs, while Cusack had a 6-1 rec-
ord. Bob finished with a flourish,
defeating St. Luke's and Don
Bosco Tech in his last two starts
Pressing the top trio was George
Martin of Dclbarton with a 7-2
mark, Gerry Mackin of Pope
Pius (4 5) and undefeated Ed
Hardy of Morris Catholic (4-0)
j CATCHER: Takacs, w ho earned
i fhe player of the year honors in
1 1958, had another good season
With a 381 batting average. He
easily outclassed his opposition,
.which included Ed Wasick of Don
I Bosco Tech and George DiPas
quale of St. John’s. Unusually
fast for a receiver, Takacs bat
ted from the leadoff spot for
Pope Pius
INFIELDERS: Joining Cimmi-
no (.443) and Ahern (.333) in the
infield are Bob Dunn of Delbar-
ton at second and Dave Alexan
dcr of Don Bosco Tech (.377) al
short. All four boys had clear
edges on their rivals for the four
positions, combining good hitting
with fine fielding. Alexander is
the only junior in the group.
Some of the better reserve in
fielders were Tom Snuska of St
Joseph's at short, Bob Corsetto
and Randy Reid of St. Bonavcn
lure at short and third and Tony
Allocco of Bayley-Ellard at sec
ond
OUTFIELDERS: Thera were
no outstanding batting averages
among the gardeners, so the
choice settled upon the three
boys who combined good hitting
with fleet flycliasing. This made
Croal (351), Kopas (.323) and
Sipos ( 310) the natural choices
But they were closely chased by
Lou Chiarolanza of Bafley (.324).
Mike Cadenazzi of DePaul ( 357)
and Sam Perrotta of Don Bosco
Tech (350)
| UTILITY: The obvious selec
i tion here was Joe Riccardo. St
Mary's junior, who combined a
j 415 batting average with a 5-5
I pitching record Other handymen
] were John Brandi of Don Bosco
|Tech and Mackin of Pope Pius
St. Francis Xavier Faces Mt. Carmel
With Essex Junior CYO Lead at Stake
NEWARK The second —and possibly the last —,
crucial game of the season in the Essex County CYO Junior
Baseball League is scheduled for Sunday when unbeaten St
Francis Xavier, Newark, meets Our Ladv of Mt Carmel, 1
Montclair, also unbeaten
Althouch some teama have only
played iwice. these are the onlv
two clubs left with spotless roc
ords and it's a fairly food bet
that the winner will be able to
Elide throuEh the rest of the cam
paign without takinc a loss
St. Francis won Its third in a
row on Sunday by heating St
Mary's, Nutley. 9 0. behind the
two-hit pitching of Pat Piegari.
who has been credited with all
the wins I.arry Prosperti. with
a double and a triple, led St
Krancis from th« batting box.
MEANWHILE, Mt Carmel was
clobbering Sacred Heart 1, Vails-
burg, one of the pre season fa
vorites, 14-5 The dinner on a
four-hitter was Mike Caggiano.
and he will probably face Piegari
on Sunday. Tom Pignatello was
the batting star for Mt. Carmel
with three hits.
In the intermediate league, the
unbeaten list has dwindled to one
-- St loseph's Spanish, Newark
i which bounced St Vloysius, New
ark, from the all-winning ranks,
j 10-2 However, St Vloysius has
Mile game under protest Regard
less of how the protest is decided,
though, here's no guarantee that
the winner will have ■ clear
road The league ippears so well
balanced that any club can Seat
another on a given Sunday
This week was an example aa
Our Lady of the Valley. Orange,
handed St Peters. Belleville,
and Ed Szep their first loss. 5-1.
behind a one-hitter by Tony
(Bomber) Candelmo, who fanned
11. It was the first victory (or
the Valleymen
Ol'R LADY of I-ourdes, West
Orange, also got its first victory,,
tripping St Rose of Lima, New-
ark. 4 1. as Frank McCarthy also
fanned 11 He gave up two hits,
though.
i In another game. Immaculate
Conception. Montclair, surprised
,St Anthony 's, Belleville, 54, for
j Ed Lamb's second victory as us
j uallv reliable Don Klein balked
home what proved to be 'he win
-ning run
This week's lop intermediate
games pit Immaculate against
St Josephs and St Peter's
against St Vloysius Both are
listed for Branch Brook Exten
sion and should clarify the cham
pionship picture
INTERM EDIATE LEAGUE
At Newark Schools Stadium
O. 1, Valley. Orange, .s St
Rose of Lima. Newark. 1 p m
O Lourdes. West Orange vs
St Patrick's. Newark, 3 30
Vt Branch Brook Extension
Immaculate Conception, Mont
Hair, vs St Joseph's Spanish,
Newark, 1 o m
St Peter's. Belles .lie. v» St
Vloysius. Newark, 1 p m
JUNIOR LEAGUE
Vt Watsesslng Park. Bloomfield
St Valentine's Bloomfield, vs
Sacred Heart I, Vallsburg, 1
I pm
St Thomas the Apostle, Bloom
I field, vs Sacred Heart I Vails
burg. 3 30
\l Branch Brook Extension
,0 L Mt Carmel, Montclair vs
, St Erancli Xavier, Newark. ]
p m
St. Joseph's
In Twin Win
BOGOTA S( Joseph's C'YO
continued to dominate the Bergen
County Connie Mack League as
it moved its record to 9 1 with
victories over Ridgefield and
Haworth last week
Joe Wohllehen and Jim Hunter
hurled three hit hall as St Jos
eph's turned hack Ridgefield's hid
for the lead. 11-2. on June 24.
and then the former teamed up
with Joe Blackgrove for a four
hitter in a 14 2 rout of Haworth
on June 28
St Joseph's now has a game
and a half edge over Ridgewood
and Ramsey, which are tied for
second place Ridgefield, led by
pitchers John Waibel of Bergen
! Catholic and Bill Kretzer of St
Peter's, moved into fourth with a
B 2 mark, defeating Oradell
twice, June 27 and 28
Wotruba Finishes
5th in Decathlon
KINGSBURG, Calif. Richie
Wotruba of Kinnelon, a junior at
Holy Cross, placed fifth In the
national AAC decathlon champ-
ionships, held here on June 25-26
Thanks to a second place finish
In the concluding 1.500-meter
esent, Wotruba finished with a
6.276 total, as against the 7.549
posted by the winner, C K Yang
of Nationalist China
Named as Officer
LORETTO, Pa. Maureen
Mulligan of Rutherford was chos-
en secretary-treasurer of the jun-
ior class at St Francis College
She is also a member of the resi-
dent council on Standards for
Women, the Metropolitan Club,
the N K.C C.S and the Sodality.
League
Standings
ESSEX COUNTY CYO
IMTIRMIDIATI LIAOUI
W L
Si JoMph'i Iptruth. Newark 1 0
tt. Peter's. Belleville J 1
Si A lo>si us. Newark S l
ImmacuUla. Montclair 2 1
o L. Valley. Or«n|a 1 1
° L Ixmrdes. Watt Orann 1 1
St. Anthony's. Belleville l 2
St Patrick's. Newark 0 2
tl Hose of Uma. Newark 0 2
Lest Week's Results
O. L. Valley 4. hi Peters 1
O L IxMirdea A St Itoae 1
immaculate I. 9t Anthony's 4
tl Joseph's 10. Si Aloyslus 2
JUNIOR LIAOUI
W L
•A Francis Xavier. Newark .1 0
Ml. Carmel. Montclair 2 0
*1 Valentine's. Bloomfield 1 1
St Thornes. Bloomfield 1 1
Sacred Heart 1. Vaileburg 1 2
M Mary's. Nutley 1 2
leered Heart 2. Vailaburj 0 3
Lest Week's Results
It. Thomas I. leered Heart <2’ 0.
Ml. Carmel 14. Sacred Heart <1) I
It Francis I. It. Mery's 0
PASSAIC COUNTY CYO
JUNIOR LIAOUI
14. Nicholas I 0
Ml Carmel A 2
Holy Trinity 4 2
**■ Antohny'i 4 2
*L Nicholas Ukrainian 2 4
•». 1 l
■Mr Smut o 4
•a *>n'« • •
L*at Wt.k( a.Mlt*
S4. WW»l a a*. Mur'. • tfarMti
Academic Squad
Picks Molitoriss
DAYTON John Molitonsx, a
St Mary'i (R) grad, has been
named to the 1959 Academic All
American football squad
A halfback on the Dayton Uni
versity team, Molitoriss posted a
3.2 averago for the past school
year, with a 3 66 average during
the Spring term.
The Academic All American is
sponsored by the College Sports
Information Directors of Ameri
ca Chairman of the selection
committee is Lester Jordan of
S MU
St. Aedan's Wins
Hudson CYO Title
JERSEY CITY St Aedan's
swept through three games last
week to capture the Hudson
County CYO grammar school
title, defeating St Nicholas for
the crown on June 29
Johnny Dolan and Ron Molloy
starred in all ihree contests,
sharing the pitching burden in
the 8-4 defeat of Our Lady of
Victories which snared the Divi-
•ion "A" diadem and In Ihe 8 1
victory over St. Andrew's, Bay-
onne champs, In tha semi-final
round
Henry, Gaines
Hurl Victories
ELIZABETH The Baywav
Post, loaded with St Mary's and
Sacred Heart stars, onca again
is running away with tha Union
County American Legion Junior.
Baseball Ig-ague. showing ■ SO
record
Bill Henry of St Mary's. an :
Advocate ill archdioceaan Ditch- ;
ing (election, -an his streak of 1
scoreless innings to 20 is Bavway
toppled Union 70. while Mike
Gaines of Sacred Heart, utility
man on the all star squad, hurled
victories over Cranford and Rah ;
wav.
The Bayway team left (or aj
three game lour of New England!
on July 2 and will face American'
Legion rivals in Manchester,)
Conn , and Boston and Milford 1
Mass
Rain, Forfeit Wash Out
Passaic Junior Schedule
PASSAIC A complete washout of last week's sched-
ule through rain and one forfeit left St. Nicholas solidly
entrenched atop the Passaic Junior CYO Baseball League
with a 7-0 record.
The defending champions have only one game on this
week's docket, against sixth
place St Stephen's, on July 6 at
the Stadium Field This marks
the beginning of the second half
ol the season for St Nicholas,
which appears ready to mathe
matlcally clinch the till* after a
few more games
It waa St Nicholas which pick
e<* up the forfeit win on June J 9
when St Mary's failed to field
a team. The other three games
listed for last week fell victim
to the rain on June 25 and J 6
All three contests were started,
but none went the required 4-1/2
innings.
ST. MARY'S came closest to
winning a game when it went
four Innings against Holy Rosary,l
leading 51 and with I,en Mlhallk
pitching a no-hitter Hut the rain
poured down with only three outs
left to make it official
St Nicholas had an t] lead
over St Anthony's in another
game on the 2#th, but only three
innings were played before the
downpour. The June 23 contest
between St. Stephen's and Holy
Trinity was barely started before
the heavens opened
First division teams will face
second division rivals In all of
this week's contests St. Antho-
ny's plays Holy Rosary and Holy
Trinity meets St. Nicholas
Ukrainian on July 3. while sec-
ond-place Mr. Carmel takes on
iSt. Mary'* on July ».
BILL SIPOS
Press Box Paragraphs
Another Successful Year
Another scholastic track and
field season has just about
ended in North Jersey and it
is quite obvious that the gen
eral improvement noted during
the 1957-58 school year has con-
tinued apace in 1958 59
A few weeks ago, the Ad
vocate published its all star
selections and noted the ree
ords set during this past sear
But a final summing up also de
mands a look at the future
both of those bovs who leave
this year for college and also
of those who will return to
make 1959-60 better than ever
It's always a risky business
calling shots at this time of
the year as to where this boy
or that boy will be when Sep-
tember rolls around But, for
the most part, the senior stars
aeeni lo have made definite
choices even this early and
we ll let the colleges do the
worrying about whether or not
they show up three months
from now
ONE BOY, of course, is very
sure of his destination. This is
lack Mostyn of Bergen Calho
lie, who will be joining the
Irish Christian Brothers at the
end of this month The ruling
a few weeks back that Jack's
9.3 will not be submitted as a
national achoolboy record put
the final, ironic note on a ca
recr that was certainly not an
untroubled one
Mostyn had two serious leg
Injuries this year and, , but for
that would almost certainly
have won a national sprint or
440 title this past winter and
run an unquestioned 9 5 and
210 this Spring, perhaps even
faster It will be a long while
before another sprinter comes
along who can match this hoy
Vfter much fret and worry,
St Peter's three senior middle
distance stars, Denny Kahrar,
Paul Jordan and John Rlordan,
are also set for college Kah
rar will go to Providence, Jor
dan to St Joseph's and Rior
dan to Eordham These bovi
also had their fill of leg trou
hie, as well as alckness, over
the past three years and hope
they have left that all behind
them
LI) MV RSUH, who did plen
ty of traveling in his grammar
and -arly high school days,
plans to stay right at home and
enter Selon Hall University in
the f all. He should become the
Pirates' best 880 mile xtar since
Phil Thigpen and, off his three
mile debut at Clifton recently,
may be even better at the
longer distances
Providence will also pick up
Stan Blejwas and Andy Sayko
of Holy Trinity, the latter an
other of the leg Injury victims
thli season Harry Coates is
planning on one more good
team before he ends his fabu
lons coaching raroer and Kah
rar, Biejwas and Sayko vs ill
give him a good cornerstone to
build on
Adam Frret of Scton Hall
Prep will join Wyrsch at the
university. Art Prior .if R.-r
gen Catholic is headed for
N Y t and Delbarton stars
Carmine I.unetta and Mike
Slattery are going to George
town and North Carolina, re
sportively
THAT THERE arrnl even
more boys on the scholarship
list is due to the fact that so
many of this season's stars
were juniors or sophomores
With ihe tremendous buildup in
the freshman class by Seton
Hall and Essex Catholic,
among others, the future is
really golden
Heading Ihe list of ihose
who return next year are all
stars Al Adams of St Ml
eh.id s (JCi m the 880. mile
and broad Jump. Paul Davis
and Tim Harrington of St
Benedict s In the hurdles and
pole vault
Cor sprinters. there are
Krank Koch of St Peter's, who
sat out this season with an
injury, freshman Jean Neptune
of Don Bosco. and Richie Moran
of St Benedict's In the 440,
there's Johnny Cbhaus of St
Peter's, and Pete Cardiello of
St Michael's (JC) and Jack
Hannan of St Benedict's
The 880 will again be power
ful with Adams. Bill Weikel of
Holy Trinity, Krnie Tolentino of
Si Michael's (JC). Darvl Rus-
sell of Delharton. Ed Schmitt
of Don Bosco, I-inus Deeny of
St Benedict's, and freshman
stars Ray Dondero of St Mi-
chael's (CO and Dennis Carlo-
ton of Holy Trinity
ADAMS WIU. also l>e run
mn« the mile, as will Kevin
Hennessey and Boh O'Rourke
of St Aloysius and Dave My
land of St Peter's (\H) The
hurdles will still be dominated
hv St Benedict's with Davis,
Matt llagofsky and Moran
Talent Is a little scarcer In
the field events, as usual
Adams and Tolenlino both
jumped 20 feet this year In the
broad jump Ray l.eon of St.
Michael's il'Ci heads the high
jumpers and Harrington tops
Ihe pole vaulters \ new crop
of weight men will have to bn
found, however, as all of this
year's stars arr graduated
Right now. it appears that St.
Alov sms and Holy Trinity will
again be tops in cross-country.
St Michael's should thoroughly
dominate the relay season in-
doors and may be able to top
St Benedict's for tram hon-
ors as well, but the Bees will
again be the confcrenre champ*
when outdoor season roll*
around
Award Saints
Diamond Title
KhARNY St Cecilia's re-
ceived official word this week
that the NJSIAA had awarded
It the North Jersey Catholic
"C" baseball title for the sec-
ond consecutive year
The Saints compiled a 12 3
record this season, with most of
their victories being over "A"
and B" rivals. With no other
"C" team showing a winning
record. St Cecilia's did not
have to engage in a playoff as
was held in the other divisions
Leading St Cecilia's to its
title waa Bill Raftery. who
compiled a 10-2 pitching rec
ord and had a 340 batting
average. The Saints were
coached by Joe Palermo, who
also piloted them to the state
basketball title this past win-
ter.
Holy Rosary Takes
Elizabeth Crown
ELIZABETH - For the fourth
year in a row. St Genevieve*
Inst in the finals of the Elizabeth
Parochial Grammar School Rase-
ball I,cagur. bowing to Holy Ros-
ary. 7 5. June 27 al Brophy Field.
Holy Rosary completed a per-
fect season as pitcher Al Fedall
limited St Genevieve s to six hit*
and led his team in hitting with
a pair of Singles It was a tin
game until Holy Rosary scored
twice in the fifth inning to break
a 5 5 deadlock
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59 FORD
CARS—TRUCKS
SPECIAL SALE
1958 FORDS
SACRIFICE PRICED FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIGHEST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE. CASH
BACK IF DESIRED
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3, N. J
Ml 3-8000
1 milt toil of Gordon Stalt Pkv»o*
THE FAMILIAR monogram,
IMS, Is composed of the first
three letters of the Name of
Jesus in Greek.
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVE.
EAST ORANGE
csi I*ll
EarnSavings Insured to $lO,OOO
HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
and LOAN ASS N
t COIT STRUT SH Ull) PAT!tJON N l
DON'T BUY BEFORE YOU
GET MURPHY'S DEAL ON A
59
PLYMOUTH
CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL
Top Trade-In! Easy Terms! Low Bank Rates!
ALSO A BIG SELECTION OF.
GUARANTEED USED CARS
Buy Safe Be Safe See
MURPHY BROS.
Authorized Chrysler, Plymouth, Imperial Dealer
501 N. BROAD STREET ELIZABETH 5-5600
Opan Daily t AM. to 9 PM. Sat. la A PM.
"After We Sell, We Serve"
STARTING JULY I, 1959
f SAVE
WHERE
SAVING
\ PAYS
DIVIDEND
OMN
MONDAY IVI
tM-aoo PM
ACCOUNTS INSURED
UP TO 910,000
?44 CHESTNUT STREET NUTIEY N
NEW YORK
Dining at it« Beit
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
<■•«. IlfS)
Delirious Luncheons and Dinners
•ervad In Homelike Atmosphere
DAILY and SUNDAY <Alr Cond
Convenient to Coliseum A Theatres
Choice Wines and Liquors Muzak
SPICIAI F ACIL ITUS FOR
PR IV ATI PARTUS
ACCOMMODATING II te «•
nt lIOHTH AVI. (.1 44,h »,j
NEW YORK CITY
Save
on
fire insurance!
Afauia’r retaa far Pin tod In-^.f
Covt, tf—
•
„m row Worn* tod to corn-
*r» mJutmrtMiy J>w (too (how
at moat othar promote! ~~p n i,
»aa how wadi in cu aa lodt/l
A good man
to know!
Richard J.
Stanton
UNion 6-9266
GEneva 8-2599
Oldfield 6-3400
•TOCK COMPANY MOtICTION
YOU BUY FOR
LESS
AT OUR LOW OVERHEAD
ADDRESS!
OPEN JULY 4th
DANFELIX^..
371 BLOOMFIELD AVE BLOOMFIELD
2 blocl> from Garden Sf Pk*y Cut MS • p| 8 SSSS
Octoginta et Septum
Annino lam Annos...
WASHINGTON (RNSI A copy of Abraham Lincoln*
Gettysburg Address translated Into Latin was presented here
to Archbishop Egidio Yagnozzi. Apostolic Delegate to the I S ,
for deposit in the Vatican Library.
The framed copy, believed to be the first ever translated
into Latin, was handed to Archbishop Yagnozzi by Sen. John
Sherman Cooper (R.-Ky\), chairman of the Lincoln Scsquicen-
tennial Commission.
Latin students from Cardinal Stepinac High School. White
Plains, N. Y, who undertook the translation as a rlass
pmject. had given it to the Sesquicentcnmal Commission ear-
lier this year. Msgr. Edwin Ryan, their teacher, said they had
a difficult time because the notable address is "throughly
English."
"Oetoginta et septum annino iam annos," begins the Latin
text of the familiar, "Four score and seven years ago . ."
Archbishop Yagnozzi called it a "great American docu
mrnt. a great human document, and a great Christian docu-
ment." in accepting it on behalf of the Vatican Library
Msgr Ryan said that it illustrates "the fundamental har
mony when Lincoln proclaims in the order of nature what
St. Paul proclaimed in the order of grace. . . that the free
dom for which the heroes of Gettysburg gave the last full
measure of devotion’ goes hand in hand with that freedom
for which the early martyrs of the Church laid down their
lives."
LINCOLN GIFT FOR VATICAN: At the Apostolic
Delegation in Washington, Archbishop Egidio Vag-
nozzi, Papal Delegate, receives an illuminated, framed
Latin translation of President Abraham Lincoln’s
immortal Gettysburg address to be sent to the Vatican
Library. Making the presentation is Sen. John S.
Cooper of Kentucky, chairman of Lincoln Sesquicen-
tennial Commission.
Scholarship Roundup Ends;
39 Schools Answered Survey
NEWARK The final installment of scholarships
won by Catholic high school students in North Jersey is
found below. Reports were received from 39 schools, with
the number of scholarships totaling 298 and the value
over $625,000.
The Advocate wishes to take
this occasion to thank the school
administrators who cooperated in
the compiling of this report.
DELBARTON
A full scholarship to William
Moran at Princeton. Partiais to
Carmine Lunetta at Georgetown,
Michael Slattery at North Caro-
lina and Peter O'Neill at Rut-
gers.
DON BOSCO
Full scholarships to Harry
Sampson at Michigan; to John
Zajac at Stevens Tech; to Thom-
as Palace at Holy Cross and to
Charles Henderson at Spring Hill.
Partial to Walter Cwazka at Sc-
ton Hail
MT. ST. DOMINIC
Full scholarships to Maria
Marino at New Rochelle and to
Maureen Manning at Montclair
State, plus partiais at Caldwell
ar.d Seton Hall. Partiais to Peggy
Coan at Marymount and CaJd
well
SACRED HEART (El
Full scholarship to Barbara
Rettberg at Notre Dame College,
Staten Island
ST. CECILIA'S
Full scholarships to Veronica
Bishop at St Elizabeth's; to Jean
Adams at Notre Dame, Md.; to
Jean Armstrong at Barnard and
.Seton Hill and to Robert McGinn
at Stevens Tech Partial to Kath-
leen Duffy at Holy Name Hos-
pital
ST. MICHAEL'S <N>
Partial scholarships to Kath
leen Conroy at Misericordla,
Marywood and Caldwell.
ST. MICHAEL'S (CO
Full scholarships to Joseph
Zdaniewski at Rutgers and to
Linda Michelon at St. John's
Partiais to Mary Lang at Kath-
arine Gibbs; to Teresa O'Rourke
and Mary Tighe at Miller Secre-
tarial; to Carol Bruckner at
Eastern School for Physician's
Aides; to Patricia Monahan and
Helen Kennedy at St. Mary's
Hospital; to Joseph Gaudlo at
Stevens Tech and to Roberta
Reichlcn from the Secaucus
Women’s Club.
ST. PETER'S PREP
Full scholarships to Stanley
Orlovsky, Joseph Contreras and
Joseph Pavlitschko at Boston
College; to William Glanzman at
St. Peter's College; to Joseph
Braun, Robert Hummell and A!
bert Sammartino at Seton Hall;
to Hugh McCormick and Cornel
ius O'Keefe at Holy Cross; to
John Dow at Notre Dame; to
Roger LaGratta at LeMoyne; to
William Proskow at Stevens
Tech; to Douglas Buffington at
Boston College and St. Peter's,
plus a partial to Fordham; to
James Lantry at the Coast Guard
Academy, plus a partial at St
Peter's College. Partiais to Rob-
ert Mahoney and Raymond Kunz
at Boston College; to Robert j
Woolsey at Seton Hall and to
Robert Selinske at Columbia; one!
unassigned full scholarship to
Fordham.
ST. VTNCE*fT'B
Full scholarship to Joan Bauer
at Seton Hill, plus partials to
Misericordia and Marywood
I Partials to Gloria O'Brien at Mis-
ericordia and St. Elizabeth.
SETON HALL PREP
Full scholarships to William
Abbott. Robert Ciottona, Leo
Connolly. Michael D'Ambrosia.
'James Doyle and Louis lorlo at
Seton Hall; to Robert Dowling at
Colgate and Delaware; to Hans-
cell Gordon at Seton Hall, plus
a partial at Columbia; to Peter
O'Connor at Seton Hall and Holy
I Cross, to Ronald Oswald at St.
Peter's, Rensselaer and Stevens
jTech, plus a partial to M.I.T ;
tc John Parker at Penn State,
plus an appointment to West
Point; to Howard Smith at St.
Bonaventure, Boston College.
Seton Hall and Cornell, plus a
partial to St. Peter's; to Edward
[Wyrsch at Fordham and Seton
Hall. Partials to Michael Guari-
no, Charles Reilly, Robert Rieth
land Lawrence Schmleder at Se-
Iton Hall.
Heron Chosen
Scout Chairman
TENAFLY William C. Heron
o! ML Carmel parish was chosen
chairman of the Catholic Com-
mittee on Scouting, North Ber-
gen Council, at the June meet-
ing.
Heron succeeds James Quinn of
Ridgefield in the post. The new
chairman has been active in
scouting for over 10 years, hav-
ing organized the Cub pack and
Scout Troop 112 at Mt. Carmel.
He has also served as chairman
of the Ad Allare Del Award
group and received the Bronze
Pelican award in 1956.
As chairman, Heron will con-
tinue the active participation by
the committee in the Boy Scouts'
"Onward—for God and My Coun
try" program
In October, the committee will
sponsor a retreat for 600 scouts
and scouters and the second an-
nual "Nun's Outing." at which
members of all rrligious orders
teaching In the district will be
treated to a picnic by the scouts
of their parish.
MARCH ii dedicated to St
Joseph
Workshops for Leaders
Open July 6 at St. Paul's
JERSEY CITY The second annual Summer Work
shop for Young Catholic Leaders opens July 6 at St. Paul’s
School, Greenville, with the Young People’s Sodality of the
Newark Archdiocese as sponsor.
Dorothy Zielinski of Bayonne will deliver the keynote
speech at this first session on
The Crisis of the World Today."
The general meeting is set for
1:15 pm, with three one-hour
workshops to follow, starting at
1 30 pm.
General theme for the four-
week program is "The Vocation
of Laymen In the Crisis of the
World Today." The sessions are
scheduled for each Monday in
July, with Richard Farrell of
Roselle, Marcie Standish of
Bogota and Mary Anne Mc-
Geough of Jersey City due to
serve as keynote speakers at the
subsequent meetings.
THE 36 WORKSHOPS will con
sist of discussions, demonstra-
tions and lecture-group partici-
pations conducted by priests,
nuns and lay people. Teen
groups from St. Aloysius Acad-
emy, St. Mary's, Rutherford,
Mt. Carmel Sodality, Bayonne,
and the Essex County Legion of
Mary will prepare and conduct
four of the workshops.
There will also be demonstra-
tions presented on “How to Teach
the Mass to Children,” “Mass
Orfercd Facing the People,” and
"The Loud Modernized Mass."
Rev Stanley M Grabowski of
Mt Carmel, Bayonne, director
ot parish teenage sodalities in
the Archdiocese, will supervise
staff of priests, nuns and laity.
Serving as host is Rev. Leo L.
Mahoney, pastor of St Paul's
and director of the Sodality of
Our Lady in the Archdiocese
SSCA Plans
1959 Schedule
ST IX)UIS The schedule for
the Summer School* of Catholic
Action, now in their 29th year,
was announced by The Queen's
Work, with the dates of Aug
17-22 assigned to New York.
Instituted by the late Rev.
Daniel A. Lord. S. J , in 1931,
the SSCA have been attended by
over 200,000 itudenta over the
years. The staff of Jesuit priests,
diocesan priests and laity who
conduct the courses will travel
over 10,000 miles this summer
and will reach an anticipated
12,000 students.
There will be eight stops on
the circuit, from Hendersonville,
N. C., to San Francisco. In ad-
dition, a separate adult school is
planned for Chicago in the first
week of September.
Four Fulbrights Top Grants
For St. Peter's Students
JERSEY CITY Four Fulbright scholarships and
two grants from foreign governments head the list of 91
awards for graduate and professional studies earned by
33 seniors, one undergraduate and 10 alumni of St. Peter’s
College during the past school year.
Fulbright awards went to sen-
iors John Cunlberti for study of
literature in Italy, and Walter
O’Connor for study of economics
at the Johann Wolfgang Goethe
University in Frankfurt, Ger-
many, and to alumni John Sher-
wood and Ronald Tobin for stud
ies in France
Tobin also earned a French gov-
ernment grant, while Frank Cari-
calo received a grant from the
Italian government. Cuniberti re-
ceived an asslstantship In Fng-
I'Sh literature at Brown and
O'Connor earned 10 assorted
scholarships and assistantships in
business and law at as many uni-
versities.
The lone undergraduate grant
went to a junior, Vincent Rosati,
who received a National Science
Foundation summer scholarship
for astronomical research
Among the alumni receiving
grants was Reginald Stanton, who
was awarded the Root Tilden law
scholarship to New York Univer
sity. Stanton has just completed
his studies as a Rhodes scholar
at Oxford.
Others who won scholarships,
assistantahips or fellowships were
(asterisks indicate alumni):
ART HISTORY Morn 11,1,
•Thomaa Du(»y: BIOLOOY Dsmel
S'r( nnnnn. CHiMISTRY Anlhon,
Oormpt, Inrun Evana. Charlc, Mc-
Mahon. Henry Vardlnl. CLASSICS
John Collin,. ICONOMICS Georir
Dciuyherty. Herbert Schneider: IOU
CATION Herbert ZvrU. 'Patrick
Lee. SNGLISH Lout, B,rb,to.
Thom,, M,r*»c,i HISTORY Jo,enh
MrKeon;
LAW Raymond Brown. Joieph
Hire,. Michael Jannlnaa. Jam,, Lepla.
Ger»rd SlcGhee. ’Jcmcc Pelrclla.
MATHEMATICS Edward Bolaer
Leonard l.aPaduia. Jama, Matthew,.
MEOICINI V Mansanlello. “Georae
Carannvcf. 'Lcula Conte. 'Michael
Otonalo MODIRN LANGUAGE
Joaeph Burn,. PHILOSOPHY Paul
ritiaerald. PHYSICS Chyrle, Col
Umbo. John Latour. Robert hataita.
Walter hulkowakt; PSYCHOLOGY
Donald Cotllna. Thomna Edie. SOCI-
OLOGY _ Vincent Doyle
Bloomfield Parish
Leads Crusade
MONTCLAIR A total of 42,-
951 Communions were received
by 6,000 youngsters from 35 par
ishes in the Essex-West Hudson
area during the Communion Cru
sade sponsored by the Essex
County CYO this year
St. Thomas the Apostle. Bloom
field, topped the list with 4.357,
followed by (lood Counsel. New
ark, with 4,193 and St. Peter's.
Belleville, with 3,500, It was an-
nounced by Rev. Vincent F Af
fanosn, county moderator, after
compiling reports from the In-
dividual parishes.
Archbishop Boland launched
the Crusade at a Holy Hour in
Sacred Hrart Cathedral last Oc ,
tober. A different group of par-j
Ishes in the four counties of the
Archdiocese participated each
week with the CYO members
pledging to attend Mass and re-
ceive Communion daily during
that week.
Two special Intentions had been
assigned to the project by the
Archbishop: 1) that more young I
sters would accept vocations to
the religious life; 2) that each
youth taking part would receive
the grace to live a life free from
serious sin
Valantine Club
Sets July Date
UNION CITY - The Valentine
Club of Union City haa planned a
full program for July, including
a mystery car ride on July 5.
There will be regular meetings
July 15 and 29 at the St. Mich-
ael's gymnasium, bowling on
Mondays at Columbio Park, a
golfing night on July 23 at the
I-air Lawn Driving Range and a
trip to Yankee Stadium on July
17 to see the Yankees play the
White Sox.
In addition, impromptu trips to
the shore or a lake will be held
each Sunday with those Interest
ed asked to meet after Mass at
9 a.m. at the St. Michael’s Cen-
ter.
Essex Appoints
Music Director
MONTCLAIR—The staff for the
Essex County CYO day camps was
completed this week with the ap
pointment of George Scannelli
Jr of Montclair as musical di
rector Rev. Vincent F. Affanoso.
county director, made the an
nouncement.
Scannelli will direct the musl
cal program at all three CYO
| camps in Irvington, Verona and
Livingston A graduate of Mon
clair State Teachers College, he
Is director of music for schools
In Hanover Township He plays
seven Instruments himself and
directs his own Dixieland hand
At the same time, the outing
schedule for the Irvington camp
ers was announced. It Is as fol-
lows July 8. Valley Spring Lake;
15. Sun Tan Lake; 22, Island
Beach; 29, mystery trip; Aug 5,
Point Pleasant; 12. Lake Hopat
cong, 19, Cedar Hollow.
Dittrich Awarded
Brennan Scholarship
NOTRE DAME George G.
Dittrich of West Englewood, a
student at Providence College,
has been awarded one of the Wil-
liam J. Brennan law scholarships
to Notre Dame Law School
An army veteran, Dittrich is
a member of Delta Epsilon
Sigma, the Catholic honor so-
ciety, and a staff member of the
Providence yearbook. The schol
arshlp, one of three awarded
each year, honors Supreme Court
Justice William J. Brennan.
THE COUNCIL of Florence
(1438-1443) affirmed the primacy
of the Pope against claims that
a general council la superior.
Knights Retain
V.F.W. Title
WILDWOOD In a close,
thrilling match, the Blessed
Sacrament Golden Knights re-
tained their New Jersey V.F.
W. drum and bugle corps title,
June 27 at the Municipal Ball
Park here.
The Knights had an M. 20-
*5.30 edge over St. Vincent'a
Cadets of Bayonne, ending the
latter’s undefeated string this
season. Blessed Sacrament
built up slight margins in
marching, drumming and gen-
eral effect to overcome the
Vlnnies' lead in bugling.
This left the two top corps
even on the season in their per-
sonal combat, St. Vincent'a hav-
ing won once and the third
meeUng having ended in a tie.
This deadlock will be split on
July 4 when they meet in the
Independence Day celebration
at Roosevelt Stadium, I'nion
City.
Blessed Sacrament and St.
Vincent's left the rest of the
field well behind, as usual, with
the Garfield Cadets third at
75.50. St. Patrick's of Jersey
City made its best showing of
the season when it placed
fourth with a 69.30 mark.
LAY PLANS: Newly-elected presidents of the three
classes at Seton Hall University talk over plans for the
1959-60 school year with Rev. Edward Larkin, direc-
tor of student affairs. Left to right, they are William
Keegan, senior; John Walsh, sophomore; and Edward
Sweeney, junior.
IN HIS HONOR: John Henning, editor-in-chief of the
1959 Peacock Pie, shows the St. Peter’s College year-
book to Rev. Wallace Pangborn. S.J., to whom it is
dedicated. Father Pangborn is professor of theology
and student counselor at St. Peter’s, where he has been
stationed since 1950.
Pirate Classes
Elect Officers
SOUTH ORANGE William
Keegan, Edward Sweeney and
John Walsh have been elected
presidents, respectively, of the
senior, junior and sophomore
classes at Seton Hall University
for the 1959 60 school year.
Chosen to serve with Walsh are
Hugh Dunnion, Philip Guidone,
Joseph Tracy. Charles Mesa,
Daniel Diana and William Noble.
Sweeney s assistants will be
Frank Miele. Joel Barkan, Ron-
ald Rooney, Edward Hughea,
Cary Roettger and Cornelius
Griffin
The oilier sophomore officera
.re Dominic Cnngolo, James
Hynn, Theodore Fiore, William
Burns, Peter Vitanzo and Thom-
as Lynch.
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“TAKE THE BUS
.
■nd leave the driving to us," la sensible advice and we were
tempted to paae It on to the Salvalorian missionary at Zarka
(Transjordan). Tbia devoted mission-
ary wrote that bia mlaaion ebapet on
the ontakirla of tbe town waa almoet
aa large aa tbe main Church. Aa a
rrault he waa forced to divide much
rj tfW • Zi of bla time between the chapel and
C" IS 1 /VH v* the main pariah Church. The dis-
tance la about five miles and In bad
weather the going is rather on the
rouifh aide. Taxi fare would eat up
most of the revenue
... to walk the
__ ,
distance would require so much time
Jhr rivy Fstbtr) /Mums Aid that ha would require an assistant
jrt tit Onmul Cktmb priest ... so be wrote and asked ns
to appeal for *5OO to buy a “Jeep."
Wo were about to soggest the bus—but there is no bus aere-
leo here between the refugee settlement and the town. Can
yow help this good priest to buy a “Jeep' 1 so he can "multiply 1*
hla presence and be In Use town and with the refugees at al-
most the same time?
St a
SUMMER CAMPS ARE UNKNOWN TO OUR REFUGEE
CHILDREN . . . ALMOST AS UNKNOWN AS A FULL MEAL
, . . WE CANNOT SEND THEM TO CAMP BUT WE MUST
FEED THEM ... $lO WILL SEND A FOOD PACKAGE!
JOSEPH and HIKMAT will enter a seminary In
on July 1. the Feast of the Moat Precious Blood,
were so anxious to start on the road to the
altar that we could not refuse them per-
mission even though U waa a gamble.
Usually we make these boys wait until
we hare a sponsor for each who la willing
to pay the necessary expenses of *lOO a
year for the six year course. However, we
are confident that since they will begin on
a Fraat which recalls Our I-ord'a sacrifice
for na . . . It will not be too difficult to find someone who will
make a sacrifice for Him!
Jrrusal
Both boys
•L
SISTER DANIEL and SISTER GEORGINIA have long de-
uirrd to become Slaters of the Visitation In India. H e gave them
permission to enter the novitiate on July Z.
tbe Feast of tbe Visitation of the Blessed
Mother. We hare no sponsors for them an
yet. but we know that Our Blessed Mother
will find a sponsor for each girl, who will
be willing to pay her necessary expenses of
*l5O a year for Use two years of noviUato
training. It may be you who will step for-
ward!
BEFORE YOU PICK UP THAT MEMBERSHIP AT THE
BEACH CLUB . . THE GOLF CLUB WOULD YOU HAVE
A FEW EXTRA DOLLARS TO JOIN THE CATHOLIC NEAR
EAST MISSIONS. THE DUES ARE *1 A YEAR FOR INDI-
VIDUALS OR *2O FOR LIFE. THE ADVANTAGES OF JOIN-
ING CANNOT BE MEASURED SINCE YOU SHARE IN THE
MASSES AND WORKS OF MISSIONARIES ALL OVER THE
NEAR EAST.
VACATION CLUB MONEY will soon be In your pocket once
again and perhaps yoa will be able to give a thought lo a MIS-
SION CLUB. They cover every aspect and serve evrry need of
mission life. The dues are *1 a month and prayer for the par-
ticular work of the Club.
MARY’S BANK . . .
support of novices.
ORPHAN'S BREAD . .
abandoned children.
MONICA GUILD . . . U
nlsh chapels.
DAMIEN LEPER TUND
tor the forPALACE OF GOLD
the aging.
BABILIANS . . . for schools.
CHRYSOSTOMS
... for
seminarians.
ease the pain of the Outcast.
GIVE TO WIN THE WORLD FOR CHRIST.
(HtLHearBast(ftissionsjjjft
FRANCS CARDINAL SPILLMAN. President p
Mtgr. Peter P. Toehy, Nwf*l *m>
Send mtt earn—alsadans to;
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION v
4to UxingtonAv*. at 46(h SI. N*w Yotfc 17, N. Y.
Dedicate your life to Chrljt
and Hi» Bletted Mother In
helping teen-age girli with
problemi . . . become a
Sister of the
Shepherd
ACTIVITIBSi
••del Work. T ••chlnt, Dietetic*,
Nuriini, Clerical Work. etc.
Hllh School recommended.
Tor further informellon writ* tot
MOTH!R f URBRIOR
Convent of the Oood Shepherd
114 tuaeoi Avenue
FILM DEVELOPED
Black and Whit* Service
I I.p.iur. Rati JO
King Site Oloity Reprints .05
COLOR FILM PROCESSING
Kodocolor • Ixpesure Roll
developed and enlarged 2.75
Reprints .25
• mm Roll Developed 1.30
■mm Mag. Developed 1 00
35mm Developed
20 lipeiure 1 30
Write for mailing envelopes
RYAN FOTO
BOX 24. CHATHAM. N. J.
THE FRANCISCAN FATHERS
Third Order Regular of St. Francii
Offer to Young Men and Boy» special opportunities
to study for the Priesthood. Lack of funds no obstacle.
For further Information, write to
DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONS
Franciscan Preparatory Seminary
P. O. Box 259, Hollidaysburg 6, Penna.
•«*«——eeoseeoeeeeeeeeeeeoooo—ooeoooeoeeeeoeeoeooeeoeeeeeee
minrinr-i mmTTTTTmnumiiitTii
THE
TBINITARIAN FATHEHS
offer an opportunity to young men and boys of Grammar
School and High School 1o become a priest or a Brother
In the Trinitarian Order. Lack of funds no Impediment.
Write toi
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Bex 8742, Baltimore 8, Maryland
ABBEY
NURSING
HOME
86 VAN NESS PLACE
Off Clinton Av«.
Blgolow 3-0303
MALE and FEMALE
AGED. CONVALESCENT, and
CHRONICALLY 111
llcamad by Slot* ol N. J.
PAIRING AREA
NEWARK
LASTING MEMORIALS
CHALICE
or
CIBORIUM
from
ISO
MUch.n 3-2260
57 HALSEY ST., NEWARK J. *tjj
Something New
Has Been Added to
NJB’s SILVER CLUB
ICED
BEVERAGE
SPOONS
6 for $2-25
8 for $3 00
12 for $4-50
with i deposit of
at liast $25 in your
Silver Club account
Now members of New Jersey Bank’s Silver
Club can build a complete silver service . . .
and build financial security at the same'
time! With deposits of at least ?25 into your
NJB Savings Account, you can purchase not
only bnsic place settings of Original Rogers*
"Starlight Rose," but a wide variety of
matching pieces as well all nt a fraction
of their retail value.
(There 1! ,lill lime to join the Stiver Club and fnfca',
oH t antage of this wonderful new way to iov#. Get
dffai't at your vrarett \JB office . But hurry/
fnember»htp§ are limited.) j
only by Int*r«etkm«l Bfhr*r Caw
Other Silver Club Offers1
ii
6 pc. Place Setting
A
Hostess Set
original tatting It
FREE; additional CO ?5
onat cott only r^‘
Lidia; Caka
Knife; Serving
Fork & Spoon
53-00
NEW
JERSEY
BANK
17 officet in:
Clifton • Haledon
Little Falls • North Hi Moll
fat talc • Patanon
Wott Pateraon
Some Publishers Switching to Perversion
PEORIA, 111. There has
been ■ switch in emphasis from
crime to perversion among the
publishers of objectionable paper-
back books, the director of the
National Office for Decent Litera-
ture said here.
Msgr. Thomas Fitzgerald of
Chicago said that books which
are in essence "textbooks on
crime*’ are being published less
frequently as a result of public
protests. But certain publishers
“are getting more and more into
the field of perversion,” he said.
HE TOLD A Knights of Colum-
bus meeting here that about five
publishers dominate the monthly
XODL list of publications disap-
proved for youth. However, he
said some paperback publishers
are printing the best in litera-
ture and urged that they be en-
couraged.
Msgr. Fitzgerald also discus-
sed the rapid growth in so-
called “men’s magazines”
which exploit sex and said
they are allowed to publish
because we are influenced to-
ward liberality by newspapers
“and newspapers are opposed
to any form of censorship.”
He emphasized that the NODL's
concern is not with reading ma-
terial for adults but “with ma-
terial children can get." He said
that "a certain percentage of
this material, if read regularly
by anyone, will cause mortal sin.”
MEANWHILE, Post Office, po
lice and Church campaigns aimed
at smutty material are being
pushed in many areas. In St.
Louis, police raids broke up two
different groups operating what
was called the largest obscenity
business in the history of the
area.
In one case, two brothers
were arrested on charges of
sending advertisements for ob-
scene pictures through the
mails. In eight weeks they had-
mailed advertisements for more
than $500,000 worth of obscene
photographs to some 60,000
prospective customers, many of
them children.
Their arrest came about after
parents had protested to local
postal officials, to whom they for-
warded envelopes and other ma-
terials used in the mail campaign.
Nine persons were arrested in
the second raid on charges of
selling obscene films. Police
found some $5,000 worth of movie
equipment in a studio-garage
from which the ring had operated
during the last four years.
In Indianapolis, ind, 1» per-
sons were arrested for selling
magazines alleged to be obscene
by Sheriff Robert O’Neal, who
ordered the crackdown. The ar-
rest* were criticized by the Re
tail Druggists Association and
American Civil "Liberties Union.
COOPERATION Ir, the Post
Office drive against mail-order
obscenity was urged on Catholics
in New York. Tucson, Ariz., and
Fall River, Mass. In New York,
a letter from the Chancellor was
read at all Masses.
Bishop Daniel J. Gercke of
Tucson issued a pastoral letter
asking parents to save obscene
material, mailed to their
homes, together with envel-
opes and all enclosures, and
turn them over to the local
postmaster.
In Fall River, the same proce-
dure was outlined in-all sermons
on Sunday at the request of Bish
op James L. Connolly. He di-
rected his priests to call atten
tion to the magnitude of the
problem in their sermons.
Lafayette Diocese
Is Most Catholic
, LAFAYETTE, La. (NC)—By a
Ismail fraction, the Diocese of
Lafayette, La., now has the high-
est percentage of Catholic popu-
lation in the nation.
Based on statistics in the 1959
Oficial Catholic Directory, the
Diocese of Lafayette, with 358,173
Catholics in a total population of
584,400, has a percentage of 6128
Catholics, while the Diocese of
Providence, R.1., has a percent-
age of .6126 Catholics with a
Catholic population of 507,238 in
a total population of 828,000.
LOWERING THE COST: In the Netherlands, architects are emphasizing more
simple designs for churches so that Bishops will be able to build more churches
in the Haarlem and Rotterdam areas. Prof. G. Holt designed the above parish
church for Haarlem. By lowering the height of the building the total cost will be
much less than that of churches previously built.
Committee Critical of New York
Entertainment, News Media
NEW YORK (RNS) Some
segments of the mass media in-
dustries—newspapers, magazines,
radio and television are lm
pairing the city's moral and spir
itual climate, a committee of 104
Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish
leaders told Major Robert Wag
ner here
In a report presented to the
mayor, they urged that newspa
pers avoid the "lurid and sexually
immoral" in advertising, that
magazines ban salacious articles
and pictures, and that radio and
TV avoid the presentation of cer
tain types of crime and violence
THE REPORT grew out of a
series of meetings and confer
ences with leading representa
tlves of the mass media which
were initiated after the commit
tee was formed in July of 1058
It was presented to Mayor Wag
ner by co-chairmen Ur Pan \l
Potter, executive director of the
Protestant Council of the l'it\ of
New York, Msgr Thomas A Don
nellan. Chancellor of the Nr.s
York Archdiocese, and Dr Wil
liam K Rosenblum. former presi
dent of the Synagogue Council of
America and spiritual leader of
Temple Israel here
The committee said it uill
initiate a pulpit appeal soon,
urging that people register
their concern by “writing let-
ters to the media, speaking with
individual distributors and by
more vigilant control within
the family." The religious lead
ers emphasized that moral
codes and srlf-discipline can do
much to effect a solution to the
problem.
The three cn chairmen sold
suhdn isions of their committee
will continue to meet with city
agencies and media ’representa
lives to try to bring about adop
tion of its recommendations "un-
til some real modification of the
current moral and spiritual rli
mate is achieved '
Many newspapers may justifi-
ably pride themselves on their
presentation of news stories and
informative articles on current
affairs, the report stated Yet..
all too often, a segment of the
press negates its positive con
tributions by headlining and high
lighting the very stories that car
r\ a destructive influence, espe
ciall.v to our young
The report said that a great
number of magarines are “sal
acinus in content and abnor
mal in psychology with the
only reason for their existence
being financial gain, irrcspcc
live of the ruin they can occa
sion to lives’*
It added that radio s record of
;« high level of information and
entertainment is marred by inde
cent suggestions and implications
contained in popular songs on
disk jockev shows, and television
is impaired by * long exposure to
materialistic concepts, sadist.c
and brutal violence, with its cm
phasis upon phvsical attributes
with suggestive dialogue and se
quences
Commenting on the part adver
Using agencies play on the city's
morals, the report declared that
a segment of this group sensa
tionali/es the appeal of sex to
adorn products that have not the
remotest connection with it
Thev compete in the presentation
of the lurid and the lewd "
Veterans to Convene
CHICAGO (NO Ten Ihou
sand delegates are expected to
attend the lf#>o silver jubilee con
vention of the Catholic War Vet
e»ans of America here Aug 17
14 THE ADVOCATE July 2,1959
Ip
\
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
.11,,, .«¥2
NUMENT * • mausoleumm-J4l RIDGE ROAD NO. ARLINOTON
... 1^ppn^t< Holy Cross Cenjetrry
T'rr , Y!?J!-9j;
r **«lous Indoor Showroom
SELLING DIRECT TO PURCHASER
BARR! GUILD MONUMENT*
SAVING or
WASHINGTON FLORIST
Incorporated
Since 1906
WEDDINO and FUNERAL DESIONI
Flowtn Telegraphed Anywhere
563 BROAD STREET. NEWARK. N. 4.
Mltchel 2*0621
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understandingservice is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
CSSCX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
'
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Woiniak,
Directors
ESsex 3-0606
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Director
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MULLIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIKRNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J. 7
PLymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntclair 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J. %
NUtley 2-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbster 2-0098
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Street
East Paterjon
SW 6-0068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATlat 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gl Ibert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNERAL HOME
36 Tueri Ave., Jersey City
(rear St. Aedan'i Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNIon 7-1000
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
HOboken 3-1455
HOboken 3-1456
LAWRENCE G. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
OLdfield 9-0579
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
OLdfield 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
CORNY t OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
GROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD « SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN. N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRezcott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcoft 7-0141
V CORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PReecott 7-3002
Nr listing In this section call Tha Advocate, MArkot 44)700
POPE INNOCENT XIII extend
ed the Feast of the Most Holy
Name of Jesus to the entire
Church in 1721.
CLASSIFIED
Deadline for Classified Ads Monday 12 Noon
FO* INFOHMATIN, CALL MA 4 0700
HELP WANTED
MALE A FEMALE
OFFICE. TECHNICAL. SALES
HALL CMP. AGENCY
SALESWOMEN
FVLL or part time. Experience preferred
but not necessary
EDITH REHNBORG COSMETICS
BASIC com ml** lon 15 per cent plua month-
ly cash bonus Full line creams, make-
up. hair rare. Nationally arlxertised Phone
llßidfe 8-2975—days or e>enlngs Toll calls
collect.
DESIGNER TOOL J TO 5 YEARS EXIT
RIENCE INFORM TOOLS JIGS AND
FIXTURES FOR TOP LOCAL COMPANY
EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS IN
CLUDING PROFIT SHARING. SALARY TO
&6500.
BRENTEN EMP. AGCY.
7M Broad St . .110 Newark
REALTORS
If you are thinking of buytng or •elltni
caU
HOWELL S COGAN
Realtor Inauror
503 Broad St., Bloomfield. N. J.
Pilgrim 8 2754
Buy a home first
phone
WILLIAM BALER
Bealty Cos.
MU 6-2400
REAL ESTATE A LNSI RANCE
1367 Stuyvc.nt Av... Union. N J
BUY NOW
SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR
TRADE-IN PLAN
We will Hat your house for sale, or
consider buying It. If you purchase an
other house through our office Let
ua know your requirements Evenings
and Holiday* call Mrs. Kelly WE 9 3922.
Mr. Gallagher NU -3-3870
STANLEY JOHNSON
Realtor
23 High Street NLtley 2 8000
Residential Sales Specialists
McCANN WEBBE
In The Pink Brick Ranch
906 E. Ridgewood Ave . Ridgewood. N. J
OLiver 2-0883
OPEN WEEKENDS
FREE!
BOOKLETI
ON THE TAYLOR
HOME TRADE-IN
PLAN
A Complete Individual Plan for
Tha Home-Owner. If You'rs Buy-
Ini A HOME or Seling A Homo.
This Groat Plan Will Do Both
Jobs Tor You
Phono or writ# for froo hookst
fRANK H. TAWOR t SON
(Nolo Kir at Name*
Trade In Dep'L
*3 BO HARRISONN ST.
EAST ORANGE. N J.
ORANGE 3 6100
BLOOMFIELD
SACRED HEART PARISH
Vacant Owner Transferred
26 Elmwood Ave. Neat 7 room home. 3
bedrooms and hath 2nd fl . Extra room on
Ist fl.. convertible to T.V. room, coova
leeing room. Automatic heat, garage, play
yard Taxes only 1322 list Price 114.300
We have key
BERNARD WERBEL
RFALTOR
MJBM. Av.. Bloomfield PI IX4
SPACIOUS COLONIAL
FOUR bedrooms. 1 1-J baths, living room
with fireplace, den. large dining room,
kitchen, breakfast room, recreation room.,
newly decorated, gaa heat. 2 car garage.
In Our Lady of Sorrows Pariah Owner
transferred Offers invited Cali Mr Brets-
ger. DR. >-44)3.
Cartwright, Bre)zger & Fowler
Realtors
M o»lh.n Hd, Sh HllU. Dll SW>a
RIDGEWOOD
~~XJbatWooD~~AND VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUTOr-TOWNER.A
.
MO MULTIPLE LISTINGS
?.tTM F< ®.*EAI - mtat* at show
rr.nklln Av*. Rtds.woM
OPEN | DAYS AND EVENINGS
ROSELLE PARK
TRAFFIC WILL STOP
to admire lhia
STONE FRONT A BRICK
MODERN 3 LEVEL
that boaata a
4 BEDROOMS -3 BATHS
IS x 13 TILED KITCHEN
an enormous knottv pine recreation
room Stone fireplace, double larue
aparloua lot
G. E HOWLAND BR 6 5900
1.1 EASTMAN STREET. IRAN TOR n
SHORT HILLS
CAPE COD COLONIAL
Well maintained atone rrnnt I yeara rid.
4 exceptionally large bedrooma. (eneroua
»loar t apace. li\ tn« room with ftmplai r
dlnlnf room, modern kitchen m reened
porrh. nice shrubbed lot. 1 1 : hath* con
\enlent to R R Station and Saint Rnae of
Uma C hurch Call Mr Rrett*rr OR « Mu I
Cartwright, Bretiger & Fowler
Realtor*
>« o>»ih»n Rd . Sh Hull. nn Alw
HIGHLAND LAKES
HIGHLAND LIKE!
Rtfhe«t Laka Community in N J
17 TV»
|ATTRACTIVE. new. ruattc cabina almnet
Icompleted J bedroom* and aleepm* bat
cnnjr. li vin * room with lietdatnne fireplace
kitchen, bath. Screened porch Immediate
poaaeaalon Club Community Term* ar
ranged DIRECTIONS Take Rl (A in Ri
13 North on Rl 23 tn Stork holm, then
turn at the Richland Ijakea arrow and
follow iicna to the office of
| RETKIJCR AND SHF.PPFRD INC
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
APPLIANCES
REPAIRS
RADIOS Hi-Fi
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS
And All llouaehold Electrical
I Appliances a' la> Prices
AMHERST
APPLIANCE St SUPPLY CO
4»S CENTRAL AVENUE
OR*n*« 1-7*19 EAST OR A -NOT
PAINTING
JOSEPH HANSON
TOR A GOOD JOH BY t lIANIC s
INTFRIOR. EXTERIOR PAINTING
PAPKR HANGING MINOR CAR
pentry. insured on • thus
EXTERMINATOR
CIN NINGH AM ¥ XTE R M IN A TIN G
A Guaranteed Teat Control Servtrf
Newark. N J 4 R4A2
SAFES
ALL TYPE
NEW AND USED SAFES
Vaults Bought. Bold and Repaired
Safa interior! made to apeciftcellona
Ali kinds of Etraproof equipment for
Instltutlona. Industry. Ilraulenra
MAFFEY'S KEY SHOP 'eat. 1910)
1171 E. Grand St . Eluabeth N J.
El 3-1903
“
plumbing-heating
! STEFANELLI BROTHERS”
|ATE AMKITTING AND OIL HI ItNritX
I Plumbing Heating and Electrical con-
tractors. 428 Orange M. Newark. NJ.
11l MM2
Michael T Bautin mann. Inc
Pluming and Heating
1«1 William bl Newark 3. MA 1 7407
FLOOR WAXING
””
Ken’s Floor Waxing
KINt FLOOR WAXINO
Realdentlal Commercial
Quality work and service
HD 3 4723 Newark. N J
RELIGIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLE*
THE MIRACLE SHOP
>l4 Ridge Road. I.yndhuret
<opp Rui Theatre)
Daily I to S- Ila I
WEbater 3-4343
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
114 Breedway. Pgteraon. M. J.
MUlberry 4*914
Domcatio Imported
Books of All Cathollt Publisher*
+ Hummel Originate
• Greeting Cerda
• Mam Cleary f Hebert Cleary
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
ESTABLISHED 1915
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
EOR CHURCHES SCHOOIS
AND INSTITUTIONS
Alt Typ# Building*
*45 NEW POINT ROAD
II 5-1700 ELIZABETH. N. i
JosephH. Browne
Company
1904 - OUI 341 K YtA» - 1951
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
ASM CANS • MATS • SOAP
POLISH • BROOMS • BRUSHES
WAX • SPONGES • PAILS
• TOlirr PAPER
• MOPPING EQUIPMENT
PAPER • PAPER TOWELS • CUPS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
HEnderton 1-0471
LOSQUADRO COAL CORP.
SELF SERVICE ICE STATIONS
24 hours a doy—7 doyt a week
ICE CUBES —50 c BAG
BLOCK ICE —25 c BLOCK
CHARCOAL and BRICQUETTES
TWO CON VINIiN T LOCATION!
1955 Park Avo , Weehawken - UN 6-4818
•lUiwrrn l>yke ■ Lumber it Lincoln Tunnel)
509 Anderson Ave.. Cliffside Park - WH 5-2686
■<or Amlrrfton A teller*ter ltn«rli
w J
mw
Retro
SINCE 190?
FUEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
PETROLEUM HEAT AND POWER COMPANY OF N J
972 BROAD STREET Newark, N J Ml 2 8130
CRAFT
DECORATORS
INC.
CUSTOM DRAPERY
MANUFACTURERS
lor Ihr
HOME - COMMERCIAL
INSTITUTION
UN 4-6020
Serving All North Jert
FRFE ESTIMATES
ROOFING SIDING
"*'»• Lteaerj K R,»l„m
rm Wmdoni Doom * Jelouvei
Cell
Hackensack Roofing Cos
mainst hut soso
ALL WORK OUARAHTLIO
MARKET
MAINTENANCE CO.,
INC.
Exterminating Contractors
Window Cleaning
Floor Waxing
Complete Janitorial Service
CHURCHII SCHOOLS
HOSPITALS INDUSTRIAL
ISf PrtllmhwTMn Av . Nwk 11. N J
Prank Botco. Janitorial |nim««r
Ofllcoi 11 11)40 Nlahti R■ 144)1
TELL THE ADVERTISER
“You saw It In
The Advocate”
NOW or
NEVER
7 DAYS ONLY
BRAND NEW
WESTINGHOUSE
SPEED CLEARED OR WHEELS
»£->
99
TERMS
' TUI CUAWANTF r
(•«»•<• Sit .» Mlaikotnh
Ctokiiim floor « me tool
I if'•»!»• C.'< fttaraff
%oa» Ml TISS AWAY* |A(<
HCNTWfICNT
NEW
I HORSEPOWER
GENERAL ELECTRIC
SWIVEL TOP
VACUUM CLEANER
• MUtl I AC T Iff Cl lAN IWC It IT
»l|t«i< Attaoiaf tally to l»|». l a*
• »*tR AMukaiM't
• l*Wa**i Tr»«# •• I •«aiM
• |m Ti*r • »»t >
• AM Parfta! la S»***4i
• !**•« ArraaiM
2999FULLCASH
PRICE
All New
TWO-BRUSH
FLOOR
POLISHER
Plut 6 Aftochmcnta
TERMS
99
FULL
CASH
PRICE
Brand New
REGINA
FLOOR POLISHER
and SCRUBBER
Plus 6 Attochmanti
31 49FOILCASH
PRICE
FREE HOME DEMON-
STIUTION • I>rt ns
Firing anv ilrm In yonr
komr In »rr mnl try. No
rout, no nliligalinn. Any-
\*Firrr l* I til in 'MI mi Ira.
CALL NOW - CALL COLLECT
Ml 2-7960
Operators on Duty 24
Hours Opened Daily
GEM VACUUMSTORES
?R SfriagfltM Am . Rmrt
Carve Heights of Edison
From Woodland Property
EDISON TOWNSHIP (PFS)
The Heights of Edison, appropri-
ately enough, is the name given
a major new development being
carved from a vast woodland
area here, at a point reputedly
of the highest elevation in Mid-
dlesex County, in which the great
inventor, the late Thomas Alva
Edison, devised many of his in-
genious inventions, notaby the
electric light bulh.
The Heights is a subdivision
with a proposed three-year pro-
gram for construction of '‘con-
tour homes”; the developers' way
of indicating dwellings of various
styles, each of which shall be as
signed to the terrain to which it
is best suited. This method of fol-
lowing the natural contours of the
existing ground will enable the
developers to leave practically all
the trres and the gently rolling
terrain just as nature originally
created it.
Creators and builders of The
Heights of Edison are .lack W
Denholtr. and Joseph Deutsch,
who operate the American Con-
struction Company, Inc. They ac-
quired this 100-acre parcel about
2 1/2 years ago and have been
developing houses to fit the ter-
lain, as well as the subdivision
la> out which incorporates a min
imum of grading changes.
Denholtz and Deutsch have al-
ready created more than 3,000
home* in Union, Middles**, Mon-
mouth and Essex Counties. In ad
dition, they have done a great
deal of commercial, industrial
and apartment house building and
today operate one of the largest
building organizations in the
state.
The entire tract layout is
"curvi linear," which is designed
to fit the grade and also serves
as a safety measure for traffic
The bulk of the property was
originally part of the Bloomfield
Estate and held by that family
for more than a century. The
land is heavily treed and contains
many historic sites, the high point
o! the property being more than
200 feet above sea level.
New Models
At Haywood
BRICK TOWNSHIP (PFS)
Two new model homes the
Haywood contemporary ranch
and the front-to-back split-level
Barnegat are being opened for
public inspection this weekend at
Bay wood on Barnegat Bay, la
goon seashore resort community
here
The 270 acre site is being de
\eloped by the American Land
Investment Corp , North Plain
field, which is creating a seashore
resort community which will
eventually consist of 1,200 homes
with navigable lagoons providing
doorstep boat-docking facilities
The developers offer lagoon
front homesites ready for build
ing priced from SI.BOO
The model homes were erected
for year round Itwng by Webster
C.ildersleeve of Gilder Builders,
Inc of Bavwood
Construction
Under Way
At Longview
HARRINGTON PARK (PFS)
—Construction starts are under
way at the Longview housing
community here to meet »ummer
and Kail delivery dates assured
recent buyer*
Fifteen recent sale* are report
ed hv Beir Higgins Realty Asso
cute* of Allendale. N J . since
introduction of three new models
thi* past Spring The models are
part of a 113-house community
being developed as another Har
mer Project by Harold Kramer
and Vincent Cucrhiara
The builders offer two-story
spilt level, mezzanine ranch and
ranch home* priced from 557.990
or. fully landscaped plots 100 by
123 feet and larger The homes
are located on Lafayette Ave off
Schraalenhurgh and Knickerhock
er Road*
Homes have been delivered to
22 of the 39 buyers
IN CLOSTER: This shows contemporary seven-room StarLite
ranch model with two baths and two-car garage at Star-
View Gardens. 39-home community being developed on
Rucksman Rd., east of Piermont Rd., in Closter by Paul Lo-
cisk in association with Daniel Marchelle and Julius Russo.
The builders offer ranch and split level homes priced from
$25,500. The StarLite model is available at $32,500.
'Brisk Activity’ Reported at Snug Harbor
TOMS RIVER (RFC) - Snug
Harbor, a development of 400
waterfront homes here, reported
"brisk activity" on the opening
of the second section James J
Tully, former Mayor of Belleville,
and Joseph Do Raima are the
builder* and sales agents for the
development.
Specifically designed for year
round waterfront living. Snug
Harbor offers two exciting new
concepts in lower priced ranch
homes. The ranch home is priced
from 58.7R0 plus lot and the down
payment is S4!WV
According to Tully. lagoon
homes have a wide appeal to all
age groups All homes arc located
on a lagoon Within minutes the
home owner ran go swimming or
fishing and can dock his boat in
his own hark yard These homes
also have a great appeal to those
ir. the retired age groups
Snug Harbor homes feature
two or three bedrooms, modern
kitchen, built in range and oven,
hardwood floors, finished custom
built knotty pine cabinets; oil
fired warm air heating, colored
tile hath with colored fixtures,
copper plumbing, full insulation,
dining area, large Hollywood pic-
ture window Just added to the
development Is anew and mod-
ernistic landscaped entrance
heading directly to the Snug
Harbor homes.
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ARCHGATE
Adjoining Summit, high in the splendorous
Watchung Hills —a completely new community
of exciting Ranch, Split-Level and Two-Story
home* in picturesque New Providence. Excellent
schools, shopping and transportation to all parts
of N. J. and New York City.
Priced From
$22,300
Liberal Mortgage Terms
DISICTIONS From Nawnrk Watt an *1 JJ Taka Unian-Marrlv
taw* turn.a ft la Marril Ay* Cantmua an Marrii Ava fa
fpringfialrf Ava (Summit) (Taaata Italian-Salary lh„na) Tun
laft and prnraad an Springf.aM Ava T’> mil*! fa Mnpla It.
tafl turn an Mnpla St. ta mnrj.li OS Cnrifan Stnta Pnrkvyny
Saulft— Sail 140 (Unian-Marriitawn) ta Marnt Ava. Prataad
•• ebevt
Sales Agents:
BROUNELL & KRAMER
1478 Morris Ave , Union. N. J., MUrdock 6-1800
T«Upb«n« of tit*
CRestview 3-8873 Models Open Noon to Dark
ARCHGATE
"Gateway to the Splendorous Watchung Hills"
Maple Street, New Providence, N J
Another Fine Sherman Bros Community
have you seen ...
Forest Lakes
Route 2 06. Andover
kA
4--:
Unspoiled Natural Beauty
Formerly a private estate, available for
those who want the best for present use
or future investment.
• Water Main* • Boardwalk
• Paved Roads • t Bearhes
Limited Somber of ’ a-Acre Plot ;
Reasotiabl) Priced
ROUTE 206, ANDOVER
Old Tappan Hills
81 FOOT— 7 ROOM
COLONIAL RANCH
on estate sized plots 175 x 144 or larger If desired
28,500
also Split I.e\els from $24,500 and Cape Cods from *21.500
all homes on minimum plots 175 x 144
F.ntrr Into the bright, cheery
renter (oyer entrance and on
Into luiury rnomlneaa not
usually found In ranches In
this prlrr rlass. The larie
living room has a huge pic-
ture window overlooking the
rear yard offering complete
privacy with a built-in view.
Full dining room, eatra large
kitchen with brunch area. J
generous »lir bedrooms, 2
full baths. (Master Bedroom
la 13’ x I>' and has a private
full bath —of course), fin-
ished recreation and enter-
tainment room with rear eilt
to garden, 2-Cadillae garage,
gas fire heat.
Furnished By: "Ronald's of Teaneck"
Old Tappan Hill* m toon at potttbU
op«n up a whglt n«w Ufa far yau.
VilM »♦»• fwrmthgd madal
and »a« barn* that
*.i Mile from St. Plus X Church phone
NOrth 6-0744
DIktCTIONS SI « •« TiiMlt as. Tasnack. narth an Taanaak
a« whlth bacomu Wathinatan Ay. ana Sthraalankurah as. ta
l sit ran* as. Hamnatan Park. Caniii.ua an latavatta as. ta
ana, turn latt ta Waatwaaa Ava ana laft ta makal hama.
Forest A Westwood Aves.
Old Tappan (Bergen Cos.)
New Jersey
TWO SIDES OF A COIN
Wp all want suburban living . green grass ... a friendly town . good
schools
... a quality home BI Twp want price . . and we want it NEXT
TO NEW YORK CITY! The first side of our coin isn't hard Many towns
offer good price, quality homes and suburban living . . but they're out too
far Here, at Longview, 13 miles from the George Washington Bridge la 2.V
minute ridel you can be. as one of our buyers said "as close as New York as
possible and still be in the country
"
Yes. the price is right’ And. we have variety ... 5 furnished models from a
complete selection of 9 different designs, ranging from charming 2-story
Colonial to sleek California Ranch Built in quality features include
plaster walls . . . complete kitchens
...
hot water heat
. . . and poured concrete foundations
Don't take our word for it Come out and see for vourself
Our lady of Victories Church and School
Only Walking Distance Away.
MODEL ILLUSTRATED, "THE LEXINGTON"
2-STORY COLONIAL Priced it
OtH«r horn** to It Yr Mortgagee f 9 , Al ,
*29,990
cnmgjm&m
AT HARRINGTON PARK, N J
In The Country Club Section of Bergen County
ONCT II MII.IS II HINUTIS OIIVINO T IMI .
r«OM TH| CIOROS WASHINGTON 811001
MODELS OPEN DAILY A WEEK-ENDS
II AIT V ASSOCIATIS INC
Con»ul»ant»
I n«) ar DA wit 1 Ul
Analhtt HARM!* Pr«t*«9
Calft Schemes iim|
GREENBAUM BROS PATERSON, N
OIBICTIONS N®fth on Ttonock *4 which bacamaa Waah
Iw»»oo A»o I contliiwo In*# Schraalanbursh «4 which bocomoo
lataaatta (4. cantiaua an La*arot*a Rd laai than W mil, la
rumiahad fahiblt Hamaa
lIVING
•
FISHING
•
BOATING
•
SWIMMING
•
WATER
SKIING
•
GOLFING
•
OUTDOOR
LIVING FISHING • BOATING • SWIMMING • WATER SKIING • GOIfING • OUTDOOR
510 Down slO Per Month
BUVS AWaterfront Homesite on
BEAUTIFUL BARNEGAT BAY
JUST 50 MINUTES FROM NEWARK
TT7I
• Natural Gas
• Paved Roads
Private Beaches
Curbs
• No Assessments
FOR LIMITED TIME
ONLY! MONTHLY
after low
paymtaf
o m $59
3-bedroom, year-round home on a lagoon
10t...0n1y $8990
BERKELEY SHORE ESTATES
mvti » BAYYHII, N. J.
MMCTIOM. 9m4m, (M. *» *•* $m IM.h« tak. Iw. f
»—• •• « *, mm NFI.
uooojno • J.vnoo • oniibs «U7m • oniwwims • dnuvou • onihsij
LIVING
•
FISHING
•
BOATING
•
SWIMMING
•
WATER
SKIING
•
GOLFING
•
OUTDOOR
lIVING
FORKED RIVER BEACH
ON BARNEGAT BAY
Cute Brand New
2-Bedroom Vacation Cottage
On 100-ft wide lagoon on Forked River,
including a 60x80 lagoon lot.
At beach area, close to protected bathing
beach on Barnegat Bay, including a
60x100 lot.
On a beautifully wooded corner lot. lot
60x1 00 included.
A Vacation Cottago
A* Low At
$3,945
$2OO Down
$3,405
$3OO Down
$4,093
$2OO Down
$3,245
Inducting 40x100 Wood.it Ist - Inly Tsnni
EXCELLENT BOATING - BATHING - FISHING
FUN FOR ALII
Ivmmsr R.ntal Csttsgst Avsilabl.
In All Sadism from SJO Is JIOO p., Ws.k
Oi radiant Tak. Cardan Stats Parkway Seuth la (xrt 74. Tum latt (a
Rt ♦ Turn right an Rt f. V. Mils fa attic
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
SUwi'&i
oPbiit£"
On Barnegat Bay off Route 549
Tom» River, N. J.
★ WOODLAND * BAYFRONT
★ LAGOONS
★ BOATING * PRIVATE BEACH ★ FISHING
Lot ond Dock <-
No Down Payment /)., Oil.
$2,670 (jltlWM
Dock Your
Boat
At Your Dock
Oiraclient G« r dan ftlala Parkway lilt *l. Rauta let laft
Polhamul la ran and al read la lILVIR lAY POINT
Send for Brochure A 1
E.
FAIR LAWN, N J.
SW fi-1500
B. LEONE
or TftMS RIVER. N J.
Diamond 9-3669
Will Irur Marini 1200*250 On Barnegat Bay To Yarhl Club
SDHRISi BEACH
BARNEGAT BAY
Invites
you
To Injoy the Froth Solt Tong of
♦he Opw Seo . . . The Scant of
PiOO a a a A VoCOttOO HOTT # foT
Hoppy Summer Activities toch at
Rooting, Swimming, Fishing and
o Haven for Eventual Year-Round
Of Retirement living.
-j1 73 FT. WIDE WATERFRONT
LAGOON LOTS
LARGE WOODLAND LOTS
$l3O DOWN $l3 MO.
7 and 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOMES
Finished Homei
SOLID YEAR-ROUND CONSTRUCTION
Sumrrmr Rtntalt Available
SHELLS from *2,645 Open 8 ’til Dark
It: ♦, F. 0. lex 171 Forked Elver, N. 1 MT. J-3921
DIRECTIONS Carden Stale Pkwy.to Forkad Rivtr Eiit No. 74.
turn left at end ol tut and go 2 mill* to blinker it RL 9, turn
leH on Rt. 9. go M mill to Sunriaa Beach. OR: From Toma
River, South on Rl. 9. go 914mile* to Suimaa Beach.
[waterfront home sites
_* Y SHo *l*S LAGOON PARADIS!
*
M
YOUR BOAT
IN YOUR BACKYARD
eiIICIIOHI G-d Wk Pkwy M
lire »i, so iiiaiomt a. ■■ aa« a.
H*a»ar 4.. liawwiaa *1 a, MY I
•a lad liaa tawa, tara Ml lall..
n-y-»"larwaad", Oikar.a-**
aaa Caaai,. Ni.
BARNEGAT ban
V) Wu Mure Of ronrr nw**1
2 SALTWATER POOLS
PRIVATE SANDT BEACH
CHOICE LAGOON
BUILDING LOTS
*lBOO
• BOATING
• SWIMMING
• FISHING
• CRABBING
• MARINE BASIN
$«• Model Home
Opai Oall, II AM. -til D«rt
Telephone
TWmbrook 2-5100
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OPEN WED., THURS.,
FRI. 'Til 9:30 P. M.
Closed Sot., July 4«h
. Closed Sundays! ,
Special for Advocate Readers!
4-GALLON
SKOTCH KOOLER
COMP. 7.49 _
VALUE T.33
® Nl ktlidny pirnir*w l tiplidny irnin
® iniulatvd
® K*«p» liquid* he* or icy cold for Kourt
Downstairs Store A
prices!
, u p.ri.r
OQ"*WORLD'S WEST
_,.|||
D.Kgk' cans 03
JUICIDRINK >-> 300e15 c
fRUH COCHTMI Z..Q‘
HEINZ REUSHES S»*
*
,59
Ereien UMONAK
6 3
Gulden’s IMBTM®
PACKARD’S
kosher sucks
Qiamond
KaoUitLon
Dill PICKLES
Tomato Juice
COCKTAIL
CHARCOALBRIQUETS
UNION JUICE
Golden CORN
SWEET PEAS
RIPE OLIVES
MAYONNAISE
Salted PEANUTS
FRUIT for ICE CRE
ANV
SARDINES
CANADA DM 500.‘
26 oz
CoU#o * ,nn
decanter
sell-starting
boxes
pt.
bottle
Zl7 oz.cans
217-oz.cans
CROWN
ci
birds cye
> gACH
c
tS ' pkgs.
33 |a.oT.
kVJ-r
-
S TRAVrBE«*' tS
"SKSSS" cans
10-01
CLUB SODA
rD
* pc on CHEK^
frHoy.
r
A» P'Uee
24,oi 1
ibUUT P
, J ' *
gjj SPECIALLY SELECTED QUALITY PRODUCE
FRESH-PICKED GOLDEN BANTAM
CORN 10 59
BANANAS
RADISHES
Golden Ripe 2 * 29
Locally-grown bunch
TOP QUALITY MEATS
27 years famous In North Jersey for the finest meats - lowest pricesl
MERKEL S READY-TO-EAT
SMOKED
U. S. CHOICE BONELESS
HAMS
SIRLOIN STEAKS
MORRELL PRIDE
SLICED BACON
MORRELL PRIDE ALL MEAT
FRANKS
U. S. CHOICE TOP A BOTTOM
ROUND ROAST
lb
lb.
lb
lb
We have everything you need for quick, summer supper!
• PASTRAMI e SALAMI e CORNED BEEF • ROAST BEFF
• VIRGINIA HAM e SLAMS • SALADS
west
The Hnesl pure
,n Havurl
WONDER CAKE
lb
Made of fuscous
, w
eel chocolate a
_ pleasantly prlc«
dCOFFEE WN6
_.|low almond
fillmQ
APPLE TURNOVERS
D.lxlr—b _
SUNSHINE CAKE
ea
Worm
.weather fovoril.
-
-rich cake
with sugar 't»
ea
ea
nut ropp' n 9
FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS
( .■>;,*; *• •'
v swiss cheese
FANCY, DOMESTIC
BLOCK
IMPORTED EXTRA-SHARP
/By the piece lb. 49‘
Canadian CHEDDAR CHEESE ib 79<
READY-TO-EAT
- HAFNIA BRAND
Shoulder PICNIC HAMS
GENUINE IMPORTED
"/?
|b 1-33 4^
""
HOLLAND EDAM CHEESE b 79‘
/Hi
♦I
♦
Did you know fhot we carry over 400
varieties of cheese from the four
corners of the world?
#1
I*l mi
